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Preface \-
ASince Dr: Sidney-Marland,.its U.S.

.Cinnmissioner of Education,..initialq
encouraged the infusion of career
educatOn into the American
education mainstream, there have
been varying degees.oLconfusion
relativvto'the definition anartneaning
of Career' edinatiotkana its potential
role in the local 'sehools. The
lingering skepticism of. career
education appears`to be declining
"now, however, as this.itmovadve
concert is implemjntedcand
integrated into _school .currictilums..
Increasingly;'.publicschool educatins
are seariliing for better methods aril
t h intim> of .preparing
fa satisfying life-roles and careers.

Profes.sinal organizatiOns. such 'as
the rtiatf onal" Education Ass4ciat
an4 the i...merican Vocational
Association.have endorsed the career
education.movitimcmt and presently
ate advocating it continued
expansion. Falorzible responses have
come also from organized labor the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, and
other stipoi -tern of quality *education..

Teacher-education institutions have
viewed the immediate career
education movement with interest,
and any have initiatedsiguificant,
changes in their prograffis kir the
preparation of educational persynnel.
Whether the institutions should
underwrite the advocacy
commitment in terms cjf money,
staff, and facilities is still a matter
for debate. However, emergence '.f.d
the career educition concept and its
many ra.mifications has unleased, '
coliflnence of forces focusing on an
educational .concept which teacher .

education should examine closely.
Although career education still is

in a state of development and Still
is considered a controversial issue by
many teacher educators, it has
dev'eloped. grass-roots support in
business, industry, labor, and schools
in every state in the nation, Without
question; carver education-now is
looked upon byminredubtion
leaders as a Mechanism for

. ,. . ,,

's.educational reform. Career education
.

i stronger-today than yesiterday,
and all indications reveal that it, will,

. fiestrongertonorrow tharrit is today, .
Still, it is quite apparent- that this .

significant ediicatirnal inoyethent
cannot. result in lot4term change,

.,and might possibly 'flounder, unless
it is ,understood, accepted; and even
promoted 'bry teacher. .echication.

The urgent need at TTIR tinic, is
for gather educators to make a
concentrated and colt ve effort to
understand.-the philos hical...
foundation, rationale, and implied-- °-
responsibilit)s of teacher education .

institutions. Hopefully die National,/
career Education Workshops, ,.
sponsored jointly. by-the fl',.S..Office
oft Education) and Oklahoma Stash'-
University, thave helped to .chart a
new sence'of direction in American

,teacher edtitation. 'It, is, hoped also
that these workshops have stimulated
teachtr educators to investigate moire

-.thoroughly -the career education
:concept and to perpetuate the kind
of changes neeessarly to, develop life

. relevance in-Arne-fit:an ecluvA ion.;
The proceedings lierern .i e a

sununatmo of workshop dev lopmenis
and'activities. It is the opimupn of
the sponsors that information
presented at the workshop kcal' be
used by patr i0parits and other
interested pTties to further the

.-7-3-

undetstanding And infusion of career'
education into public schools as
well as7 teacher education curricula.

5

Workshops Summaky
Career education -is, in every

-conceivable sense, a response to
concerns Apr the individual and for
the equality of opportunities in the
Wofld of work. It is;becainingmore
evident that what has" been missing
in much of,Americanfeducation is
accurate and adequate occupational
inforniation; career guidance, and
occupational education. Since
CNnmissioner Marlapd's move
toward infusing carder educatib,n

,into the mainstream of American
education, there has been a .wide

f
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acceptance and Integration of the,.
'concept into various curricula.
Materials have been produced in
'large quantity and workshops, and
conferences of various types have been
conducted for clAroorn teachers.
However, little has been &rife to,
make prospective teahers iir preservice
teacher .duration igogranis aware of
/Ile cont. t Asa result,. individwil

. school systems which choose to
impleinent career education must

.make special arrangements to
provide in-service training for new
teachers so that they can function'

withio the school's philosophical
framework.

. Realizing 'the need for leadership-.
;in teacher-education institution(

USOE officials delegated mon,ies to
Oklahoma State university
conducting national workships with'
the tpUrpose- of:

Creating "'greater awareness and
understanding among teacher
educators of the career education
concept and tOr concentrate on .
methods by which careereducation
can be integrated into preservice
teacher education curricula.

The. ultimate goal of the workshops
was to provide assistance to
institutions of higher learning and
provide an qpporthuit; for them to
consider Orienting their teacher.
education-,pnigramsAuch titat new
teachers entering the education
profession woritce be prepared tc

:function satisfactorily in, the career
0 ed cation framework without

ex added training.

Rationale

Focus of th-eworkshops centered
on the conceptual foundation of
career education and the implications
for educational personnel-
development. The Career: Education
Workshops were funded by the
U.S. Office -of Education under °
provisions of the Educational
Professional Development Act.
Oklahonia State University's College
of EducatiorPwas awardred a'contract

to conduct theworkshaRs with the
idea that leadership personnel-in'

teaclier education might' formulate
methods for implementingAe
education in teaclier education
curricula and provide additional ,
leadership for the public.schdol
movement.

'tell© Activity

It was akreed Ily U.S.' Office of
Fducation officials and,Olqahorna

,State University thatAre'cworkshops
jcould have their greatest impact by

involving approximVely ltiO
participants per, workshop. Initial
plans called for contacting and.
soliciting the attendance of
approximately 500 teacher educators.

In coperation with USOE officials,
the contracting institution originally
selected,fifty-tWo teacher educaticon
institutions. This Was later exp/nded
to sixty -nine as it becanit apparent --
that sufficient funds were 'available.'

The following' criteria were used
in the -selection of participaiing
insfnutions..

0

(I) Each state must have at least
one. institution represented.

(2) "The institution. must have,
pre-sem-ice amingAn the area of
rlementary Education,. Secondary
Au( ation, Educational .

AdmiAistration,,Mocational
Education, Guidance and Counseling,
-Industrial Arts kthistation, and
flOrhe Einomics Education.

(3) All stitutionswith EPDA,
Part F ection 4,'552 programs must
be 'in tutted.

In the case of .two or more
institutions in a single state meeting
these criteria, the institution having
the highest number of graduating
teachers would be selected.

Initial contact wg.s made by
questionnaire in which the dean of
t re College of E cation of the
eligible institutions as aske to
indicate his institutio s's stag of .
development in career educat n and
if his institution would participate if

6
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invited. The results of the
(Juestionnaire indicated that the
Institutions, were at various stages

of development in career education
and that all those contacted were
interested. in participating in the
planned, workshops.. .

Approxi,mately eight weeks later,
an invitation was mailed to the dean

of the College of Education
requesting that he select seven faculty
members from the stated. discipline
areas to attend the workshop. In
most cas'es, the dean of the College of
Education attended the Career
Education Workshops along with the
seven faculty member% he nominated.
Travel expenses to and. from the ,

workshop, and housing and
subsistence allowances were paid for
all invited participants.

The,agencla was designed to meet
the following two objectivest The
first was to commission nationally
recognized leaders in (queer education
to ref to to paiticipants their
prog is of the movement and Lhe

tions for teacher education.
The second objective was to provide
oportunfties. for the participants to
convene in small-groups of their.
discipline area to discuss the -

philosophical foundations of
education and to review and examine
various procedures for infusing
career edtication into the teacher
education'curriculuM. Recognized
leaders of career education were

7

seleco.:(1 tic) 'facilitate activities of the
_small groups. "Illeix personnel .4zere
selec-tedhicocineration with USOE
on the basis of publications and'
involvement'in''the movement.

A total of 567 participants,
representing'69.teachers education
institutions were' involved in the
workshops.. All designated. state
coordinators of career tducatiiin were
invited to attend at the expense of
their own budgets, anti 26 of the
state.coordinators did attend anl
participate.

.Workshop Agenda
ConsideraWe time and .effort was

expended in developing the
Workshop agenda. College of
Education cleans, teacher educators,
U.S. Office tbf Education personnel,
and other interested parties were
consulted- and asked to respond 4.(P
'various elements of the agenda. In
addition, a koming committee
representing these' same areas met for
one day in Washington, I). 6. to
.finalize the agenda grid develop
workshop. strategies. The over-riding
goal of the -agenda design was to
'present a general overview of recent
thinking and development in career
educatron followed by small informal
groups Jo concentrate orl methods
application. The attached agenda
front one of the workshops is similar
to the other wiz, .

'7
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NATIONAL CAREER EDUCATION WORKSHOP

APRIL 30, MAY 1 cmcl

HOTEL UTAH

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

Tuesday, April 29, 1975
A

3:90 p.m. Registration Mezzanine
Hosts Dr. Gant Gruen <, . .

9klahoma° State University
° Ms. Tesessa Conner
4 Oklahoma State University'

8.9 p.m. Get Acquainted Session

Wednesday, April 30, 1975

8:00 a.m. Registration

CI 45 a.M.
Prodding

Dr. Lloyd Briggs
Oklahoma State University

Welcome
Dr. Leon P. Minear
USOE Regional Commissioner
Region VIll

Workship Overview
Dr. Lloyd Briggs
Oklahoma State University

9:00 a,m. Philosophical Foundations of Career Educaion
Dr. Kenneth Hoyt, Director
(Ace of Career
Education\, ° US Office of Education

10:00 a.m. Coffoo and Coko Break o Mezzanine

10:15 a.m. Cgroer Education: A Challonge of Our Timo
Dr. Asa Hilliard, Dean
School of Education
San Francisco State University
California <

11:00 a:in: Small Group Discussion Sessions*
(Idontification of Issues and Probloms in Career Education)

Facilitator Discipline Area Room

Dr. ,Botty Nowlon p ,Edualtional Administration Room 232
University of Arizona

Dr. Garn Coombs Socondary Education Empire Room
Brigham Young Univorsity

.10
Dr. Mcirla Peterson Elementary Education Jade Room
Eastern Illirfbis University

Dr. Rupert Evans Vocational :Education Gold ROOM
University of Illinois

Dr. Price Ewons Counseling and Guidance Education Room 233
Oklahoma State University

Dr. Henry Sredl Industrial Arts Room 349
University -of Illinois

Dr. Ruth Harris Home' Economics Education Room 3.47
.Virginia Polytech Institute

General Session

Mezzanine

Empire Room



Dr. Keith Goldhammer Dean of Education Minute Room
Michigan State University

"'Participants will remain with their discipline areas for all small group sessionC
with the exception of the Wednesday afternoon, Thursday and Friday morOng
group sessions.

12:00 noon LunchIndividually. Arranged

1:30 p.m. General Session
Presiding

Or. Gary Green
Oklahoma State Unlyorsity

Responsibilities for Career Edacation:
Federal, State and Local

Dr. Robert Weishan
Michigan Star Department of Education

Empire Room

2-00 p.m. Career Education in the Local School ,

Dr. William Konopnicke
Tri-County Caroor Educkt):::n Program
Thatcher, Arizona -

2.45 p.m. Coffin?, and Coko Break Mozzanino

3,00 p.m. Caroor Education in the Local School
Ms. Avon Crawford
Mr. Dick Gssbriol
Des Moines -Parc Schools
Iowa

3.45 p.m. Small Group Discussion Sessions
(By institutionsconducted by Doan or his representative.
Mooting room as determined by Doan)

4:45 p.m. Adjourn
DinnerIndividually Arranged

7 00 p.m. Career Education Riesource Center
Publishers Mezzanine

Host: Ms. Teressa Connor
USOE/OSU Exhibit Mazanine

Host: Mr. Terry Newell
Ohio State University Exhibit Mazzanine

Host: Dr. Lorolla McKinnoy
Film Festival

Host: Ms. Viola Madrid

Thursday, May 1, 1975

8:30
. i Presiding

Dr. Llok' Briggs
Oklahoma State University

Communication, Toachor Behavior and
Dr:. James Weigand
University of IndianaBloomington
Indiana

General Session

Humanism

Empire Room

9:15 a.m. Small Group Workshop Sessions
Implicaticens of Career Education for Local Programs . .

Education Administration Room 232
Secondary Education Room 233
Elementary Education Room '309
Vocational Education boom 34Z
Guidance and Counseling 4 Minuet Room
Industrial Arts Empire Room ,

. Home Economics Jade Room
Deans Gold Room

9 `S.
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10:30 a.m. Coffee and Coko Break

10:45 a.m. Implications of Caroor Education for Local'-Programs (continued)
(Same room assignments)

11:30 p.m. Lunch--t-Individually Arranged

1:15 p.m. General t osston
Priasiding.

Dr. Gory Groan
Oklalkomo State University

Cooperate e Apppach to Total Toochor Education PrOgrams and
Institutional Planning

Dr. Donold Robinson
Oklahoma State University
Dr. Cos Heilman
Michigan State University

2:00 p.m. Implications of Career Education for Toachor
(Some room asssignmonts as morning)

Mezzanine

Empire Room

and Counselor Education

#

3:00 p.m. Coffee and Coko Brook Mozzonino

3:15 p.m. Implications of Caroor Education for Toachor and Counsolckr Education
(combinations of discipline areasossignmonts will be made by facilitator)

4:30 p.m. Commercial and Local Matoriols Display

5:00 p.m. Social Hour
Dinnerindividually Arranged

Friday, May 2, 1975

8:30 a.m. General Session
Presiding a

Dr. Lloyd Briggs
Oklahoma State University

USOE Program and Prospects for Fiscal 1975 and 1976
Dr. Sidney High
US Office of Education

9t0IP
;k,

a.m. Institutional Planning by University Teams

M'ozzonino

Empire Room

10:15 a.m. Coffee and Coke Brook Mezzanine

10:30 a.m. General Session
Presiding

Dr. Gary Grooh
Oklahoma Stato University

Institutional Reports
(Selected college and university teams)

11:30 a.m. Summary and Workshop Adjournment
Dr. Lloyd Briggs
Oklahoma State University

10
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General Session
Presentatioris

The Project Director iina. the
Director of the USOL Office of
Career EMI( ation made contacts
nationwide in an effort to locate
knowledgeeble and expel enced
pebple who, from their vantage point,
«mid clearly explain (areet
education and its implications lot
tea( her edit( ation Anograms. Thew
individuals rept esented both
education and business, and adi
'presented «nisidtable rationale
tlativ to the need lot change in
American schools. GenetallY. the
speakers %Ie ir1 agreement that the
infusion of (meet education into
pnbla school (annul,' is a means lot
achieving ielevant dmation.

Career Education
and Teacher Education
Kenneth B. Ho
birector, Offico of Core r Eduiation
United Stator Offico of Education

Career-education is a young
movement 1,0111 of uric qtain
pareptage and without the berrit of
haying teacher- education as its
'ffredwife. In spite of 'this Mauspicious
beginning, the movement has
continued to live :,1d to grow. It
seems .sirk to say that (ateer edit( at ion
is strongqr now Ian at any time
in its brief hisan ..videmelustifYing
this statement is apparent in state
departments cif education, in local
school systems throughout the nation.
and in the United States Office of
1411nation.

Evideme justifying an assertioq
that career educationjs a vibrant ,b1(1
growing movement wOuld, it seems,
beflifficult to amass if one were to
search for it among the teacher
education institutions across the land.
True. some outstanding exceptions

k. would be found but, in general, it
appears safe to say that the career
education concept has met with less
than enthusiastic acceptance and
endorsement among faculty members

in our teacher education"institutions.
That is why we are here. No call
for educational reform can ,re.iult
in long-term change unless that
is heard and, endarsed by ourt,f
teacher education '.institutions.

''The leadership teacher education
faculty menthe's have traditionally
plovidd the professional education
coininindq I needed 110 by
Catrr etit1( ativn simply be( allS the
ITJOVttlttt was ILOt hurts in a tea( het
education institution. That !cadetship
is sorely needed now in Meeting
in e education demands, in
buthr dvloping and !ining the
«m«tilali/ation of talent ethic t ion.
and in producing and dissinat4ng
both basic and applied reseatch
germane to the testing and plochic rim
of hypotheses related to career .

education. Above all else, the long-
rt111 flitlIte of once] education rill
be directly dependent on the
willingness and ability of R.:1(11(1-
education institutions to ( hauge
pr-servic programs for educational
petsonnel in ways.that reflect the
career education emphasis in
Aniefic:in bill(ation. It is primarily
a «ni«.rn for needed (flanges in
pre-service programs in teacher
education institutions that led ai a

a II for this «mkt en«..
It would, in my opinion, be both

unwise and unproductive for Me to
either attempt to "convert" menthe's
(h this audience to the career
education ciusade or to spec ify, with
any xaCtnss, the detailed kinds of
changes that ale needed., You will
either dec id to work on this problem
or you will decide to concentrate
your energies on other matters. If any
pf you turn your attention to career
education. the ideas you generate
will be far Heuer than any I could
suggest in agnral presentation such
as tills.

Thus, I see the primary purpose
of this presentation as one of
supplying background information
upon which some of your decisions.
may be based. To do so, I must '-

begin by presenting a very short
synopsis of the current status of career

call



educatidn. Foliating this, I will
attempt to outline those Assumptions
of career education which, to me, .

represent the greatest challenges for
change in those teacher education
institutions which decide to
incorporate arcareer c-do cation
emphasis inth their undergraduate
and gradjaate progra-eas.

Current- Status of Career Education

The torrent status of career
education can be descprbed from the
local, state, and national levels. This
ordering is'indicative 01 a descending
magnitude of activity.

At the local schoolistrict level,
fewer than, 500 of the 17,000 school
districts in the USA have
demonstration funds. Yet, more than
5,000 school districts have initiated
some kind of career education effort..
Most of thew have operated with
Iota! funds with the blessing and
\endorsement of local hoards of
6lucation. While a majority of such
programs .are picturad as '
"comprehentiive" covering all grades
K-12, in practice most activity has
been generated at the Ji-6.1evels
with the least amount seen in the
senior high schol. "Fogether, it seems
obvious that these local efforts have
generated hundreds of thousands,of..
pages of material carrying such labels
as "career education learning
packages," "curriculum guides,"
and "resource guides." unlike many.
other new and emerging movements
in .Americ an Education. the vast
majority of career education materials
being used in local school districts
is "homemade" by classroom
teachers, not purchased from
commercial publishers. Enthusiasm
seems high among those teachers who
have tried a career education
approach in the classroom. rn almost
every school, however, one has little
difficulty finding teachers who

d be described as either passive
off' as active resistors of career
education.

It seems safe to say that the

12'

quantity of effort expended at the
local school district. level has exceeded
the quality of that level by-a very
wide margin. Evaluation efforts,
while generally yielding positive
results, ere found only infrequently
and, by and large, are lacking in
convincing quality. This ladi, of
sound evidence or effectiveness has
not seemed to dampen local
enthusiasm for career education. It
seems appropriate to say that, by and
large, career education has been
accepted u faith and that an
abundant amount of faith exists.

At the state level, more than 30
state boards of education have passed
resolutions endorsing the career
education concept and offering their
own definitions. of the, term. Career
education «rordinators have been
employed in 46 states and many
states have two such coordinators,
one of whom-reports to the state
director of vocational education
and the other to the assistant
superintendent of instruction. Like
local school systems, state departments
of education have been busily engaged
in the preparation and distribution
of a wide variety of career education
materials. The use of state furs
received from the Federal-government
for career education has been
common with slit h hinds corning
from Parts C and of the Vocational
Education Amendments, of 1968 anti
from Titles I and III of ESEA. Ten
states have passed some fOrm of
career edttiation legislation (usu41,11y
with multimillion dollar
appropriations) and several others

.have such legislation under
consideration at the present time.
We do not have an exact count of

° the number of states that have had
Governor* Conferences on Career
EducatiOn, but we suspect more than

. half of the states have been involved
in such efforts..In general, it seems
safe to say that state leadership in
career education has been strong and
is continuing to prow in strength at
the present time.

At the federal level, career
education has received considetably
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of
more rhetoric than concrete action -
at least to date. During the period
1974 through July, 1974, most. federal
funds expended for career education `;
in USOE came fann the Vocational
Education Airiendments of 1968 a
,t'Otal of approximinely $,52 million.
'These funds were used primal'ily for
'purposes of establishing exemplary
career education projects in local
school districts (three in each state)
and to develop career edification
curriculum materials. Ifeaddition, the
National nstitute-4 EducatiOn..has/
spent approximately $1.5 million per
year, each year since 1972, supporting
basic 'research in career education.
On August 21,, 1974, career education
becanie a mandate of the°Congress -

when-President 'Ford signed into law .
P.L. 93-380 #- the Education
'Amendments- of 1974".. Stction 406
Title IV, is entitled "Career
'Education-. and authorizes $r5
million per year fiyr. a three year
period, for purposes of demonstiating
effective career education and
assessing the current.status of career
education. In FY 75; the Congress
appropriated S10 million for career
education marking the first time
any federal monies had been
specifically appropriated for this
'purpose.

In addition to funding
authorization, Section 406 made
two other significant provisions. One
consisted in calling for establishinent
of a National Advisory Council on
Career Education charged with
assessing the current status of career
education and with making
recommendations to the Congress for
future career education legislation.
The second action called for
establishment of an Office of Career
Education whose Director is to report
directly to the Commissioner of
Education and work with all bureaus
within OE as well as with other
branches of government.

Actions of the Federal Government
represent only a small portion of
national level action affecting career
education. At least as significant has
been the large numbers of national
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organizations who have studied and
endorsed the career education
concept. These have included both
professional education associations
and associations outside the field of
education. The diversity of
organizations and associations voicing
support for career education is
perhaps best illustrated by a career
education brochure recently published
by the Chamber of Commdrce Of
the United States. Organizations
formally Orticipating in preparation
of this brochure included:

-
American Association pf Schaal. Administrators
American Personnel and Gvidance Associatioh

Vocational Association
American Assaciatian of Community &allege

Trustees ,:,0,-
Bricklayers, Masons, & Plasterers Intornatianal

Union of America
Council of Chief State Schaal Officers
Distributive Education Clubs of America
General. Federation of Wamens' Clubs
National Alliance of Businessmen
National' Assciaticin far 4dvancoment of

"' Colored People .

National Association of .Elementary Schaal
Principals

National Association fbr Industry Edutatian
Cooperation

National Association cif Manufacturers
Natianpl Association of Secondary Schaal,

Principals .
National Cangrespkrarents and Teachers
National Federati l3Afititsiness & Professional

Wamens Clubs
National Manpower Institute
National School Boards Association
National Urban League
United States Office of Education
Vocational Industrial Clubs of
National Ed4cation Association (Consultant)
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This list can be considered
indicative of the diversity of interest
and the plurality of involvement qI
wide segments of both professional
educators and the larger society
in the career education movement.
I know of no other national call
for educational reforms that has
found such enthusiastic acceptance
from such diverse segments of society
in so short a time. When one
considers this combination
local, state, and national activitO
in career education, it seems
appropriate to conclude that career
education represents a topic that
should be considered appropriate for
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discussion and consideration by
teacher education institutions. This,
of course, is rtht to kay that it merits
the 'endorserrient and' attive
imblvement of such institutions. On
the contrary, one could, if sufficiently
opposed to the Gabel- education
concept, contend that it represents a
cause for concern and consternation.
In affy event, it seems:safe to say
that career education represents a
topic that should no longer be
ignored by faculty members in teacher

- .education institutions.
The remainder of this presentation

will be devoted to specifying a
number of assumptions that seem
important to consider as teacher
education institutions adopt positions
and take actions positive or negative

regarding career education. The
specification of such assumptions here
will hopefully, Fake many issues for
consideration and resolution at this
conference.

Basic Assumptions
of Career Education

A variety of philosophical and
programmatic assumptions of career
education are found in USOE's
official policy paper on career
education entitled AN Bel-ROM:GOON
TO CAREER F.DucAttoN. No attempt
will be made to review all those
assumptions here. Instead, I will
try to state and regroup some of these
assumptions, which appear to hold
the most serious implications for
decisions to he made by teacher
education institutions.

/1.5surription increasingly
(lose relations!' ietween educatioq,
and the world of paid employment
should be reflected in educational
change.

It is fact. not asumption, that,
increasingly, some set of learned
occupational skills is a prerequisite
to employment, It is fact, not
assumption, that almost' all persons
females as well as males college
graduates as well as high school
dropouts-- will be seeking paid
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employment at sonic time after
leaving the formal education system.
It is fact, not assumption, that areer
education's emphasis on helping all
studgas understand and capitalize on
tlfise relationships has struck a
responsive chord among students,
parents,

not
the general public. It

fact, not alsumption, that American
Education, as presently structured, is
not designed to help all students do_
so.

It is assumption; not fact, that
education, as preparation for-work,
should become a major goal of all

.who teach and of all who learn.)It
is assptiption, not fact, that educators
should b concerned about what
students will do with the education
they r eive. It is assumption,-not
fact, that teathers should-fie
concerned about motivating students
to learn as well as being concerned
about imparting instructional content.
Career education makes each of these
assumptions in its call...for change.
It will be easy, and perhaps natural,
for many teacher educators to react
to these assumptions by, saying each
has been an inherent part of teacher
education programs for years. TO the
extent this is so, the call for change
is, of course, superfluous. Before
rejecting this part of career
education's call for change, I, would
hope that serious thought will be ,
given to these assumptions. It is very
obvious that sonic teacher educators \
may believe and operate as though
what students choose to do with the
education (ley receive is a matter
that should he left to the student to
decide. It is certainly a question
worthy of discussion andresolution.

Assumption 2: The word "work"
is a viable arm for use in the
conceptualization of career education.

"Work- is a four letter word and
is so 'regarded by large segments of
American society. Yet, career
education has made a, basic
assumption that "work" is a viable
word to use in conceptualizing career
education. -I would like to tell y'Vu



what we had in mind when we made
: that assumption and why we made it.

First, we wanted to find a word
that would properly,, respond to
.society's call for educational change.
l4hat call appears to be two-fold in
nature, Part of the call centers around
relationships between education and
work. The second part centers around
making work a more meaningful
part of the total lifestyle of all
individuals. The word 'work"
obviously fits that requirement.'
Second, we wanted to find a word
that could properly be applied to all
persons of all ages in all kinds of
educational settings. No major call
for educational reform should be
applicable to only a portion of the
student body or ".1 single portion of
the formal educational system. We
believe the definition of "work" we
are using meets this requirement.

Third, we wanted to find a word
that would have developmental
connotations consistent with the basic
principles of human growth and
development around which our
educational system is structured. It
should have developmental
implications beginning in the
elementary school and contikming
through the entire system of

*education. We believe the definition
mof "work" we are using meets this

seq uirement.
Fourth, we wanted to eda word

that carried humanistic connotations.
e did not want t conc tualize

ca eer education arou d si ply a
model of economic ma wanted
to avoid the necessity of ski 'g
American education to devote a
subskantial portion of its ener es to
preparing students for the ny
kinds of dehumanizing conditi its
found in today's world of pa d
employment. Rather we soug t a
concept that held positive poten
for humanizing the work place both
in the world of paid deployment and
in leisure time activities.

Fifth, we wanted a word t
be sufficiently narrow in meaning
so as to assure that career education
would beclearly pictured as only
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one prt of American Education. At
the same time, it must be sufficiently
broad in meaning so that all
educators and all students would be
aff9cted by -application of the
concept. We think this has been
accomplished with the definition. of
"work' we are using. To accomplish
these purposes, we could not afford
to adopt the, popular meaning of
"wdric" that, in the eyes of many,
makes it 4ynonymous with "labor."
Instead, we had to re-define "work"
as follows:
"Work" is conscious effort, other than
activities whose primary purpose is
either coping or relaxation, aimed at
.producing benefits for oneself
and/or for oneself and others.
This deinition is intended to cover
activities in the entiiie world of paid
employmen. It is also intended to
include the work of the Nolunteer,
the full-time homemaker, the work
of the student, and work performed
as part of one's leisure time. Its basic
emphasis is on the human need of
all ,human beings to do to
accomplish to achieve. It is a
concept that allows persons to see
both who they are and why they are
ihrough discovering what they have
done Its emphasis on achievement is
designed, to meet both society's
needs for productivity and the
individual's need to find personal
meaning and meaningfulness in her
or his total life.

By foc-i.oing on achievement, career
education obviously ignores such
other important purposes of American
c'EdticStion as those concerned with
helping individuals enjoy, appreciate,
understand, and think about all
of life and all of living. In this sense,
it reins no risks of being considered
synonymous with all of Education.

Certainly, the implications this
assumption holds for balancing a
"learning to do" with a "doing to
learn" emphasis in American
Education is one that will not find
universal acceptance among American
sc ars. It does carry strong
conn tations supporting those who
argt that an activity approach to
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the teaching-learning process has
merit, that books represent only one
of many learning tools, and that the
classroom represents only one of
several kinds of ]Yarning
environments. We cannot and should
not expect all facit,lty members in
o acher education institutions

port or to endorse this
as lion.

Those who find they can endorse
this koncept will we immediately that
we are talking about emphasizing
a "success," rather than a "failure,"
approach in the chissromn
approach that helps the student see
what she or he has been able to
accomplish not how they hided to
accomplish. It asks that we emphasize
helping students do before we urge
them to "do better." These, and many
other implications, will be obvious
to those wlio attempt to change
teaching methodology in ways
consistent with this assumption.

A s .s u mption 7: T h e days of
educational rsolationsim, both within
and outside of our formal educational
system, are past.

Two key words "infusion" and
"coLlaboration-t7- are inherent in the
career education concept. We use
the word "infusion" in several ways.
Here, I am speaking about our
attempts to eliminate false barriers at
the secondary school level among
things labeled "academic," "general,"
and "vocational." By "collaboration"
I am referring to attempts on the
part, of the formal educational system
to join forces with the honie and
family structure and with the
msiness-labor-industry-professional-

j government community in a total
career education efforts.

Career educatlion seeks to make
education, as preparation for 1prk, a
major goal of all who teach and of
all who learn. To do sq, demands that
all teachers at all levels of education
accept responsibility for equipping
students with genera( career skills
including the basic academic skills
of oral and written communication
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and mathematics, good work habits,
and exposure to a wide variety of
work values. It also asks all teachers
to emphasize-the career implications
of their stibject matter in terms a-
both paid and unpaid work. Finally,
it calls for opening up the widest
possible range of educational options
to all 'students to the elimination
of ."tracking", in narrow curricular
areas, and the assignment of students

'to various' "tracks" based on
scholastic aptitude. In short, it aims
to bring what have been called
"acadrtnic," "general," and
"vocational'' educators together into
a single family of professiotfal
educators who share the purpose.or
education as preparation for work.,

By "collaboration" we mean, in
part, utilizing the business-labor.
industry-professional-government
community as a learning laboratory
that provides observational, work
experience,' and work-study
opportunities for students and Kr

,those who educate students for
teachers, counselors, and school
administrators. It proposes to view
work experience as-an educational
methodology available to all students
rather than a special kind of
educational program available to
only selected students from vocational
education. We also mean to encourage
the use of personnel horn the
business-labor-industry-professional-
government community as resource
persons in the classroom. Finally, we
intend to emphasize perfoimancc
evaluation approaches that recoeni/e
students can and do learn outside
the four walls of the school as well
as within them.

In part, "collaboration- refers to
involvement of the home and family
structure in the career education
effort. This involves helping parents
reinforce the positive work habits and
attitudes we seek to impart in the
classroom through viewing the home
as, in part; a work place. It also
involves using parents as career
resource persons hithe classroom.
Finally, it means involving parents
very systematically in the school's



attempts to assist sudents in the
career decision-Making process.

To many of today's teachers, these
kinds of changes seem both lrge and
hi hly distasteful. A very great deal
of -service education in career
edu ion haalready been devoted
and aimed at helpinig today's teachers
change in ways consistent with this
assumpion., 'fife orgy hope for the
long_runrIrf course, is that current
teacher education programs will
change in ways implied in this
discussion. When one considers that
such change might ivolkQsuch thipgs
as encouraging prospects VU vocational
education teachers to learn soma thing
about elementary education
:rospective counselors to learn

slmething about vocational
education, undergrilatiate teacher
education majors to acquire some
work experience otitside,,the field of
formal educatiiin, and -Wringing
inernbers . of the busipeslabor-
industry-professional-government
community into educational methods
classes as resource persons, it is
obvious that career education.is
asking that the principles of
"infusion" and "collaboration" be
applied to teacher education as well
as in local schOol districts. Faced with
this magnitude of change, it is not
surprising that a career,education
emphasis has not yet come to very
many teacher education institutions.

Assumption 4: All profe.ssionale
educators ark key functionaries in
implementation of the carder
education concept.
From the beginning, career education
has avoided asking to be established
as a separate subject. Further, it has
not asked for new physical facilities
nor for any substantial increases in
educational staff. Instead, it has
proceeded under an assumption that
each of today's professional educators
has'a key and critical role to play
in implementing the career education
concept.

We have asked elementary, middle
school, junior high, and senior high
teachers to reduce worker alienation
in the classroom their own as

-
well ,s-that of their students.:
do-so, we have encouraged teachers
to use career implications of stlb.ject
matter as one means of motivating
students to learn m,ore in school.
More than this, we have asked
teachers to Consider changing the

'entire teaching-learning process
through "inventing" new materials,
new ways of using the total
community as a learning laboratory,
and new ways to use' community,
resources as supplements to the
teacher's efforts to help students learn.
We have assumed that, if.these
things can be accomplished, t both
teaching and learning will be more
aplkaling and cla'ssroom productivity

i.e., increased student achievement
Will result. There is some evidence

now accumiflating that appeal's to
be validating that assumption.

We have asked school counselors
to provide a gredter emphasis to
career guidance, to share their
expertise with teachers and become
more involved in helping classroom
teachers, to emphasize
accomplishments as a means of
student appraisal and of increasing
student self-understanding, and to
become more involved in working
with both parents and with members
of the business- labor industry-
professional - government community.

We have asked curriculum
specialists to encourage the
development'of teacher-made
learning pajkages, teacher creativity
in devising new andclifferent ways
of attaining curricular goals, and the
use 6f a wide variety of kinds of
curricular materials.

We have asked school
administrators to recognize that
educators cannot implement an
effective career education effort unless
both the home and family structure
and the business-labor-industry-
professional-government community
are involved in that effort.
Consequently, we have asked
administrators to create conditions
for teachers to use the community as
a learning laboratory and to utilize
persons from the broader community



as iesource persuncin the schools..
We have ,also asked s( hoof
administrators to wotk with
curriculum specialists and tae Lilts
members iui broadening opportunities
for all students to take advantage of
the full range of educational offerings
'through ehtnina 'ng ctirric ular
barriers that lot students into a
flari;ow range of ossible choices.

Note that we have NOT asked
teacher education institutions to
create a now graduate or
undergraduate specialty entitled
Career Education, to start awarding
degrees in Career Ethic ation, and
so to leave( all. other departments
Free to operate as they have in the
past. On the contrary, we have asked

' for changes in every part of the
leacher education institutiov that

relte« a career education emphasis.
This, of course, is not to say that
the institution should not consider
adding one or morecourses carrViig

--01.1.1e.words "career education." We
Air only saying that t`he addition of
such c nurses bbars -little relationship
to w at we would regard as the
tr ter education itistitution's
commitment to chap0 called for by
career education.

Long Rum Implications

Finally, they :lie a f(%% long-tun
implications of (a'reer education for
teacher education that must be
mentioned. While none (an, be lulls.
developed in this presentation, I ,

Ivould hope that each might be
discussed at some time during Nola
deliberations at this confer( e.

It should be readily app; 'tit that
the examples of edmationa change
discussed here logically lead to
consideration of other related
avenues to educational reform.
Perhaps most obvious will be such
concepts as the year-tonnd school,
an open-entry open-exit approach
to education, and various alternatives
to use of the traditional Carnegie
unit as a means of measuring and
recording educational
accomplishment. It should be equally

obvious that, in many ways, career
education can be used as a vehicle '
having great public support for
accomplishing some necded
educational reforms tlifit a good
many cAticational leaders have,
championed for a. good many years.
It is certainly not correctly pictured

o as a set of radical, ideas recently
invented by a few educational
"crackpots.

emphasis on community
involvtment in the educational
process found in career education
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is a good case in point. 'I its emphasis,
of course, is basic to the entire
Ilidnan services movement AndU
consider Career education to be a part
of that movement. It it seen today in
the entiThasis ol community schools
and in the emphasis on continuing,
education. Similarly, career
education's emphasis on reduction .
of racial and sex sterwtyping in
career choices represents' only part-of
American Education's current
commitment to open up full-
develgpmental opportunities for
minor(ity pet-sons afid for females. I
see no basic ways in which the career
education movement is inconsistent
with other current calls for reform
in American Education.

It seems to me paiticularly crucial
that our teacher education institutions-
assume leadership responsibilities for
placing. career education in .proper
perspective for their cmirent students
and for keepingt in proper
perspective for all of American
Education. It is abundantly clear that
career education is currently
extremely popular in both local
school districts and in state
departments of education. It is equally
dear that its current level of
popularity in such settings is so high
as to make it certain that it will
decline in popularity, to some extent,
within a relatively few years. A the
very least, it would seem that ct nt
students in teacher education
institutions should be made aware
of the career education concept.
Hopefully some teacher education
institutions will choose to provide
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their student) with career education
competencies. In the long run,
howevp:, perhaps the greatest
responsibility facing teacher ethuation
leadeAhip personnel will be one o{
keeping-career .education.in proper:
perspective, both now and in the
future, its Oly one part pi Anierican
Education tied as only one, among

possible vehicles for use in
effecting educational change.

It is my hope that I have succeeded
in convincing you that career
education represents a topic that is
crving'r consideration by faculty

ntembers in teacher educAtion
institutions. I ain.painfully aware of
the fact that' the ,cici.licationa of
individual faculty members to their
own professional specialties leaves

. hulk room or time for consideration
of topics outside those particular
specialties. It is bevause I believe the
career education concevt is one that
holds potential for bringing
greater meaning and excitement to
each professional specialty that I urge

0 Its consideration. There is something
in it for you and you = and 'you
and for all of us.
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What' Business Asks % .

Of The ,Chools
Eugene B. Syinor, Jr., Precedent
Southern Department Stores, Inc.
rictunond, Virginia

,.' . . .

I welcome this'opportunity to shale
some thoughts with you on what
business expects of education today,
and the changes we think are
necessary -t- and are coming to
improve the education experieneof
our youth.

, . 'Though I speak 'primarily as ., a
businessman, 1 should mention that
I cannot speak for all businessmen or
even, for all of those wIlio 'are methbeLs
of the Cicupber of Commerce of the
I / hired States.

"l'he National Chamber is a
federatIrm of 2,700 local chambers
of commetee, 1,100 bade and
professional associations, and 44,000
business firms ranging in site from
the neighborhood store to General
Motors alul AT&T.

Jilt as there are many differences
timong educators about what's right
and wrong with otir schools, there are
similar differences among employers.
Small ettiployers of largely semi-skilled
workers will judge the schools on a
basin different. from what a large
technical operation with a highly
professional staff will tenuity, and
Both will have been quite different
from those of the giant national or
multi-national company with a
demand for a wide hinge of skills.
But after almost 7 years as a director
of the National Chamber and as
chairman of various Chamber
committees with interests in education
and manpower. I have developed
some rather definite ideas regArding
the concerns of our nation's
businesmen about their local schools

iand the t ualifications of students
leaving those schools.

Toro years ago, our Education
Committee examined in some depth
the job being done by our public
schools. The committee findings were

At.
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at the same time complimentary and
critical: complimentary because we
learned that the schools are doing a
better- job than ever liefore; critical
becvse that job still isn't good
enough when measu ed. against-
todey's rising expectations.' .

We ate all acutely a*are.that the
American cititen demands more of all
institutions in the 70's than a ny
previoik time. Numerous pub%
opinion polls point. forcefully to the
extent of public disenchantment .

wit:li the President: Congress, and
the churches as well as our schools.
A recent survey indicates that the
number of persons with .a "great deal
of confidence" iTi business has
(14oppeil more than 50(',', in the last
7 years. Aside from the merits of

.certain criticisms, ar major reatift
businev has 4Ieclined in public
confidence is that society has changed
its rules and expectations. 'fake one
example: There is no question that
cars are mucIt'safer today in every .

respect than 10 to 20 years ago; yet
Detroit luombeen subject to scathing
criticism for producing unsafe cars.
But new rules are now in force, and
product quality that was acceptable
20 ,years ago, is definitely not
adeptable today.

The rules have similarly changed
for ethic-anon which, by the way
has also declined drastically in
public esteem. Let's consideil. \a major
demand that has emerged in the
past few years. This is the demand
that our schools educate all our
students. Some might say that this
isn't new, that this has been the
mandate of .our tax-supported public
schools all along. Perhaps in years
gone by it was an implied obligation
for our public school system, but
there seems to be ample evidence that



society did not really expect equal-
handed, quality education to be
available to all our citizens, and many
cared little if the schools fell short
of this accomplishment.

We properly express peat concern
today about the 900,000 'annual
dropouts and underachievers. But
20 years ago we largely ignored the
fact that nearly the .saire number
were dropping out at.a time, when the
total school enrollment was much
smaller. During the 50's and 60rs, the
dropout rate actually declined by
almost half from 41% to 22%.

Then why theclamor today about
(4°1x:outs? Why aren't our schools
being applauded for their improved
performance? The answer as you in
education must know better than I
is that standards are now mere
demanding. A school performance
that is-judged by many as a failure
today was judged quite satisfactory
or ignored 20 years ago. Why were we
then so much less concerned about
dropouts and underachievers?
Primarily because there were
relatively many more low-level,
unskilled jobs to fill, and the
functional illitente was considered
"better" suited than the high school
graduate to fill them. In 1930
approximately 30% of all jobs

4 were unskilled q required few.
prerequisites other than willingness
to work and to do as one was told.
Today such jobs represent 4% or
less of our national job market.

In support of this. statement, I offer
these statistics: Unemployment for
youth 16 to 20 years old averaged
less than 10% from 1947 to 1953.
Twenty years later, during the period
from 1967 to 1973, this rate had
skyrocketed to over 14% a 40%
increase! And this increase occurred
despite the fact that a much higher
proportion of students Were staying
in school and therefore not going into
the job market.

Granted that many variables are
involved especially the serious
downturn in our economy a
primary reason for idleness among
youth today is that the traditional,

long-time' bottom rungs have been
chopped off the ,job ladder, and too
many students who do graduate from
the, general high school curriculum,
or who begin but do not finish
college, have qualifications of little
practical use for most employers.

So this brings us to the specific
subject of my remarks: "Whaa Does
Business Ask of the Schools?"

Business asks the schools to respond
to the realities confronting today's
employers by keeping pace with the
rapidity of change in our increasingly
complicated and highly technical
society.

We ask our schools eto inchide
parents and business-industryiabor
groups in the formulation of
education policy.

We ask our schools to serve
effectively the majority: the 8 of every
10 secondary Scluxil students who.
will never complete college.

We ask our schools to give more
attention to providing learning
opportunities outside the present
structure of formal education, so that
students will be less isolated from
the world they will enter when they
leave school, with or without a
high school or college diploma.

Finally, we ask our schools to be
accountable for our students' results:
to focus on preparing them to find
their niche in the wide world of
althost unlimited career opportunities,
or to pursue further training in the
community colleges, baCcalaureate
degree, or graduate school levels of
higher education.

We urge you leaders in education
to focus on what you prepare students
to do in later life rather. than to put
your major emphasis on educational
input factors such as tax dollars spent,
books in the school libraries, number
of students per teacher, and teacher
salary scales. In other words, let's
devise fair and realistic measurements
of school outputs in htiman terms as
contrasted with our-major reliance on
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input factors of a statistical nature.

In cormeetion with this last.
expectation, I am 'minded of a
newspaper article describing a law
suit ffir. one milli* dollars brought
against the San Francicco school
system. Although the student in
question has an above- average IQ,
he was still if functional illiterate
(could not read) when Ate was
graduated front high school. In their
suit, the parents 'contended that their

" son was-gradtratedr'unqualified for
em gloyment other than the most.
detheaning, unskilled, low-paid

"matukal.
Assuming an average cost of ,$1.000

a year, the taxpayers of the San
Francisco school system had paid
teachers and administrators $12,000 to

o educate this young person. And for
. :various reasons they had tailed 'to do

so the young than had been .
shortchanged 'as.well as the taxpayers.

I know it's easy to be critical of a
school's performance. I'm sure it is
'almost unimaginably dificult to tetch
knowledge and skills to many of the
so-called disadvantaged students
and even to many of those with
no learning handitaps. Students
-inevitably bring some of the ills 9f
our society to the classroom. But
society now justifiably demands that

'the school system teach every eduCable ,
child, regardless of languagebarriers,
cultural differences, and distractions
of the neighborhood and home.
This means that teachers and
i(lininistrators cannot expect the
salary and esteem of skilled
professionals if they attempt to shun
responsibility for, all but the easy
learnem. And, of course, most teachers
and administrators do not shun that
responsibility.

I was impresed with a recent.
statement by William Coats, school
superintendent in Kalamazoo,
Michigan. States Mr. Coates:
"Our students will have adequate
skills when they're handed Kalamazoo
diplomas. To keep that promise, we
must carve out the components of
student growth for which we can and
will accept responsibility, and we

2°
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must quit using the cop-ouY that ,

schools aren't able to help kids from
bad homes anyway, so it's riot fair to
hold teachers and administrator; .**

accountable for student achievemZnt,"
It is in this context of teachiirg lot

results that we believe career
education offers great pi omise of
success.'Career education, in our view,
should offer two. big advantages. for
any school system: First, it gives
students a greater incentive to lean
because they are shown how to relate
their academic subjects- with their
future practical application; second,
career education makes available to
the schools-a largely untapped and
extensive reservoir of ,community
resources and support.

`Let me emphasize that the terns
"career" does not apply merely to
employment in business. but
encompasses the whole spetkruin of
Opportunilies.open to our youngsters
in professional, cultural, and
governmental organization,.

.

.. In put- view, au effective program
of career education ,cannot take place
solely within the four walls of am
.schoor Simply consider' these fa( is:

Today there are 23,000 different
types of joli.

By 1980 there oval be 30,000
different typesof jobs. The number
of new jobs will. of course he mu( li
greater than the 7,000 indicated i.)1,
these figures, because many jobs at
which people are working today will
have little significance in the, abor
in rket at the end of this decade of
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In fact, of the millions of youngsters
who started kindergarten and first - ,.

grade last fall, most will eventually
hold jobs that don't exist toda.v1.

How can the sschools prepare their
/students effectively for this ever-
[changing job market?

Obviously, school administrators
and guidance counselors and teachers
can't do it alone. Jost-consider that
the ratio of pupils to guidance
counselors in high schools is about
50Q to 1. Counselors are too burdened



with most students personal
problems to counsel them on their
life's.work - without considering the
fact that hardly a single counselor
has spent a day in industry and , .

therefore has only the vaguest notion
of how people outside education
spend their working lives. The
career counseling function must more
and more evolve into on-going
relationships between students,
teachers. and school administrators

: on the one hand. and'business-labor-
sgovernment-professional employers
On the other.

At one time the home was where-.
ygnrig people obtained first-hand
knowledge of an occupation or
pragsion, as they watched their
fatilier or an mule or brother at work.
N(A4 unfortunately, anany homes are
littlepore qui way stations. Fathers
anti *galas lea,ye early in the
mornitiiand return at dinner, with
the intervening limos spelt in
mysterious activities behind the walls
of faceless office buildings or imposing
plants. This isolation of the young
from the world of work must end-

This gives rise to an obvious
question: Assuming there is agreement
on the part of school people and on
the part of business and -professional
people that a major. goal of education
is to prepare students to select aml
advance in carcrs, what' arc the best
procedures for escablishing the school-
business partnership necessary to
accomplish this goal?

We have been giving this much
thought at the NationalChamber
and have arrived at this conclusion:
this partnership will only infrecjuently
take place unless teachers, counselors,
and school officials take the initiatt VC.
I'he business person will rarely.tale
the first step. primarily because he
recognizes that the process of teaching
and administering a school system
is a highly professional activity and
one in which he is for the most part
untrained. He is therefore reluctant,
to presume to suggest ways of
improving instructional procedures.
Further, he-is pressed for time and

`heset with the usual array of problenis
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relating directly to his business.
But thee is also ample evidence

that if Ire is asked by a school, official
to participate in, a collaborative
effort, he will' readily respond.

Our National Chamber ,Education
Committee which is comprised of
both bOsiness and school leaders
discussed this situation and decided
that communications between the
business and school worlds could be s

stimulated if major education
organizations and the-National
Chamber were to collaborate in the
publication of a booklet expressing.
mutual support for career education
and urging Our respective members
to join forces at tb.estate and local
levels. '

This publication' 'more than a
year in process was released just
last month. I undc;rstand copies have
been made available to pek?ons
'Intending this conference.

You will notice that almost
every major education association
participated in the preparation of this
booklet, along with several Mttional
organizations representing' business,
women, minorities, and labor. Never

/ore have .such diverse interests
united Wind a corn pre henAive
ethical ion (-once pl .

The central goal of each
organization is for its members to
begirr disclissions with persons
representing other Organizations
listed on the flyleaf to explore ways
they can work together to advance the
career education concept. Hopefully,.
then, both business and school leaders
will, in .greater !lather. begin
approaching "the other side" to
explore collaborative relationships for
improving the education experience
of our youth.

I would urge education leaders like
yourselves to carry, the torch for
career education in your own states;
seeking opportunities to present the
,facts and the challenge to business,,
professional, labor, minority, and
community groups, pointing out how
they can work in partnership with
their schools to help achieye the
bright promise of career education.



Scool-busies partnerships are
already underway in many
communities. The public ation you
have gives just three examples in
Boston, in Potomac, :Maryland (an
affluent suburb of Washington, D.C.).
and in Cleveland. "These were
selected to illustrate. the wide vat lets
of. possible approaches.

Boston, high school students-
leave their rc.striar classrooms for
expanded learning opportunities
throughout the community in order
to gain practical knowledge of Elie
busines worlds opportunities and
requirements, and to begin
developing career goals. Business and
government executives, also go to
various schools to teach their
professimsal and occupational
specialties. Whe Boston Chamber
seres as a clearing house between the
higH schools and the employers,
coordinating schedules of students
and the participating organizations.

In the Potomac, Maryland example,
87 percent of the graduating students
of the Winston Churchill High School
bpgin college. We believe this feature
14 important to help dispel the
notionathat career education is only
for students who lak either the
ability or desire to obtain. a

baccalaureate or higher degree. The
school's career education program
focuses On professional and
managerial lines of work, and involves
student internship experience with
lawyers, dentists, are hi tests,
veterinarians, and elementary and
junior high schools.

In Cleveland, the situation is quite
different. Ichool officials became
concerned that an increasing
proportion of .five central schools
consisted of students from families on
welfare. Many were dropping out,
to continue the welfare cycle. Under
the leadership of Superintendent Paul
Briggs. a Job Development Program
was established for non-college bound
seniors. Job counselors with
experience in industry were-'placed
in each school. They worked closely,
with the students and with some 45
companies in the Cleveland area
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to acquaint students with prospective
job openings and the qnalifii'ations
needed to fill thoe jobs. Placement
of students participating sin this
program averaged 'over .90 percent'
from June 1966 through June 1974.

So, the career education movement
is well underway. Many schools and
chambers ,and business firms are

-sinvolved, but we must also recognize
that only a good beginning has been
made in this effort tc) acquaint
students with the many ways people
earn their livelihood and in elping
them decide on the type of career
they will eventualy pursue. The
objective, of course, is nbt to "trick"
any student into becoming a welder
or a doctor, for that matter but
simply to. give him or her the basis
for making a judgment on the type
of work suitable [or them, and to
begin Co acquire a semblance of
entry-level skills. Surely, we cannot
continue to defer the job exploration
period until after the student has
graduated.
/ Before closing I might call /your

attention to legislation just
introduced that would require
colleges to give much greater
attention to the career preparation
of their students.

Some c# you are probably aware
that last month Congressman
Bell of California introcluced the
"Postsecondary Educaticin Consumer
Protection Act of 1975" (H.R. 2786).
It is similar to a bill introduced last
year by Senator Percy and would
require all institutions participating
in federal student aid programs
to provide job placement data on
former .students.Though in concept
initially intended to correct
publicized absues among some
for-profit vocational education
schools, its aplication was expanded
to include publicly funded
institutions as well.

Regardless of whether this bill
becomes law in its present form, the
message is clear: leaders in the
Congress as-Well as the general public
are demanding that our schools at
all levels better prepare students to
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take their place in our increasingly
competitive economy and society.

I have appreciated this opportunity
to meet with you and share some
thoughts on these important issues.
My remarks may have raised ay many
questions as they answered: If I don't
get a chance to talk w,idi you
individually today, just drop me a

a-

line or give me a telephone call.
Those of us associated with the
National Chamber want to get to
know you better and develop the
close working relationship we believe
is so essential to the future of both
our institutions, and most important:
tO the future of the youth of this
nation.
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Career Educatipn
Asa" Hilliard, Deal'1
College of Education
Son Francisco State University

It's about a f;eart h, too, for daily meaning
as well 'an daily bread: for recognition
as well as cash; for astonishment rather
than torpor, for, in short, a art of life
rather than a' Monday through Friday
sort of dying. Perhap, immortality, too,
iq a part of the quest. To he remernberrd
is the wish, spoken and un:ipoken of the
heroes and heftAnes of 'This Irk.
(Studs Terkel, Working')

I'd like to use4hat as a background
for sharing with S7oii some thoughts
on ''Career EtiTicitioil: A Challenge
of Our Time." 11rst, I'd like to talk

'Ely about the education context of
,a ref education. Second, I'd like
u talk briefly about the broader
perspective that I think is required,
Finally, I'd likeei'o conclude by
talking briefly about paving the cost
to gain the goals of career education.

Cal eel' education exists like any
other part of, education in a context
that I think is charadeiized in the
following ways: First, time is still
an unresolvecMlualism between the
liberal and-the classical, education lot
heads and education for hands,
between (cisme and labor, between
education for the elite and education
for the masses. This still permeates
our system, and for example, the
dualism is-reflected by the fact that
we have "technical institutes" that
are abstracted front a more whole
educational process and where it is
thought that we are able 'to prepare
people without-recourse to some of
the other things that are thouglu to
be more liberalizing. We also have
something called "business education"

expect at the university they
happen to be called professional
schools. The department of
philosophy is a professional school if

you intend to teach philosophy. and
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it may be liberal if you hitend to
teach education.

A second part of the «intext is
that we live in an industrial society
that is characterized by Industrial
goals and that coincide with the nuas
production goals. And that is for all
of our education. That is also
general characteristic of our society.
That's the only central, strand that
describes the education scerte in USA,
1975, that leads' to something in
society as well as in education called
"standardization". It leads ,,to
"interchangeability"; it leads to
"efficiency': it leads to "speedy
evaluation"; it leads to "pre-*
fabrication-. In short, it leads 40 the
kind of education that is basically
imitation rather than education

A third part of this context within
which education and career education
takes place, 1 think, is that we have a
fufgrarnted, atomiAtic responsibility
or lack of re%pormibility for education.
No one in formal education is
responsible for a whole strategy. We
have teadter,liwno arc 'responsible
for counseling. We have teachers who
are responsible* for matlimatic s;
you look at the goals and aims that°
stein front tlaow fields, they generally
tend to be the goals and aims that
are developed by the hierarchy in
the discipline. In no place do Ice put
the whole man back together again.
This lea es some major unmet needs

iwhch fall within the domain of
career 5ulucat ion. probably because
there 1h, .tto where else to put them.

Another part of the context is that
we have an inflatd technology in
the United States. There's hardly a
job that takes what training says it
takes to be ready to do the job,
including my own anti including your
own. There's almost no job that



takes the prepara we say it takes.
We found" that out n the army. We
found out that medics could do
appendectomies. We found out that
in many ways surgeons do not do
things radically different. from
butchers. We're finding out that in
education its hard to draw the line
between Pktfessionals and para-
professionals. It's very embarrasing
to have Lompttency-based education
and to have your Para-professionals
score higher on performance measure
than people who been around
for 20 rears. Ou nology is
inflated. Its buil protect, rather
than to instruct.

Another part of this context, it
seems to me, is that education as now
conceived and operated is dedicated
to the production and perpetuation

, of myth and the .shunning of reality.
This has some clear implications for
career education because if that's
true in education, it's also true in
career education. We tend to deal
with euphemisms, and tee tend not
to dpal directly with apything. In
education, generally, wfr: talk about
Greece as if it existed Without Africa.

therefore, to ovetloOk real scholarship:
For example, for those of you who
are familiar with Carlos Casteneda's
series of books, Tales of Power,
Separate Reality, Journey to Ixtland
or .The Teachings of Don Juan,
you may recall that one of the
most profound anthropological
investigations of our time was clone
by Casteneda who was unable to get
his degree. Plis school, unfortunately
in one of the California university's
departments of anthropology, wad
unable to recognize the-high guality
of scholarship in the investigation and
the unusual perspective that
Casaneda brought to data. And vet
"in scholars we trust."

here's another characteristic. We
have a flexible value and belief system
that may have developed' out of, the
frontier. In the years since the
founding of this country we have not
vet been Ale to develop a common
ideology:his system has made 100111
for many things: slavery, racism and
oppression-in -both subtle and open
forms,' A special characteristic of our
system is that after we have finished
with our students, we leave our

We talk about Europe as if it were ,,,P\ graduates unrefresfied, unsatisfied and
never a meling pot. We think about disorfbnted. Why drugs? Why Eastern
music and.neyer think of or hear religion? 11111y counselors? Why
Chinese music. Wee talk ahem divorce, and why so many other
"European history" and call it troublesome things?
"hils-toil.' and never be aware of *hat Another characteristic of the
we've done. We talk about "religion"
and never talk about "meaning." We
talk about Africa as if. it did not
exist until Europe awoke. We must
talk about general curricular
alienation. That is, the things we talk
about in .schools generally tend to be
alienated from the reality of how
people function. That has
implications for the way we carry
out career education programs.

In the context of education we have
another characteristic, ''in scholars
we trust," even when all they have
to indicate their competence are
degrees or afilliation with,highly
regarded institutions. They don't
hatre't0have anything to verify their

'competence other than the degree
and where :they got it. We tend,
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context is that we have. professionals
who feel powerless, and we have
imaginary "tlieys' who stop us from
doing all the things that we want to
do.

We 'are unable to respond to the
final question when we finish our
formal education, when we finish
our ''career' education.' The final
question is asked by the final
questioner who is deatIL.At the point
of death when we are 90 years old,
when we look back on our lives rather
than forward, then we ask,-"Flow do
I feel about where I have been?'
What does the question dictate for
education and for career education?

I'd like to share with you a couple
of short quotes from Studs Terkel's
book, WORKING, so that we are



sharing at least a common flavor and
feeling.

First,, let me read about the
condition of the working man in this
country today.

For the many there's hardly a concealed
discontent. The blue-collar blues is no more
bitterly sung than the white-collar moan,

am a machine," says the spot-welder.
"I am caged," says the bank teller and
echoes the hotel clerk. "I am a mule,"
says the steel worker. "A monkey can do
What I do," says the receptionist. "I am less
than a farm implement," say the migrant
workers. "I'm an object," says the high
fashion model. Blue collar and white collar
call upon the identical phrase, "I'm a
robot." There's nothing to talk about," the
young accountant despairingly enunciates.
It was some time ago that John Henry
sang, "A man ain't nothing but a man."
The hard unromantic fact is he died with
a hammer in his hand while the machine
pumped on. Nonetheless, he found
immortality. He i3 remembered . . . . ) .

Bob Cratchet may still be hanging on
(though his time is fast running out as did
his feather pen long ago), but Scrooge has
been replaced by the Longlomorate. Hardly
a chance for the Christmas spirit here. Who
knowsNI3oh Cratchet's name in this outfit
let alone his lame child's?

. . . The last place I worked for I was let
go,"recalls the bank teller. "One of my
friends stopped by and asked where I was
at. They said, 'She is no longer with us.'
That's all, I vanished." It's nothing personal
really. Dickens' people have been replaced
by Becket's.

. . . But inspite orihe condition there's a
response from the United States workers
who have not yet given up, not yet dead.
To maintain a sense of self, these heroes
and heroines play occasional games. The
middle-aged stvitchhoard operator, when
things are dead at night, cheerily responds
to the caller, "Marion Inn" instead of the
chain she really works for. "Just for a lark,"
she explains bewilderedly. "I really don't
know what made me do it." The young gas
meter- reader startles the young surburban
housewife sunning out on the patio in her
bikini, loose-bra'd, and sees more things
than he would' otherwise see. "Just to
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make the day go faster." The auto worker
from the Deep South will tease one guy
cause he's real short and his old lady left
him. Why? "Oh, just to break the
monotony. You want quitting time so bad."
The waitress who moves between tables like
a ballerina pretends she's forever on stage.
"I feel like Carmen. It's like a gypsy holding
out a tambourine and they throw the
coin." It helps her fight humiliation as
well as arthritis.

. . . The interstate truck driver barreling
down the expressway with a load of 73,000
pounds, battling polluCon, noise, an ulcer
and kidneys that act up, fantasizes
something tremendous. They all in some
manner perform astonishingly to survive the
day. These are not yet automata. The
author himself shares a personal note. This
is Studs Terkel.

. . . I find Some delight in my job as a
radio broadcaster. I'm able to set my own
pace, my own standards, and determine
for myself the substance of each program.
Some days are more sunny than others,
some hours less astonishing than I'd hoped
o My occassional slovenliness infuriates

me . . but it is, for better or for worse,
in my hands. I'd like to believe that I'm
the old time cobbler, making the whole
shoe."

And finally from Terkel,
Dr. John R. Coleman, president of
Haverford College, speaks of Being it
right. "If you see the response tind you see
the condition, can you see it right? There
are some things that blind our eyes
sometimes." So Dr. Coleman, president of
Haverford College, took an unusual
sabbatical during the early months of 1973.
He worked at menial jobs. In one instance
he was fired as a porter-dishwasher. "I'd
never been fired and I'd never been
unemployed. For three days I wQted the
streets. Though I had a bank account,
though my children's tuition was paid,
though I had a salary and a job waiting
for me back in Harverford, I was
demoralized, I had an inkling of how
professionals my *age feel when they loose
their job and their confidence begins to
sink." Dr. Coleman is 51. Since Dr. Coleman
happens to be chairman of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, he quit his
ditch digging job to preside over the bank's



monthly meeting. When he looked at th4
other members of the board, he could not
help feeling there was something unreal
about them all.

If these are the conditions and if
this is the context in which career
education takes place, what is that
broader perspective that is required?
What is that leadership, if you will,
that is required:

In the first place, 4areer education
is for everyone. Not simply for poor

IIkid c I t simple for public schools,
not ply for those who are out of
work.Career education is to inspire
people to live more abundantly, not
simply information, not simply
orientation, but inspiration to live
more abundantly. Career education is
to develop a point of view, an
orientation and motivation. I hope
I'm suggesting something much more
active, much more in the way of
leadership than so/tetimes schools
seem willing to assume.

Career education: What is it for?
It's to develop perspective.it'S to
develop freedom. It's to understaml,
to help people to understand and be
at home with cultural alternatives,
because that's the world we live in,
one that is full of cultural alternatives
and many people are equal to the
task. It's to reduce personal isolation.
It's to foster applied thinking and
creativity. It's to learn to separate
issues from trivia. Ws to develop
vision. Vision isn't one of the
objectives that you hear in the lists
of behavioral objectives that we talk
about so often. It's to develop people
who ask questions continually even
after they have "finished" school and
career education, if they finish.
It's to help to understand and I

appreciate the nature and the value
and the necessity of struggle in
accomplishing anything because there
is no way other than through'
struggle to become anything. There
is no easy road. The cute pawkages
that we have, the cute kits won't do
it. It's to help people to find '

fulfillment, to move them in the
direction of earning recognition and

acceptance. What do you havez do
to pay the cost to get there?

I'd like to share with you something
that is lbout 5000 years old from,
South Africa near Rhodesia. It was
found tmong some very old writings
on papyrus, most of which hasn't even
been translated yet. The writings
look like hieroglyphics. here's a ..-
4versation with "The Ancient One"
who is a teacher of wisdom. He
had something to say about teaching
and I wanted to share what he had
to say with you.,;fhis is after a person
had learned, had found the truth in
the dew' t, had found the fresh, cabl
water after having struggled to get
there, mouth dry, into this cool water
into this oasis with fruit hanging
from the trees. And then he heat,~

the words: "The kingdom is not .

yet won." And he begins to feel a
responsibility for his fellowman. lic
becomes a teacher and says:

Then I knew my toil was not ended
Ar thottgh I was saved, my brothers were
lost. I returned to the wilderness to
lighten the lot of the lost ones with
water from this pool which I found. So I
built a canal from the pool across the
desert land. I dug deep wells in the city
to store the waters of truth and I named
myself Guardian of the water. And I
called the thirsty to drink. Many came
at my bidding and drank as I directed.
Then I marvelled for I saw that all who
came departed unrefreshed and I tasted
the water of my own well and I found
that it was warm and salty. Then I said,
"Well, I will build a road from the
cities to the pool rather than - taking it
back through the desert and digging a
well. I will make the way easy to get to
the pool across the desert, smooth to
the feet for my weary brothers." But when
I had made my highway, all those that
traveled by it returned to the cities
reviling me for a deceiver. And at this
I wondered. I went back by the way that
I had made and I found that, indeed,
there was no road, for the sands had
swallowed up the road that I had built.
At last wisdom flowered in my heart,
and I saw that knowledge and truth cart
never be reached by any easy an't:1-?
pleasant way. They can never be found
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by conning drs ices of the mind of man.
Truth most be reached through the
stret{gth of the heart and the knowledge
is grafted by tlii power of the hand:

So then, where arc we as teachers
in tamer education. or teachers in
genital? It seems to Inc thine are some
behaviors that we ought to exhibit
in getting there. It seems to me that
one of our behaviours is modeling,
modeling what we teach. We are
the picture. We are not clinicall
detached. We're not "early Rogerian .

It )eems to one that as` teachers we
° must ourselvrs be free. We must be

free. Preqm Wilcox, in New York,
often uses a bit of graffiti off the
Harlem subway wall that says, "You
can't be free if someone has to let
you be free."

It seems 'that we have to understand
the relationThip between politics and
economics and eddcation and careers.
It seems that we have to be question
askers. We have to be thinkers. We
have to be confident of our thinking
and not simply the receivers of the
kits, no matter how cute. We must
have personal encouturrs. We must
pet sonally be curriculMh wrecking,
crews and at the same time
curriculum rebuilding crews because
no one else has that job but teachers
and career educatbrs;,-Hie must be
identified with the0 tudents that we
Acme. We cannot be ilinica4
detached and serve their need nor
be, their model. We cannot be their
teacher without that identification.

It seems that we mustlassume some
nrsibility and leadership. What

that means in very concrete terms is
that we don't focus all our energies
on students but that we go to
employers with what we know about
students and what we know about
people and that we attempt to affect
the conditions of employ:nerd. I
don't think any employer reading the
book, Working, could fail to be
convinced that he has some
responsibility for humaneness in the
1970's.

Now if were going to do those
kinds of things, we're going to wind

up with a different language when
Sze talk about career education. .

Some things are going to drop out,
some things are going to disappear.
All of a sudden career education won't1N
even be about "careers." There's a
good reason for that. Careers, I found,
are moving targets. They don't stay
the same. How do you get ready for
something that's not going to be what
t was when you got ready to prepare

for it? Like teaching. Twenty or
thirty years ago when we were getting
ready for teaching, there were some
funny things. about the profession
that we now profess. In the first place,
there were mostly' women. That's
changed. I wonder wily? Then ther&
are different men and Women who
are coming into teaching. 'I'he.y're not
the same.ones who used to come.
Not only that, when they get here,
they don't dO the same job. The
job has changed. There are specialized
functions now that never existed
even^ 10 years ago. The students aren't
the same. There are more.of them
in school. Not only that, they don't
act the same way. They have funny
ways of behaving. They're different.

Look at all the stuff we've added
for the school to do. Now with all
that in mind, what cthild someone
20 years ago do to prepare me to he
a teacher? What could they do? A
teaching career was and is a moving
target. Everything else is also a
moving (*et. So if were aiming
at careers as they exist right now
and are preparing people narrowly
for that, then we're in trouble\llut
there are sonic things that tend' not
to change, that tend to stay the same,
and are common and do exist across
careers. These seem to me to be
fruitful areas for people who propose
to lead and maybe who have the
courage to deal with the whole man.
This is what we've lost. We've lost \
our present generation of youth \and,
will loose others if we fail to plan\----'
for our whole responsibility.

The language would sound
something like this to me. This is
what we'd he talking about in
conferences, and this is what we
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would lie talking about using
whatever careers exist only as
examples and not as goals.°We'd be
talking about relationihips among
people. We'd be talking about
authority in occupations.. We'd be
talking, about leadership. We'd be
talking about analysis of information.
We'd be talking alxiltt .socialization
in occupations. We'd r)e talking about
affiliation as ways of meeting
personal needs. We'd be talking about
organization as a means to power
and di.cision making. We'd be talking

..about research. We'd be talking
about lope. We'd be talking about
exploitation in work and-competition,
and we'd he talking about racism,
sexism, and ageism. We`d be talking
about evaluation, goals,.sharing,
ownership. We'd be talking about
politics and economics. We'd be
talking about identity. We'd be
talking about how people move
around and how people aren't able
10 Move around, how people gel
locked in. We'd be talking 4bout (lea&
end streets. Wed be talking about
stagnation. We'd be talking about
power and meaning and values and
security and eternity. We'd be
talking about growth. We'd be talking
about expression through
employment, and creativity. We'd be
talking about skills and we should,
be talking about struggle and personal
peace. We'd be talking; about self.

If I'm in career education, it seems

Communication, Teacher
Behavior and'Humanism

Dr. James Weigand
University of Indiana
BlooMington, Indiana

I)r. Weigand presented this speech at a
general session in the workshop held

to me, as a teacher I would be using
things like those to audit or inventory
what I do. What. do I do to get
ready? One of the things I suggest
is that we have to examine the
behaviors that affect what we do.
Its not all out there'' or in the cute
kits. I'd be taking those words above,
those concepts and applying them
to what I do. I'd be examining myself
from the point of view of the
framework above as things that
suppori what I do as a career
educator. How does my prdfessional
reading look when measured against
the points abov How do they fit
my practice, ly function? flow do
they fit my goals? How do they fit
the associations I have with people,
with friends, with colleagues, with
workers? How do they compare to
how I wAs educated- and how I can
become educated? How do they
compare to my activities? How do"
they fit with what I'm doing as a
person who can be a model? How do
they fit with my conception of truth?
How do they fit with my vision of
what a human being ought to be?

In conclusion, you call yourself
a teacher of career education. If so,
where is, your song? Where is your
Glance? Wherehere is your poetry? Where
is your art? When is your belief?
Where is your rhythm? Where is
your joy? Where is your mood? We
call ourselves teachers, and if so,
where and who are we?

Q

at Salt .ake City, Utah. This speech
is available only by tape. Anyone wlio
desires a copy of this tape, within
the next six months, may contact
I)r. Lloyd Briggs, Occupational and
Adult Education, Room 406
Classroom Building, Oklahoma State
University, Stillwater, Oklahoma
74074.



Career Education
Articulation In the University
Donald W. Robinson, Dean
College of Education
Oklahoma State University

My role in these proceedings is
not to define career education,
indeed, that has already been done,
or to describe or debate the
philosophic bases for career education.
leather, my role is to suggest what
!Alike teacher education might have
in career education and to begin to
define some of the parameters of how
planning for career education gets
unplemented in the universities.

To be sure that we areoon common
grounds, I would, however, like to
quote Sidney Marland's original and
still good definition of career
education in the hook Essays n
Career Education.' Marian said that
career education was "Th education
which removed the distinction
between academic and occupational
education.... blending them to offer
all learners the best opportunity
for a productive satisfying career."
In Marland's definition I would
emphasize the word "blending". For,
as,I will attempt to describe, if,rinich
is to take p1Sce in the university,
then an unnatural blending of
disciplines, fields and talents will
have to occur.

Sterling McMurrin, former U. S.
Commissioner of Education and now
a professor of philosophy, equates
career education with the basic
meaning of education since, in his
view, anything worthy of being
called education "must be relevant
to the cultivation of those qualities
that make possible or enhance a
career".2 McMurrin, in summarizing
his article about career education,
makes the following points: The work
ethic will remain a foundation of
our value structure, therefore, career
education must refer to creative and
productive work aw¢ what this

emphasizes for the society and the
iddivklual. He was very importantly
remiriaing us that occupational

° and liberal elements of career
education a4e inextricably
interrelated.In the same vein Alfred'
North Whitehead once said that
tl anti-thesis between technical and
liberal education is fallacious;
there can be no technical education
which is not liberal, and no liberal
'education which is not technical.
Education should turn out the
student with something that he
knows well and something he can do
well. Parenthetically, here at times
I am concerned by the erroneous
pronouncements attributed p career
education proponents which would
seem to denigrate the importance of
liberal education or a firm
background in the "academic
subjects". My colleague, Keith
Goldhammer, puts it another way,
and I might add quite eloquently,
when he says that career education is
an approach to education which
stresses the instrun4ental value of all
education in assisting Jri individual
to become a fully productive and
satisfied citizen.3 Thus career
education is a intans to an end which
stressesiofh individual and societal
worth and good. tO

Marland# McMurrin, Whitehead,
Goldhammer and others then see
career education as broadly
permeating the whole curriculum

An the educating system, is
affected by and in turn a ects
avocational interests. It stc-e es the
goal of producing a produ
satisfied citizen who unders self,
has found a place in the ec is
order allowing him to earn ving,
who appreciates the dignity he
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many other contributi g roles in
society, awl who can ter form all of
its life roles with a high degree of
accomplishment and satisfaction.

'This formulation of career
education stresses human
development, guidance values and
.ittitudes as taught through a good
liberal education and skill
development. To be sure there are
other narrower vocational oriented
definitions of «neer education which

person:4k tend to reject. Clary,
for example. streskes orientation to
emtiorni( lite beginning in the
earliest years. here .itewthers who
IeW c ;Ircet eiltu.ition as a rebelliof
against humanistic education which

also tend to reject and there
ale otherk, who view education.
as .40tlon\Inotls with either vocational
edm:ition or guidance with a little
of the other tar ked on. I also reject
these formulations of career
dtu:ition.

In the P172 compilation of papers
Of a cancer education «mleren«
sponsored by the National Vocational
and I'ec Inn( al FARR ation Seminar,
\aton Miller laid out some seven

major tenants of career education.
['hese tenantk, seem to make sense

then and nosy. Briefly, Dr. Miller
said Chat'

I. .\ winpielitlisiv educational
program loo using on (alcers begins
with entering into the .1(11001 and
continuing through the :idult years.

2. Career- education involves and('
is for all students regardless of
post-ke«indaty plans.

3. It involves the entire school
program, uniting schools,
«immunities :i`nd employers in a
cooperative venture.

It infukes the school program
rather than beginning a program of
discrete career education curriculum
blocks.

5. It provides the students with
information and experiences
representing the entire world of work.

0
0 0
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fi. It supports the students from
awareness through exploration, career
direction setting, placement. and
follow up and re-education, if
necessary.

7. Career education is not
synonymous with vocational
education. Parenthetically, vocational
education and guidance are integral
and important parts of a total career-
education system. 11

ft we teller( On wilat has been
said, the message for the universities
and «illgs of education becomes
evident, ;Ind that is a viable l'irof.vain
to train teachers and school
administrant's for specialised roles in
«oreer education or simply to infuse
suffix ient education knowledge and
awareness into the programs of the
non-specialist; .g., the teacher of
mathematics to be or the school
.1(Infinistrator to bv, requires an
integrated colleg and university yvid
approao h. Indeed, at another ''.

dimension, thought (II a (meet-
cdtuation program at the link elsitV
level Must also ft bas(1 upon
,awareness, knowledge, and a
patticipation of laige sgnints of the
factiftt. For (A:11111)1e, at my own
uni4cisity the director of student
personnel in emit I the six colleges
icomnitionded, aird le deans
endorsed that the t niversity hire
a career counselor and that a distink t
and keparat part of the university
orientation program be devoted to
«neer planning. This wias and is a

good idea and 'will be implemented
just as soon as the division of student
affairs o an hire a qualifiet1 career
education counselor. Some
000peration from the various colleges.
is assured since a committee
composed of each colleges 'personnel
director will develop policies aml
guidelines :is to how this program
will operate. On the other hand, I

and afraid that in large measure our
program will fail unless the assistance
of significant numbers of faculty
who do not respond"career,
educationwhat's that?" can be
enlisted.



Some Aionths ago we at Oklahoma
State University began to define
career education program elements
as we conceptualized the role of the
career education facilitator who
we defined as the individual chinged
with the responsibility for the
organization of career education in
the common schools of the land. As
we see it, the facilitator must know
school administration and be a part
of the administrative team. We also
believe that school administrators
and, thus, departments of educational
administration need in be aware'of
career education. The facilitator Must
be knowledgeable and perceptive in
the area of curriculum development.
He must be competent in applying
the basic principles of *sign and
development and he must know
where to locate career education
materials and how to evaluate these
resources. Thus, in our formulation,
the departments, however designated,
which have specialists in curriculum
and instruction must he involved
in the university career education
program.

The facilitator, we felt, must
be familiar with procedures for
pre - service and in-service programs
for both academic an vocational-
technical teachers. e, should he
familiar with the ole teacher
educators play as change agents
through teacher education' programs.
Thus, it is obvious that traditional
teacher educators must be involved
in the career education venture.

The facilitator must also br closely
associated with the counseling and
guidance staff in educational
institutions and .should be thoroughly
familiar with the relationship of
the school guidance program to the
total school program. He must
understand the role of counselors. He
must have an understanding of
career development theory, etc. Thus
counselor educators iricolleges
and universities must also be involved
in the career education venture.
Career education is a rapidly growing
concept with an expamling body
of literature. Therefore, the facilitator
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who is effective roust have research
capabilities which will permit him to
utilize the vast amount of
information available to him. He
must be able to analyze and
understand implications of research
results and to interpret appropriate
information to all levels of
educational personnel. Thus, staff
involved with educational research in
universities must also be involved, in
the career education program.
Undergirding these specific areas
(school administration, curriculum
development, teacher education,
guidance and counseling, and
research and evaluation) , there are
certain other basic knowledges which
the facilitator ought to possess.
These include, and perhaps not
inclusively, human growth and
deve4opment,group dynamics, system
operations and community dynamics.
The inclusions of these basic
knowledges in the career education
facilitator's training suggests the need
for the involvement of psychologists,
be they housed in colleges of
education or arts and sciences,
sociologists and anthropologists. So far
in the development of this model I
have not mentioned departments of
vocational education. Yet, to be sure,
these too play a very important
part in the career education mix of
the typical comprehensive college and
universities.

To summarize, the various program
elements involved in the career
education planning at the university
level cut across tit least two or tkree
colleges and 'include the fields and'
disciplines of school administration,
curriculum development, teacher
education, guidance and counseling,
sociology, anthropology, psychology,
and research and evaluation.
Obviously then, in an interdisciplinary
model, a team effort will be
necessary if colleges and universities
are to contribute fully and effectively
to the career education effort.

Before attempting to suggest an
approach to the organization of these
program elements let me suggest



still another dimension of university
and college planning lot career
education and that is the development
and planning of pograttM for
students in universities. From ins.
petsper tive it would appear that most
universities have done virtually
nothing towatd conceptualizing or
implementing career education in the
university. I would hope that as a
result of this conference and other
efforts, colleges of education might
begin to assume a general career
education leadership role in
universities by taking the lead in the
formulation of models for
iftiplementation of career education at

rthe unversity level. This would seem
to be simply a logical extension of
our rc le :Ind responsi4ty for
int using career education into all
sectors of the teacher education
curriculum and for preparing
individuals to assume an increasing

\ number of school positions in career
eduAttion.

Nell, if career education at least
imludes the elements 1 have
identified, and if colleges and
universities should develop viable
r,ireer educatiiin programs which are
interdisciplinary in nature, Row do
we go about the development of
appropriate models? I wish I had a
cookbook solution. However, to date,
with but few exceptions, efforts at
truly interdisciplinary programs in
colleges and universities or simply
programs which require the
cooperation of several departments
within a colsleghhave not been very
successful. tie reasons are all too
obvious. People are perhaps overly
concerned with identification of
leadership roles, with' tf*)protection
of j'their departments- or
-di,iciplinatv autonomy'', visibility,
with who get the credit for what it
has accomplished, and other
concerns retarding mundane matters
such as budgetary allocations for
interdisciplinary efforts. Even if
these problems are all solved,
there is still the knotty problem
of program visibility and internal
communications across the network.
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I would submit that each institution
in the final analysis will have to
solve_these problems and determine
the appropriate organization of a
career education program for itself.
Howevl, it is obvioA-thit if a
success career education effort is
to be mounted or if the goals of
infusion of career education conopts
into teacher education curriculum are
to be achieved, the effort must have
a visible entity and organization to tie
the effort together, yet not be a
separate department. Thus from my
Flew a ''center'' concept with an
appropriate organizational frame has
a lot to offer in the development of
career education at the university
level.iA few years .ago the National
Institutes of Health wanted to bring
some senblace of organization to
research efforts in the field of mental
retardation and human development.
I cite this as an example because as
in the case of career education it was
obviops that much research and
development was going on in
departments and disciplines
throughout the university but with
no articulation or communication
across disciplines. The model which
they evolved ad which seems to have
beertmuite successful was to establish
the concept of the mental retardation
and human development centers
program. Program guidelines did
not specify exactlywhat departments
of universities and medical schools
should be involved in the center or
who should be in charge of a center.
All that was stressed was that the
program must hang together and that
the center director be 1) a good
administrator, milled with
mental retardation n(1 human
development in his own speciality
and 3) show promise of being able to
bring many disparate groups
together. I believe that, in general,
I wojild advocate the development
of a similar centers approach to the
colleges of education and universitie4
career education efforts. Career
education is dynamicrstatic, and
if tied to a specific department will
tend to rather soon be out of the



mainstream insofar as the rest of the
-college and university is concerned.

The organization of centers
obviously varies depending upon
local considerations. However, in
general, the folloWing key elethents
are essential: (I) The dean 'or deans
of participating college(s) must assure
responsibiliiy for policy and the
selection ((1the center directorship.
Essentially then, the deans of
participating colleges funefiZt , I
suppose, as a board of directors. (2)
The director must be select/ I with
care and ideally should be known on
campus as Mr. or'M. career-
education. At any rate it is virtually
essential that the director be selected
from one IA the participating
departments and be respected for his
or . her' contributions to career
education from his or her particular
discipline's perspective. Regular
release time must be budgetted for
the position of the director. Ile or
she must have organizational and
administrative abilities but most
importantly be able to communicate
with persons across many .
disciplines, encourming them to
work together. (3) The work of the
center should be guided by a widely
representative council. This means all
departments wich a significant input;
for example, inithe model I described
we will include a representative
from each of the .. following
areas: Education administralr6n,
counseling and guidance, curriculum
and instruction, teacher education,
vocational education (2 or 3),
education psychology, psychology, ,
sociology and the State Department
of Vocational 'I'erhnical Education,
since we happen to work especially
close to them.

el) It is difficult to list all of the
functions to be fulfilled I a center
and all of the clientele served.
However, in general, the center
might be viewed:

(a) As a holding company where
staff working on career education
projects could be signed under a
release time mechanism.

(b) As an organizer of regular
. seminars, collotpriums, etc., and the

developer of courses though once
developed they should be assigned
back to departments,

(c) The center should serve as an
information resource to local schools
and participating dopartments.

(d) As the catalyst generally for
career education _efforts in
participating departthents and in
the university.

(5) Physical space of and for the
center is perhaps not as crucial as
the organizational concept. Ilowever,
it is highly desirable that the center
have a specified location, be this
one roorh, a suite of rooms or a
building.

Strangely, the problein of infusing
career education across the teacher
education curriculum may or,,may
not be solved by a center though the
latter should help. Unfortunately, we
all know that at times faculty
mimbers can be very stubborn and
that departments in any university
and college can be equally stubborn,
essentiaRy afflicted with tunnel
vision or unwilling to considelknew
ideas that do not come from within
the department or field.

As I see it the best way to infuse
career education in all sectors of
the teacher education program would
be simply for the teams assembled
here to be constituted as a college of
education *task force (a critical mass
This task force should carry on.tnan,
of the activities described under the
center's concept but most importarnlv
should serve as a vehicle for
beginning a continuing dialogue in
colleges of edticatiim. Out of this
dialogue and other activities
organized, we should generate the
the necessary career education
concept's and materials, the few new
courses (if any) necessary and the
campus specific mechanism necessary
for sustainitig significant leadership.
activities in career education having
their locus in colleges of education.
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Cateer Education:
The Challenge of Our Times
Dr. Wendell A. Sharpton
Sand Springs Public Schools
Sand Springs, Oklahoma

It is both interesting and ironic
that we should be meeting in a
conference to discuss the subject of
career education at a time when
the economic picture is so confusing.
With the daily news bringing us the
story or alarming changes in the

. gipployment pattern, the pressing
question seems to be For What
Careers Are We Educating?'Perhaps
we are a lot like the politician who
recently remarked that only in
America do. we hold a five hundred
dollar a plate dinner to discuss the
topic of poverty. Certainly the times
are discomforting and disconcerting.

A Few days ago a friend of mine
went to buy some feathers to repair
a weak spot in the mattress of his
camper. When he learned the price
of the feathers, he exclaimed, ''(-;ood
heavens, I cannot believe it. Now
even down is up". His perplexity, no
doubt, characterize3i the mood of the
day.

Yet, from another viewpoint, the
uncertainty of the times and the
unpredictableness of the career
patterns of the future demand that
we aproach the task of preparing
today's youth to meet the challenges
of tomorrow's job markets and career
opportunities with a new sense of
urgency. For perhaps now, morethan
any time in modern history, the
educational instjtutions at all levels
cannot afford tiNeave to chance the
educating of youth for meaningful
and productive'futures. Now, more
than ever, the acquisition of decision
making skills, the development of
copying techniques. and the
clarificotion of role responsibilities
cannof be an incidental goal of
educational endeavor. The job market
is too tight. the change of failure too
high, and the toll for wasted motion
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too great. Public schools must give
priority consideration to the
educating of students for career and
other future roles, and the colleges
and universities must turn attention
to the preparation of organizational,
industrial and civic leaders who
understand this educational
imperative. Perhaps we might aptly
conclude that career education is
a concept whose Cime has arrived.

Thus far, I have directed attention
to the topicof career education in a
very general sense, for I do not
consider the career role to be the
only role for which the public
schmls must provide training.
Acquainting and readying youth For
the political, the consumer, the
avocational, the Familial, and the
organizational role, as well as the

.career role of the future, must become
the foci for educational reform and
the hallmark of educational output.
Judged both by..,past and present
performance standards, the programs
of public educationare woefully
inadequate.

As important as each of these
roles is to youth, there can be little
doubt that no question a youth faces
carries the same pervasive impact as
the all important question "What
ani I going to do to earn a living?'
The sooner and the more c9mpetently
this inquiry can be, answered, the
easier it is for youth to organize life
into a meaningful plan and attach
relevance to supportive and
supplementary activities. It is my
thesis that we must give new attention
to guiding students toward
discovering the answer to this central
concern.

The persistent and paramount
function of the public schools has,
been to prepare youth in the



academic,.clisciplines for the next
educatiOnal step. Each educational
activity has been viewed as an integral
part of a hierarchical process which
leads eventually to the college degree.
Vocal support has been given to
the need for a curriculum offering
career and marketable skill training,
but, in practice, little room has been
made for such horizontal systems in
the mainstream of educational
programming. I. king every available
psychologic al and sociological
channel, the school has communicated
the desirability of an academic if
college preparatory education. We
have told students that the longer
they stay in school the greater their
financial rewards. We have persuaded
students that white collar jobs were
somehow more desirable than blue
collar ones and that a good education
was a prerequisite for such a job.
We have preached the doctrine,...0
the good-life, free from hard worics,
and physic-al exertion, which could
I ealird only through education.
W.'hav cast disparaging reinarks on

certain jobs as if they were
something akin to the plague. It
has not been long ago that students
were told if they did not study and
stay in school they could well find
themselves employed as a ditch digger
or garbage collector. Each of these
expressions conveyed to the student
the idea that the only thing of
importance during the early and
secondary' school years was the
acquiring of high academic standing.
Dignity was resposited only in certain
types of career roles.

The first strong movement toward
the offering of some options in the
area of career role training within the
public schools began with the
introduction of vocational and trade
related preparational programs.
However, such programs were
condemned by the academic
community and regarded as- second
line offerings. Frequently, the
statement was heard in the halls of
the school that if a youth could
not make it in the general program
he might try vocational training. The

implication was that vocational
courses were for students who were
academic failures, and they were
gm& "B'' or even "C" educationally.

Such attitudes are yet quite
prominent in the thinking of
educators/throughout the lanfl. The
administrator who proposes ) begin
a program of (arm eductition will
find himself- facing smile formidable
arguments and firmly entrenched
philosophies with which to contend.

The first major obstacle to be
overcome is the absence of a clear
cut definition of career education.
It is of once apparent to all observers
of Oa: status of (14 educational
prAram that much confusion 'exists
in this area. Even after three years
of study and program activity, I find
myself still asking the qtr lion
What is Career Education? is
important; however, to refus to

t such uncertainty become
deterrent to the development c trial
efforts in this %irea.

Many enthusiasts in this area go
so far as to contend that all education
is career education. Their conception
of a career is that of a life career.
Thus, whatever one learns or does
affects his career. However, such
a definition is too broad and leads
to the conclusions that if all education
is career education, we havt no need
to, change or modify existing patterns.
In this sense we already have career
education. Such a definition is not
functional for the practicing
administrator even though it may
have theoretical validity.

Another very common belief is
that career education is vocational
education. Since this has already been
discussed at some length, I will
not extend my comments further;

, except to say, vocational education
is only the final step in career
education, the preparation phase.
Vocational education without 'career
exploration, career investigation,'
career guidance, and career awareness
is no more career education than
is a piece of meat a sandwich.
Albeit, it may be the most important
part.
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There would arise a third group
who would relegate career education
to a separate course consideration.
Such a position recognizes the
importance of career education but
regards the exposure to and
exploration of a career as it special
area of instruction. This conception
of career education tends to deny
that decisions about careers arc going
on all the time, that adult role
models are affecting our' Clone role
behaviors daily, and that it is
impossible to develop career attitudes
in isolation from a broad field of
interacting elements. Each (lay the
student in an English or math class
may be processing information
affecting his career choice.

In the main, the definition which
must guide the administrator in the
development of a career education
program is one which furnishes a
student a broad awareness of the
myriad of careers and multiple job
classifications, which provides him
oportunity to explore a variety
of interconnected occupational
opportunities, which acquaints him
with himself his needs his
competencies, and which places him
in a program of preparation that is
versonally satisfying and fulfilling
This definition provides a beginning
from which a more precise conceptual
framework can emerge. It is a
definition which implies that all
teachers are to become involved in
career previewing, planning, and
preparation. An administrator will
riot find this an easy philosophy to
sell at the outset of a career education
program.

A second major hurdle to cross
is that of the value ainflict between
what youth believe and the inherent
ethic involved in a commitment to
career education. I refer, of course,
to the work ethic.

Many students of human behavior
contendAhat.the work ethic may
already be dead since youth today
have been denied access to the core of
experiences which build a value
system based on a commitment to
work. Studies completed in the Sand
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Springs Schools and in other school
systems demonstrate that youth
consider a job only i ans _for
acquiring material o mone gain
an not as a jnogra i for per oval
fulfillment. Work not exci mg, not
inviting, not satisfying_._ _,/

The adult world has fostered this
condition with such statements as:
"I wish I didn't have to go to work
this morning", or "I can hardly wait
until Friday conies". The thought
conveyed by such expressions is that
waft is not desirable. I also find a
similar attitude relayed to students
by many classroom teachers. While
most confess to the enjoyment of
teaching; it is obyiods'that the tUill
is gone and the dedication is lacking.
I.ittle wonder that the child has no
understanding of the value of work.
It is a thing to be shunned or
avoided if at all_ possible.

Times does not permit extensive
comment on this problem area.
However, attention must be given
to the development of a value system
which supp6rts the role fo. be
discovered. The same might be' said
for the study of any role. If a student
perceives the political role as being,
one of dishonesty and disrepute, there
is , little reason for spirited
involvement. Unfortunately, recent
events at both the national and state
level have done much to destroy the
enthusiasm of youth for our political
system. 'Tie youth who regards the
familial role as an unhappy or
temporary experience will find little
satisfaction as a parent. In the same
degree, the child who does not learn
early that work is exciting and fills a
need in every person will find little
interest in,efforts proposed to assist
him in discovering a career.

A third obstacle looms large. in
the plan to implement a career
education program. This obstacle is
the lack of openness on the part of
the average teacher. Too many
teachers seem to be fearful of sharing
the educational spotlight with others.
As if by doing,so, they confess
inadequacy. Far too long teachers
have regarded their classroom as a



kingdom where they hold court
each day. In order for career
eduvAion to develop, teachers must
be willing to open the classroom doors
and invite adult role models into
the instructional process. The teacher
must regard himself as only one
source of guidance, and, for the
sake of his students, he must develop
a team of adjunct mentors who
aid in building a complete program
of education.

I am personally concerned about
the necessity. of bringing outstanding
adult models into the classroom. In
modern society the child has little
knowledge of what his parent does
on the job. The time when father
and son worked together and shared
career experiences is gone. The
fragmentation and specialization
involved in the world of work
creates a broad gap between a child's
conception of work practices and his
view of the work product. Very
few children can explain what their
parent does in the industrial society,
and the problem grows greater in the
service oriented society. Somehow we
must break through this void and
introduce capable adults to the
students. Youth today must get to
know adults who can explain and
interpret the world of work, adults
who can make work appear inviting
and satisfying to youth.

The implications for teacher
training are obvious. What I am
suggesting is that we must have
tealchers who see education from a
broad perspective, who are not
limited by the narrowness of a subject
matter discipline, and who are
willitv to share the learning process
withiAlter worthy mentors. The
development of a staff with such
vision will not be easy and at times
will be discouraging. Few teachers
actually know 'much about carders

,Ather than their own, and.
Nforturnitely. are not interested in
providing examples for youth to
observe. We discovered a need for
local teachers to get to know the
plumber. the steel worker. the
mechanic. the labor union
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representative..p In fact, many
considered it good to rub shoulders
with such well-paid workem.

Career education must be begun
early in a child's life. He must
experience work through "hands-on"
activities until he finds satisfaction
in the work role. As the student
matures, he mUst be furnished
exposure to additional and exemplary
career role models. He must be
taught the skills of decision-making
and value clarification. He must find
supportive assistance from every
teacher as he seeks to work out his
capabilities and match them with
appropriate role identities. This is
the challenge of our times, the
challenge of career education.

Having dealt briefly with-the
challenges to the development of
career education programs in the
public schools, I would next like to
give attention to some cautions to be
observed. It is possible to go beyond
the bounds of propriety and end
with an educational environment that
is defective. The school administrator
usually finds it necessary to lean a
bit toward an over-emphasis on
career education at the outset in
order to get the program into action.
Such zeal can lead to certain pitfalls.

One danger is that students
will lose an interest in academic
excellence. As the Sand Springs
Schools began to bring industrial
workers and skilled craftsmen intcohe
room, it became obvious that a',5:i).
strong case was being madq:lor
selecting jobs which did not require
a college degree. Statements like
eighty-five percent of today's jobs
do not require a college degree began
to have a negative impact on that
student who wondered why he was
studying so hard to go to college.
Lay people from the community
frequently pointed to the fact that
building contractors and plumbers
had some of the finer homes in the
neighborhood. While such statements
were designed to support the concept
that there is dignity m all types of
work, they sometimes tended to lower
the esteem attachckl to the white



cellar or college degreed job. Students
began to wonder why all the
'emphasis on good grades and
.scholarship programs if they had little
effect on the great decision of making
a living. Such responses and reactions
may be expected to develop in the
career education curriculum unless
cantion is observed.

While it is apparent that students
who elect careers which do not require
college training may need to plan
a ppogram of studies different from
those who will go to college, it is
not accepted that such programs must
encourage any lessof a commitment
to excellence. The assumption that
scholarship is important only to ,the
college-bound student is a fallacy.
Leaders in the technical and trade
occupations need the skills of
com miication, an understanding of
th American political system, an
ppreciation for the arts, and a

working knowledge of the sciences to
organize their lives and to cope
with their environment. Certainly,
therOs every reason to believe that
the better a student is prepared in
these areas the more effective and
effident will be his life. In the Sand
Springs Schools we are seeing more
and more capable students choosing
the technical occupations over the
professions. °Still the challenge is tgro
motivate every student to take
full advantage of educational
opportunities.

A second danger is that of
overloading a student through the
addition of career assignments. One
problem that must be faced early is
what is to be dropped from the
required program of.studies in order
to make a place for career education
activity.

The natural reaction of many
teachers is to consider what they are
doing so important that nothing can
be omitted. In such a situation the

.teacher may assign career exploration
or investigation activities as an
addendum to or supplement oftthe

, standard requirements. When such
`°s, occurs, the student will view career

educatiort assignments as an ex.ra
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educational burden. Career education
will become distasteful and despised.

Of course, there is the possibility
too that the opposite will occur and
teachers will delete too much from
the curriculum. I found this to be
the case in certain instances. On one
occasion I inquired of a principal
what a certain teacher was teaching
in the area of political science and
received the reply, "She is teaching
career education". However, I must
assure you that the former situation is
more apt to occur than the latter.

Teachers must be convinced that
you sacrifice absolutely nothing from
the learning process if students ,
portray the roles of community
workers instead of fictional characters.
One of.the me rable examples of---career education into the

ogram of studies was
yla young primary grade

teacher when she revised her pyppet
show of the three pigs. The pigs
became three builders and the wolf
was made a building inspector who
came to test the quality of the
builder's workmanship. Nothing was
taken out or added to the class
activity with such a revision. English
students found more adults willing
to be interviewed when they were
asked to talk about themselves and
their work than to give their opinions
on various topics. There were
problems in some areas, of course,
but teachers found ways to introduce
career awareness and guidance
without adding another layer of
assignments.

A third circumstance for which
one must prepare is that of teacher
evaluation by the lay community.
While the general benefits of career
education far outweight the deficits
in the area of teacher evaluation, it
is well to know that some community
leaders will leave the classroom
following a visit with a very low
opinion of a teacher. We struggle with
this dilemma in our citizen advisory
meetings. Some of the committee
members stated that a few teachers
had such poor classroom contio' and
such a lack of enthusiasm dia.

integrati
curreq
done



visitors to the classroom were coming
away with words of harsh criticism
for the teachers.

To the contrary, most visitors to
the classroom came away with high
praise for the faculty and the studentsL
Many paid public tribute to the
project and added immen.sely to the
program of instruction in ways
beyond the limits of the career
education project.

A satool anticipating the beginning
of a career education program should
be cautious if they fear community
review of their faculty, and each ,
teacher should understand fully that
they will be judged by those who
enter the classroom. Perhaps it adds
a new dimension to teacher evaluation
for the administrator to cohsider
carefully before opening the classroom
to lay' Visitors.

Finally, the school system.must be
cautious about role stereotyping in .
the development of career education
materials and concepts. In most
instances teachers do not intend to
portray certain jobs as primarily for
males or others for females, but the
examples and models used in the
career education will tend to leave
this impression on the students.

While many teachers attempt to
divert attention from the dominant
role holder by bringing to the
classroom the exception to the rule,
such is not enough to prevent the
emergence of role stereotyping. When
a teacher brings to the class the only
lady truck driver in the community,
the class may view her as some type
of a freak or oddity of the job
classification. Hotkever, when a
teacher tries to guide children in the
understanding of the skills and
competencies needed to be successful
in such an area 4nd then asks that
the students decide whether these are
traits possesed by one or both the
sexes, she provides students a way
to look beyond the role holder to
the role posiibilities.

Schools which have failed to reckon
with the impact of role stereotyping
have run into some stormy waters and
the backlash of the tidal waves have
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often wrecked the ship. I urge caution
in this area.

The 'administrator who proposes a
program of career education for his
school system should enter this
endeavor, with eyes wide open. There
are menacng) rocks to be avoided
and destrtioiVe forces to be assessed.
However, these problem areas and
many others should not deter
action toward the establishment
of this very important educational
component.

As fraught with trouble as a career
education program appears, its
potential for producing benefits are
infinitely great7r. I would like to
enumerate these at some length.

First, and foremost, career
education brings the school and
community together as educational
partners. As the lay public become
Involved in the learning process; they
find a new commitment to the school.
People who might normally be
severe critics of the school now
become its allies. As they become lay
or adjunct teachers they come to
understand the needs schools are
constantly exptessing for better
equipment and materials.

Respect for the abilities of good
teachers and inquisitive students is
fostered. I cannot help but recall the
pride of certain students following a
presentation by one of their parents.
"My dad taught our class today",
was a frequent comment heai'd
around the school campus. "I couldn't
believe students knew to much",
was the general consensus of many
visitors. Doctors, lawyers, industrial
leaders, busy people in the community
cancelled ,appointments to share with
others a part of themselves; and it
was almost overwhelming to see the
preparation to which many went
to plan a tour for students.

The positive consequences of this
program will never be fully assessed,
but they will be demonstrated by
greater support for quality education.

A second benefit of career
education is the development, of
respect for the individual and his
unique talents. I spoke earlier df the



need to bring exemplary adult
models to the attention of students.
Truly, one of the reasons youth
have lost respect for authority is that
they have no authorities to respect.

Students live too much in a world
of peer and parental relationships.
The need to interact with other adtilts
is urgent. How rewarding it is to be
able to say to a student who needs
some help with a decision, "Why

. don't. you go talk this over with a
7-certain person in the cczniniunity?

Instead, the usual comment is: "Go
see the school counselor."

The fallout effect in terms of
respect for others and what they can
contribute to the lives of boys and
girls is a solid plus for career
education.

What can be witnessed as a
benefit in terms of the developuient,
of respect for others may likewise
be observed about the development
of self respect. Career education helps
a youth to know himself. One of the
more interesting conclusions drawn
by many students involved in certain
career exploration activities was that
this career was not for them.
Doubts about their prospects and
possibilities.were removed.

Self respect develops.when a person
fully understands his liabilities and
assets and knows how to select those
areas in which he will find success.
One of the tragedies of the guidance
programs of our school is that they
have permitted students to hold false
hopes of a career in some afea.
Through career ,exploration
techniques and strategies the student
learns for himself what careers are
closed to him and long years of false
hopes are avoided. The sad fact is
that too many don't discover this
until they are in or through college
and the pain of an improper choice
is coupled with the knowledge of
wasted years and expenses.

Career education must help
students to eliminate such costly
mistakes and give them a new
respect for themselves and their
talents.

A fourth benefit is the development
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of decision-making skills and
strategies. There is something about
'the-program model used in career
education awareness, self assessment,
role exploration, value clarification,.
and decision-making that has a
carryover effect into other areas of
life.

Information alone is not enough
to make a decision. If so, the tobacco
industry would go out of business
tomorrow and drug traffic would be
titled. Students must be taught to'
clarify their values, their personal
motives. They must learn how to
process information. They must feel
the real consequences of their
de lion, not always actually but
vicariously. When they do, they
will learn to approach every major
decision with an eye toward the
future instead of the present.

Benjamin Singer, noted sociologist
and collaborator with Alvin Turner
in the preparation of the book,
Future Shock, coins a phrase which
he calls future-focused role images.
According to Singerwhen a student
lacks an image of his future, it is
difficult for him to make consistent
decisions and act competently in the
present. Career education focuses
attention on the image of the future
and provides a strategy to use in
examining other future role images.

The implementation of career
education is truly a challenge to the
school administrators of our nation.
It is no longer a concept or a theory.
It is a reality in many school systems
across the land. Scores of educators
across the country have plowed the
furrows in which the seeds of career
education will be sown. The challenge
is to shake off the shackles of past
educational dogmas, to consider the
obstacles to be overcome with concern
and caution, but to press forward,
anticipating the realization of the
benefits to be derived.

I might best dose my remarks today
by relating a humorous story. A
young couple had finally decided
to end their marriage, but, before
taking the final step they agreed to,
take their case to a marriage



counselor. After much disciission and
inquiry, the counselor decided that
there was no hope. SO he advised
the couple to go ahead with a divorce.

"What are we to do with our
property?" asked the wife.

"It will have to be sold and
khivided equally," responded the
counselor.

"And what about our bank
account?" asked 'the hutband.

"That, too, must be divided into
two equal parts."

"Well, what about the children?"
inquired the wife.

Again the counselor's response was
that there must be an equal division.

"But we have three children," said
the wife.
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This puzzled the counselor, but,
finally, he came forward with a
solution. "Why don't you live
together for another year and have a
fourth child? Then you could divide
equally," he said.

4That would never work,"
revonded the wife. "If I had to
depend on him, I never would have
had, these three."

It _is my contention today that the
development and implementation of
meaningful career education programs
depends on personal commitments
by teachers, administrators, and
educators everywhere. We can not
wait for another time and another
period. It is the Challenge of our
times.



What We Believe Career Education and the Role of the
College in its Development and Implementation
Cas Heilman
Michigan State Univorsity

A. DEVELOPMENT OF CAREE.
EDUCATION IN THE COLLEGE 0
EDUCATION

Career e'cation as an area of
emphasis within the College of
Education had its roots in a ,
spontaneous, informal concern on
the part of a small number of faculty.
This concern was reflected in the
appointment of an Ad floc
Committee by Dean 1Goldhammer in
the Fall of 1972 to make a feasibility
study and provide recommendations
regarding the posture of the College
of Education regarding career
education. The Ad Hoc. Committee
recommended that the College of
Education accept career education as
a major thrust and should initially
organize itself in the following
manner:
(a) Appoint a college coordinator
for career education; and (b) Appoint

Noa career educati Ifor c until with the
responsibility 0 identifying areas of
involvement, planning programs and
forming recommendations to the
Dean of the College.

The Council's responsibility was
identified more precisely in a
memorandum to the faculty from
Dean Goldhammer which was
published in the College of
Education's Newsletter dated January
23, 1974.

"The Council on Career Education ...
wilt serve as the major policy
advisory body for the College in
career education."
In the same memorandum a
coordinator for career education was
appointed to become effective Spring

errn, 1974.

Following the Council's
appointment and extension
deliberation during Winter Term
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1973, two recommendations were
developed and approved:

1. That the College of Education
adopt the following operational 0
definition for career education.

Career education is a pervasive
element of the life long educational
process which emphasizes the
interrelationships of occupational
roles with civic, family and
avocational roles.

2. That three TaSk Forces be
appointed by the Dean: elementary,
middle school, and senior high and
post-secondary. These three Task
Forces were to become familiar with
career education and make further
recommendations regarding the
college's role.

It became clear to the Council that
with these developments, the role of
the Council required clearer
delineation. This delineation is set
down in another document entitled
"Role and Responsibilities of the
Career Edzication Council", College of
Education, Michigan State University.
Copies are available from Dr. Cas
Heilman.

During the Fall Pre-School
Conference (1974-75), a report of
progress was made to the faculty
regarding what had been
accomplished since the inception of
the movement. Consideration was
given to future directions. Faculty
discussions were held in the area of
planning, instructional materials,
assessment, undergraduate and
graduate programs.

Further impetus for the career
education movement was reflected in



legislation M the federal and state,
level. The Elemental y and Secondary
Education Act and the Vocational
Education Act of 1973 as amended
make provisions for furtherance of
career education. More importantly,
state legislation (Public Act 97)
mandates every local district to
submit plans for career eihication by
September, l975

Public Act 971 also provided
direction for teacher training
institutions.

"Sec. 5. (1) The state board of education
shall recommend statewide guidelines and
goals for a comprehensive career education
program not later than 9 months after the
"effective date of this act.

(2) The board in consultation with
the commission and teacher training
institutions shall develop a plan for
professional personal development to assure
successful implementation of career
education in all local educational agencies.
The professional personnel development
plan shall provide for the systematic
development of all professional personnel
at both the pre-service and in-service levels
and the criteria for assessing the
performance of these professional personnel."

The State Department of Educatiog
has established a Career Education
Consortium composed of
representation from each of the State
suppprtgok teacher education
instituitfons to cOordinate teacher
education involvement. An outgrowth
of the deliberations of the Consortium
was a small grant to each institution
to develop a cadre of faculty to assist
local school districts in planning,
implementing and evaluating career
education.

Itequests for in-service assistance
have ben brought to the College of
Education by local school districts in
increasing numbers. Manifold
requests for credit courses, advanced
degree programs, non-credit activities
and curriculum materials have
been incrementally cvidenceZ1.
Responsiveness on the part of the
College of Education has been
commensurate with its available
human and financial resources.

RATIONALE
The Career Education Council

views career education as a means of
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mobilizing concerned educators,
communities and students in
addressing some of the contemporary
problems of theeducational system.
'Mere have been numerous diagnoses
of the problems facing American
public schools today, but most of
them can be summarized in terms of
four crises to which the schools must
respond.

"First is the crisis of relevance. It
is apparent that high schools
particularly those in the urban areas
are not capturing either the attention
or the interest of many students.
Absenteeism is very high. Students
seem to be passed along without
regard to accomplishment. Boredom
and lack of purpose is young lives are
revealed in many ways. Obviously,
schools are not responsible for all
the problems of youth. Just as
obviously, schools cannot replace all
other soal agencies that need to
deal with these problems. But
neither can schools avoid their
responsibilities for helping students
cope with today's problems of living
and'oodjusting. Standardized and
routinized school curricula and
activities stand in sharp contrast to
the reality that surrounds young
people in their communities. The two
worlds of youth one inside school
and the other outside it may appear
irreconcilable, but they must be
bridged for the disaffected youth who
actually may make up the majority
of high school studenth.

Second is the crisis of the huinan
anti social problems facing youth as
they grime to maturit, in a complex,
technological society. Mass society, has
become excessively btireamTatized,
and young people, especially, feel like
pawns at the mercy of forces beyond
their control. Identity problems and
the search for fulfillment are
uppermost in their minds. Of what
interest is the study of the great
literature when graduation from high
school means entering a life-career
on welfare? When the environment
and the land are being increasingly
contaminated? When inflated prices
are eroding the standard of living for



the already economically depiived?
When the availability of most prized
jobs is decreasing while the costs for
necessary training are too high for the
poor? Whether this picture is entirely
accuiate. it is the one perceived by
thosriving to find their places and
to cope with their present and future
existence.

Third is the crisis of values and
aspirations. Studies of the youth
culture of ale 1960's and 1970's while
more numerous and better
disseminated than earlier studies,
have not been entirely adequate.
The best analyses show that youth
are influenced by the current
material culture as long asAcy can
find the means to take part in it.
But they are not the iconoclasts they
are sometimes pictured to be. "(whey
appear to be searching less for new
vgues and more for ways to bridge
the gap between a4iring to and
achieving their life roles.

Fourth is the crises of tecognizing
human diversities. The dream of the
American melting pot was never
fully realized. For various reasons,
ethnic and other groups formed
enclaves within the broader society
and sought to maintain their
individuality some by enforced
isolation from the "mainstream" and
others by a desire to maintain their
culturalouniquesness. But the schools,
as well as other, instruments of society,
became part of a futile attempt at
homogenization. The resulting
homogenized school curriculum is a
product of standardized textbooks,
courses of study, instructional

rocedures, and structural
haracteristics. Diverse cognitive

styles are rarely accommodated.
Differing.aspirmions are generally
ignored. StucleOs are considered to
share the same' characteristics, and, in
the better scdool systems, those who
diverge too greatly receive special
education to remedy seeming
inadequacies for coping with normal
learning situations.

In spite of more than a century's
efforts at individualization and
vocational education, there has
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actually been little departure from
mass procedures in the school's
traditional framework. So
homogenizatioh has failed, and now
the greatest challenge to the
contemporary school is to find ways
to deal effectively with human
diversities; to deal with the whole
range of liumatirnmis and
capabilities; an to build a
meaningful educational program
encompassing all of the psychological,
cultural, sociological and value
differences that characterize youth
in school populations."

Goldhammer ,Gardner. Heilman, Libby Mokman
and Rietfon; Expenetu-eBased Career Education:
A Description of Four Pilot Programs Financed
Through* the National Institute of Education;
National Institute of Education, Contract No. NIE
C-74.0085; January 15, 1975.

C. GENERALIZATIONS ABOUT CAREER
EDUCATION

The Career Education Council
believes that one potentially effective
response to the crises in education is
career education. However, there are
numerous interprettions of the
concept and concomittantly, as many
types of programs being developed.

Current career education
definitions and programs range across
the spectrum from strong vocational
models which emphasize preparation
for specific jobs to more complex

dels which emphasize the total
citation of the individual. The

a ter models speak to the need to
focus on the life activities of the
individual and tb construct and
implement programs4which are built
on life roles and the relationships
which exist within and between these
roleS. The College of Education
definition identifies occupation,
civic, family and avocation as lift
roles. Paramount with the life roles
focus is the need to address the
personal interests and needs of the
student, to capitalize on the resources
of the total community in providing
learner experiences, and to provide
for increased interaction between
students, teachers, parents and the
community.

The Career Education Council
.



believes that the degree in which
present educational institutions relate
to providing this foci in this context
is the degree to which that program
is career education oriented.

Further generalizations about
career education are listed as follows:
Career education focuses On people
(self and others), not on traditional
subject matter content. Subject matter
becomes a means rather than an end.

Career education places the indiviklual
at the center of the program and
assists them, through a developmental
process, in clyelopirdg knowledge
and skills relating to their interests,
aspirations and aptitudes.
Career education uses the Me roles
(Occupational, family, citizen and
avo(ational) as its primary organizer
and relates the interdepentlence and
interrelationships of (.,ach role.

Goal identification and role
oricntat 11 is an effective motivator,
for th learner and provides teachers
with nopriate information for
making, instruction more meaningful.
Career education contimtallY ho uses
toward the present and future life
careers or the kat ocr.

The dree/opment of instructional
content and teaching-learning
strategies should he a cooperative
endeavor between tire learner, teacher
and community members.

The total dumtional ',rowan) will
b so interrelated that the three-track
system (general-vocational-academic)"
cannot occur, and the sYstem will
provide for easy, ri«ess to alternate
routes as goals chang.

Teachers will work together on ;in
interdisciplinary basis for the common
goals of individual learners. Subject
matter departments will become
modified toward the life careers.

. -Learning experiences winch occur
outside the classroom will increase to
provide oportunities for students to
develop skills necessary for making
the transition from schooling to the
community.
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Career education assists the individual
in becoming aware of the
relationships betwe'Pn his/her
potentialities, aspirations and values.

Career education assists the individual
in developing a sense of his/her own
worth, purpose, and direction in life.

Career education assists the individual
in becoming a part of rather than
a part from the society.

Career education helps culturally
diverse populations find the roles
which they can perforrn to maximize
both their capabilities and contribute
to the well-being of the total society...

Career du(ation helps to relieve the
human disaffection which results
from failure to find one's rightful
place in the structure of things.

Career education enables the
individual to become fully capacitated
to perform all of hiq'her life roles
more effectively.

Career druation prepares individuals
with the skills needed for achieving
coimmi(- independence.

1). CARL]. It EDUCA1 ION DIRECTIONS

OF the numerous career education
models, which are being advocated
thioirghout the country., we as .

Michigan State University faculty will
be asked to respond mainly to the
programs being developed within the
State or Michigan with input from
Department of Education personnel,
public school teachers and
administrators, representatives of
higher education and members of
the business-industrial community.

,presently conceived in the
Strcot career education involves trtrir
components: career development and
career preparation. Career
preparation consists of the ongoing A
program which provides basic skill)
development through the existing
curriculum. Career development, on
the other hand, is instruction which
provides knowledge and skills which
enable an individual to establish and
,plan for life-career roles. It



concerned with planning and decision
making based upon a realistic
awareness of one's own capabilities
and limitations and their relationship
to restrictions and opportunities
which exist in the larger environment.

As indicated in Figure 1, career
preparation and career developit,
far from being at odds, are
complimentary thrusts which mesh
and interact in an integrated program
of career education. However,
advocates of this model indicate that
most effort should be directed toward
career development this component
is not systematically ddressed in
our schgpls.

The direer develop ent component
of career education i ntifies four
conceptually distinct but interrelated
areas: Self Awareness and
Exploration, Decision Making and
Planning, and Placement or Goal
Implementation. Each of these
components represents needs and
opportunities which manifest
themselves throughout the
individual's career.

T e Self Awareness and
E oration area focuses on helping
in ividuals understand and accept

themselves and others. Inc viduals
learn techniques for beco lug aware
of, analyzing and apprais g their
interests, aspirations, apt udes,
abilities and values in t4 ms of
various life-career optionS They begin
to recognize the interacti Je
relationship between the elves and
their environment in way which
facilitate self-direction d self-
improvement. The outco e of this
component is an increasi utilization
of self-knowledge in life-

eeplanning and personal re rtiornships
and the acceptance of r ponsibility
for one's own behavior.

The Career Awareness I nd
Exploration area focuses o the
interrelatedness of various life-career
role': family, citizenship, eisure time
and occupation. Individo Is begin
to understand the structu and
dimensions psychologica
sociological and economic of these
roles in the context of so 'al and
technological change in t1 large
environment. The outcorn of this
component is an understan ing of
the reciprocal influence of specific
activities and an ability to analyze
life-style preferences.
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The. Decision Making and Planning,.
area emphasizes the importance of
decision making and planning in
life-career selection and focuses on the
development and use of specific
knowledge, skills and techniques
which facilitate these processes.
Individuals learn that they can
influence their destinies through the
use of decision making and planning
and that they must accept
responsibility for their decisions and
plan's. The outcome of this
component is an ability to anticipate
and analyze future conditions and
to select among alternatives which
will lead to desired life career
outcomes.

The Placement or Goal
Implementation area focuses on
knowledge and skills which will help
individuals implement and realize
their life-career goals. Individuals
learn to identify and use their
resources to acquire prerequisite

4nowledge and skills; and to assess,
adjust and maintain their progress
toward desired goals. The outcome (If
this ccimponerit is a commitment to
life-career plans and goals through the
pursuit of goaUtipted behavior.

E. WHAT MUST THE COLLEGE Do

This pa, ier has reviewed the
background ,ti education in the
College of Education and has
presented four crises to which the
Council believes the public schools,
colleges, universities and the
community must kspond. We have
discussed career education in terms
of basic generalizations, a definition,
and one model among many. It is
apparent that public schools are
meeting the mandate to develop
career education programs in many
different ways; some superficially,
some comprehensively.

As the College of Education, certain
aggressive steps must be taken in
order to assure that our clientele will
have knowledge and skills upon
graduation so that they can function
effectively in schools moving toward
a career orientation. Action must be
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taken, to insure that the resources
of our faculty are adequate to meet
the demand expressed- by the public
schools whom we also serve. The
following statements and questions
are appropriate at this time and
under these circumstances.

I. The College must develop
pre-service preparation programs
in which prospective teachers
and administrators will be able
to effectively implement
appropriate career education
concepts into their instruction.
1. Should there be new courses in

career education? Should they be
required or optional?

2. Should present courses be infused
with career education concepts?

3. Are there other alternatives?

H. The College must develop
in-service programs which are
readily available to teachers
and administrators and their
local districts.

1. Should career education be infused
in existing tourst*

2. Should new cours4 bedeloped?
3. Should career education be a

program emphasis and/or a
cognate and/or minor in
graduate programs?

4. Should there be a graduate degree
at the Masters or Ph.D. level
in career education?

5. What other alternatives are there
to deliver in-service to teachers
and local schools?

III. The College must develop a
leadership,development program
for local school personnel who
will be responsible for installing,
coordinating and evaluating
career education programs.
1. How do we assist school

administrative units in planning
and implementing career
education?

2. How do we piepare new leadership
people assigned career education
programs?

IV. The College should develop
and/or evaluate materials for
career education.
1. Should the college develop as'

curriculum resource center?



2. How should it operate: should it
be integrated into existing
departments or be in the
Instructional Resource Center?_____

3. How can the college provide
curriculum evaluation services of
soft and hardware to local schools?

V. The College must conduct
appropriate research activities
which will provide new
knowledge about career
education, curriculum
development and personnel
preparation.
1. Should the college conduct or

support basic research in career
education?

2I Should the college provide research
and evaluation services to local
schools, i.e. planning, programs,
personnel, etc.?

What Faculty and Faculty Groups
Can Do:

1. Schedule department meeting on
career education for information
and consideration of departmental

I

I

involvement* career education.
2. Assign staff to teach components

of career education.
3. Assign staff to serve on inter.

department efforts in career
education.

4. Decide on how career education
can 'affect their department
cognates, courses, gradual /e/
programs.

5. Serve as representatives on Council
and project groups.

What the Individual Can Do: .

1. Be informed, by reading,
visitations, etc.

2. Examine what he/she is teaching
and how career education can
be infused.

3. Create new materials.
4. Participate in staff develop eat

activities)
5, Teach courses on-campus and

off-campus.
6. Conduct research, develop

evaluation models.
7. Assess other models.
8. Assist schools in planning and

implementing career education.
9. Serve as a special consultant and

resource' person.
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Federal, State and Local
Responsibilities in
Career Education
Robert Weishan
Michigan State Department Of Education

Overview: The issue

I want to review the history of
federal, state and local responsibilities
in career education because I believe
that a significant change has taken
place since 1973. I further believe
that this change creates an important
challenge to university based teacher
education. In short, I think that
you, as teacher educators are faced
with an important choice which will
affect your future professional lives
and the future of your universities.

I would not presume to suggest that
this choice will determine whether
or not you or your university survives,
but rather am suggesting that a
critical junction has been reached.
Your tactiobs now will determine the
role that teacher educators will play
in shaping Amercan education during
the coming decade.

Background: The Federal Role

When career education started out,
it followed a developmental pattern
that has emerged in American
Education during the post-war years.
The developmental pattern to which
I refer had grown slowly during the
fifties and then skyrocketed to
unheard of proportions during the
late sixties. This particular pattern of
educational development placed the
federal government into the role of
principal educational innovator
and chief school- change agent.
Consequently when caree i education
first emerged as a concept it was
publicly articulated at the very top
of the federal educational
bureaucracy. The .call to arms
orginaied in Washington. The
career education movement emerged
as a loosely defined idea which was
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vigorously publicized by national
leaders in education both those
officials inside the Office of
Education and the traditionak
leadership from outside of the
government (most of whom worked
in Universities or National Research
and Development Centers).
Numerous articles were written by
these national leaders and published

,in the professional journals. Textbook
publishers carefully investigated the
market potential for career education,
while the federal government poured
substantial amounts of money into
large scale research and development
efforts.

The modus operandi of career
education development was the pilot
project. Pilot projects sprang up in
numerous local school districts.
Fueled by federal dollars and sparked
by the entrepreneur instincts of
aggressive grantsmen these pilot
efforts sought to operationally define
career education. In the midst of
these pilot projects, the federal
government sponsored four national
models .school based, community
based, residential based, and employer
based. These latter endeavors
presumably were expected to produce
mountains of consumable career
education hardware (books, lessons,
implementation models, films) while
simultaneously providing a certain
degree of classical research discipline
to the career education movement.
This Flury of activity created a great
national debate about career
education but did little to affect the
mainstream of American public
education. As long as the federal
officials talked optimistically about
career education,, and were willing
to put federal dollars behind it, those
risk takers in the education business
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were *Ming to hop on the career
education band wagon. In this
atmosphere of vague experimentation,
the Career Education Movement;
took on the many characteristics of
the .political climate which had
initiated it. There was much Madison
avenue promotion and a little genuine
experimentation. The results of all
these experiments were fragmented
and scattered throughout the myriad
of pLlot projects. With no clear-cut
definition or goals, the project
evaluations were little more than
historical records. Since no one had
bothered to define career education,
everyone defined it in any manner
that suited the perceived conditions
of the moment.

The States' Role

Departments of Public Instruction
and State Legislatures played a "wait
and see" role. They were gate
keepers. They helped to identify
eager local school districts to
participate in federally funded career
education pilot projects. Occasionally,
depending on how the local
educational hierarchy felt about
career education, the state agencies
would divert other federal funds
traditionaly provided for research
and demonstration in Vocational
Education and over which the states
had discretionary authority, into
additional career education pilot
project sites.

The Locals' Role

For the vast majority of local school
districts, career education remained
something that administrators read
about in the Phi Delta Kappan while
teachers and counselors discussed its
pros and cons in the faculty lounge.
Only the few selected local districts
which happened to be the recipients
of the special career education project
grants were directly affected. Even
in these local educational agencies,
not more than a handful of teachers
and classrooms were involved in
career education. This vanguard of

change was manned by a small group
of local educators who were made
available for career education because
the local educational agencies had
received a special project grant to

finance this innovation effort.
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Tradition

This periodlif the career education
movement was characterized by:

1. Widely diverse interpretations as
to what constituted career education.
There were no specific definitions
and even within a single career
education project one could find
individuals who would differ as to
how much career education was aimed
at work orientation versus life
orientation.

2. A project mode for development,
i.e. career was something experimental
which involved only a fraction of
any local school district's faculty,
students and classrooms. Career
education was an activity that was
carried on apart from the mainstream
of public education, i.e. an alternate
to the traditional school curriculum
as opposed to a substitute for
traditional education.

3. A reliance on the recognized. The
federal cat'eer education initiative
ran out of gas. These were Ale
consultants for the national models,
the writers of career education books,
the prescribers of career education
models and metkds for the research
and development efforts.

Transition

Then about 1973, a major shift
occurred. The federal career
education initiative ran out of gas.
The amounts of federal funds
available for career education began
to dwindle. The national R&D
projects, once filled with such
promise, failed to produce any clear-
cut formula for operationalizing
career education. Many people
thought that as the federal
government's role diminished career
education would simply fade away



and that would be that. But (areer
education ironically had struck a
popular nerve. All the assumptions
about people's felt needs for
educational reform had indeed
awakened grassroot support for ( areer
edu( ation. This Im al support for the
(areer education concept began to
kindle a rebirth in the (areer
education movement.

Local districts took the initiative
and began to put pressure on state
agencies. State government was asked
to fill in the gap created by the
federal government'0 withdrawal. In
many states, Michigan, Florida,
Oregon, Louisiana and Arizona, state
leaders began to respond to these
lo( al dein a rids. State agencies are
now taking a leadership role in career
education. They are consolidating
and promoting (areer education
implementation. Several states have
enacted laws establishing, (areer
eancation as an integrated thrust
within edmation. Other states are
'providing state funds to implement
career education. In these states, the
lo( at districts are seriously
reexamining their priorities. Because
of the positive response of state
governinents, (day previously
uninvolved local educational agencies
are now viewing career education
_as a new opportunity to regain public
confidence and community support.

The federal government in the
meantime has regrouped, The federal
government now plays a r( le of
indirect support. 'They sill Ay funds
through the states and are helping
states and local educational agencies
(I() their thing in career education.
The Fels are like the good
grandfather, who helps but doesn't
dominate.

This new stage of (areer edtuatiiin
is characteriied by:

L A greater specification as to what
career education is and what it isn't.

2. The implementation of career
education as an across the board
integrated part of the total school
program instead of an adjunct
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experiment.

3. The heavy reliance on local
school dtprict expertise aided by
financild support from state
Departments of Education.

4. An emergency of state level
leadership to coordinate the
implementation of (areer education
across all districts within the state.

5. A turning away from the old
sources of career education leadership.
No longer are the schools of education
at the universities nor- the federal
bureaucracy Imiked to by local
educational agencies as being the
source of expertise and advice in
career education. In fact many local
educational agencies see the teacher
educators as being out of touch or
disinterested with the realities they
face in implementing career
education.

The Challenge for Teacher Education

Because of this shift, several direct
consequences are likely to impact
teacher educators.

I. Teacher educators will find
themselves isolated from the new
career education movement. There
are often no well established lines
of communication between State
Departments of Education and the
teacher education institutions, This is
particularly true as these relationships
affect the people who are now
leading career education at the state
level.

2. There is a credibility gap on the
part of the teacher educators visa-vi.g
local educational agencies. The local
dittrict people see the ivory tower
teacher educators as being out of
time with the new needs that are
found within local educational
agencies. The teacher educators once
looked to as prize consultants ake
now seen by many local educational
agencies as representing a pmir
investment for in-service dollari.

3. There is a lower teacher



replacement rate. This puts g greater
emphasis on the in-service needs of
a state system relative to the pre-
service needs. Most teacher education
universities aren't geared up to meet
the in-service'needs of career
education. Too often universities
chose to ignore the in-service demands
as being too much trouble or not
their mission. These universities
forget that the pre-service changes
required for career education can only
be identified as field experience, i.e.
in-service contact.

4. The local districts are convinced
they know best. If state legislat i.
are going to provide state fundk/
for career education personnel
development, lokal educational
agencies should be the recipients. The
local educational agencies are now
vigorously competing with universities
for dollars for both teacher training
and R&D as these relate to career
education. Some people have
proposed teacher centers run by local
educational agencies might replace
colleges of education or at least
provide an alternative method for
credentialling future teachers.

e

What Difference Does It Make
Anyway?

The importance of these trends if
they go unchecked is: '

1. Teacher educators as responsible
professionals have the desire to
influence the future of their field
public schools. Most want to perceiver'
themselves as being where the action
is. Yet, today teacher educators are in
real danger of becoming strictly back
burner and irrelevant. Career
edutcation is going to be the
doelinant thrust in American public
schools' during this decade and as
things stand ,now, teacher-educators
will have very little influence over
how 4tereer education develops. Not
since the colleges of education
succeeded in replacing the countyl
normal schools have universities been
in the unpleasant position of being
educational reactionaries watching
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passively from the sidelines while
local educational agencies and State
Departments of 'Public Instruction
run the revolution.

2. The growth of locally ruts career
education in-service programs
eventually poses a thyeat to the
current monopoly or colleges ,of
education on teacher preparation and
credentialling. Once the local
educational agencies and the teacher
associations discover that they know
more than the universities about what a
a new teacher needs' to know, then
they will want locally run teacher
centers financed with state revenue.
These teacher centers could rival or
replace teacher education colleges. At
the very least, they would compete
for the same limited state revenues
now exclusively diverted into colleges
of education.

3. State Departments of Education
will compare with colleges for limited
research and development dollars,
as colleges and universities appear
less able to handle the professional
development needs of American
education more people are going
to question the wisdom of financing
research in institutions so remote to
the felt needs of schools.

4. As teacher grads continue to
exceed job opening as predicted
for rest of this decade and th&next
prospective" college students will tend
to choose only those universities that
can readily place their grads in jobs.
If career education becomes the
pro ram and the delivery at the
lim7 school district level, then any
new employee' will have to knOw
career education to compete. If
certain colleges don't modify their
pre-service in order to meet
these local educational agency
programmatic changes, then many
prospectiye teachers (students) will
gravitate toward those few
enlightened institutions which offer
graduates a job in these hard times.
In an era of faculty retrenchment,
dropping student enrollments and
tight budgets, this consequence could
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spell disaster for some individuals
and some institutions.

Time to Act is Now

The future is still fluid. Certainly
many areas of the country will take
different courses than those that I
have outlined in this talk. The time
for choosing sides, however is now.
In Michigan, for example, we
in the State Department of Education
have consciously offered our teacher
educators the opportunity to join
the State Department of Education
and, the 539 local school districts of
-our state in shaping career education
implementation. We have asked our
universities to join us in'a Career
Education Consortium. Through the
work of this consortium, teacher
educators are able to work dikctly
with the local educational agencies as
these local schools struggle to initiate
career education. The consortium
helps the Michigan Department of
Educatio to test out and develop
new car r education teaching skills
whi can then be immediately
implemented in the career education
in-service programs of our local

educational agencies. The consortium
provides in-service programs to local
educational agencies on a fee for
service basis. The consortium has
helped the 11;Iichigan Department of
Education to develop and deliver
special packaged in-service programs
related to basic career education
implementation skills. These
experiences filter quickly into the
preservice courses of our colleges of
education. Members of the consortium
have cadres of committed faculty
on each campus. These faculty
members not only supply the )
manpower to conduct the actiiities
I have described but they act as
change agents within the university.
These career education cadre help to
promote the career education
concept throughout the whole of
Michigan Higher Education.

It is not the only way, but it is
one way to allow teacher educators
to remain at the cutting edge. If you
have been iced out of career
education, now is the time to cut
back in. The consortium idea is one
vehicle which can be used to keep
teacher educators'in touch with career
education.



Career Education
In The Local Schools
Sylvia Anderson
Weatherford Pullic Schools
Weatherford, Texas

Project RACE, a federally funded
project encompassing grades K-12,
is in its second year of operation. I
work specifically with the high
school, grades 9-12, in the Exploratory
and Employability Skills Component.
The Weatherford High School
student body is composed of 1,100
students, 200 of whom are seniors.
The teacher ratio is 75.

Three staff members are actively.
engaged in Career Education in the
High School. They are as follows:

1. Director of Placement and
Follow-Up (on a '12 month contract)
His duties consist of:

A. Finding part as well as full
time jobs for in and out of school
youth

B. Conducting a five-year follow-
up on seniors beginning with the
1972-73 school year

C. Sponsoring Career ay each
year. Seniors desiring .perm ent full
time employment are interviewed by
prospective employers.

Problem: There are not enough
jobs in Weatherford, as !flatly are
taken by Vocational Co-op programs.

2: Career Counselor (on all 11
month contract)

A. Conducts grvup sessions in
high school classes (deals with values
clarification to a great extent)

B. Set up a Career Corner in
main school building where students
may .freely browse and -utilize
variety of materials and media

C. Conduct all career testing for
high school

Problems: Too much of counselor's
time is taken with scheduling, not
allowing adequate time to counsel
with students. Also the Career Corner
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has not been utilized to as great a
degree as he had anticipated.

i,Hopefully, it will grow in popularity
the 1975-76 school year.

3. Exploration & Employability
Shills Teacher (on a 10 month
contract)

The High School is not presently Writing
curriculum guides for the teachers, burr
hopefully we 'will be able to do so in the next
two years.

, A. Orders and previews materials
suitable for each course 91 study. A
list of available career materials is
given to each teacher at the beginning
of the school year

B. Aids teachers in curriculum
infusion. Assistance is given to
teachers in planning units to fit their
particular need. This year each of
the sophomore English teachers
has written a unit and successfully
completed it.

C. Secures resource speakers and
plans study tours in conjunction with
curriculum work. The day following
the tour, students evaluate study
tours on forms prepared by the career
Education office, in class. This
instrument was devised to measure
the effectiveness of each tour.

D. Teaches a Mini Course on
Employability Skills only to seniors
prior to Career Day on April 22, 1975.
Covers one week time period.
Students utilize their resumes on
Career Day.

E. Will participate in Tarrant
County Career Fair on April 22, 1975.
This is the first fair of its kind to be
held in the State of Texas. Seven
students who have actively
participated in thr Exploratory
Program will give talks on their
career observations.
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F. Publishes monthly newsletter
whiCh is a compilation of career
activities of the teachers in the
Weatherford Independent School
District

G. Exploratory Program
implemented for graduating seniors.
At the first senior class meeting, I
introduced the program, and
interested students picked up
applications and parental permission
sheets. When these two, forms are
completed and returned to me, I
then proceed to set up an
appointment with a person employed
in their career interest field. Time of
observation may run from one hour
to a day. Students are allowed to
observe as many times as afe
agreeable to their teachers and the
school administration. On the day
of observation or "shadowing
experience" the student takes a form
with him/her which must be signed
by the employer. On this form, the
-student also indicates Bis reaction
to this day.

The program has been a success
thus far, with approximately 60
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Alks
students participating. Hopefully,
before the school year ends, at least
100 will have taken advantage of the
program. Many contacts are made
with the seniors to interest them in
the program other than just in the
class meeting.

Problems

1. Finding suitable time and place
for Mini Course. Teacher attitude
is sometimes not the best, and some
have indicated there is no time in
their curriculum for such a course
as this to be taught.

2. Changing attitudes toward
career education.

3. Need more time for selling
Career Education at beginning of
year.

In conclusion, a slide presents ion
depicting senior high school seudent
Kathy Pickering on her day of
observation at the Carter Blood
Center, Fort Worth, Texas was shown
as an example of the Exploratory
Program.

o.



Career Education
In The Local Schools
Mary Murrell ..;

Weatherford Public Scheel
Weatherford, Texas

Weatherford is located in the
Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex and
approximately 50% of its working
population commutes to jobs outside
of the city and county. The
population of Weatherford is
aproximately 12,000. The county
contains little, if any, industry and is
basically agrarian fruit farms,
dairies, ranch

The Weatherford Independent
School. District consists of four
elementary schools,lone middle
school and one high school. The
student population is approximately
3,720. There are a total of 228
professional staff members.

Career Education began in
Weatherford in September of .1 97,1
with a pilot project sponsored by the
Texas Education Agency. In 1972,
a county wide program was begun. In
1973, Project RACE (Researched
Activities in Career Education) got
its start under the funding of the
United States Office of Education.
This funding is to be renewed yearly
for three consecutiye years. Career
Education personnel includes a
project director, a placement and
follow-up officer, an exploratory and
e4liployability skills teacher for grades
nine through twelve, a high school
counselor, two investigation teachers
for the eighth grade, an elementary
awareness coordinator for grades
Kindergarten through five, and an
awarenes coordinator for grades
Kindergarten through seven.

Creating an awareness of self and
the working world is the first of three
steps in Career Education programs.
The other steps are investigation and
'exploration. As awareness coordinator
for grades Kindergarten through
seven, it is my responsibility to
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provide Career Education services to
the teachers of our four elementary
schools and grades six and seven at
the middle school. I work directly
with the teachers to provide them
with the support, materials and ideas
necessary to achieve the goals set
forth in the Project RACE proposal.
These goals include helping students
develop positive self images and
realistic attitudes toward personal
aptitudes, skills, interests, and
personality traits; helping students
understand the relationship which
exists between education and career
opportunities; and helping students
understand both the working world
and their attitudes toward it.

,These objectives are being achieved
through a developmental program
based on a series of twenty-two
concepts graduated according to
difficulty. These are introduced at
various grade levels and are
continually reinforced.

Last summer a team of fourteen
Weatherford Independent School
District teachers developed' a set of
Career Education Curriculum Guides
designed to implement these concepts
into regular classroom activities.
'These guides are being field tested
by Weatherford' Independent School
District and Parker County teachers
this school year. During the summer
of 1975, the guides will be revised
and reprinted. One set of these guides
is available for your examination.

The guides encourage that Career
Education not become an added
course, but that it'be used in every
part of the existing curriculum to
help make learning experiences more
meaningful and relevant. This has
been one of the most difficult
obstacles to overcome in our project.



Many teachers want to make Career
Education a separate subject. Many
do not realize that the majority
of these concepts and activities are
not really new but are actually things
thaOthey, as innovative teachers, have
been using regularly in their
classrooms. The only difference is
a slight slloitt of emphasis and a great
deal of encouragement and help.

Thew same teachers vary in their
acceptance of a Career Education
coordinator. Weatherford does not
have supervisory personnel or
coordinaors. Many teachers resent tity
mobility and lack of student
responsibility. Many do not realc
that these jobs have their own
problems and responsibilities.
Some have been Slow to sec the worth
or need of Career Education
implementation-as well as to realize
how much of it they are presently
using. Those who have tried it have
been sincerer satisfied with the..
results in. their classroom. Those who.
have used my services have found
that it is quike convenient to have
SOMe011e to make plans and do the
"leg work- for them.

Because of our funding, it has been
possible to acquire a large variety of
materials such as filmstrips. tapes,
book's, pamphlets, simulation games
and other commercially prepared
items. Nlanv of these have been
purchased for each school. Other
Items are in a centrally located place
and may be checked out by individual
teachers. Each school is being
encouraged to create a Career
Education corner in its library for
use by both students and teachers.

Many ielividual teachers have used
4f. their ingenuity to make Career

Education learning centers within
their own classr&m. They use
puzzles, games, filmstrips, books,
tapes, puppets, and any ()LAW
materials acceptable to their specific
grade level. Students enjoy reading
career books. listening to tapes and
viewing filmstrips on their own. They
find the Career Education materials
interesting and will use them if given
the opportunity.
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Parent and community involvement
are also popular methods of approach.
Some teachers invite parents to come
to their child's claSsroom to tell what
they do. They are encouraged to
bring tools of their trade and to dress

bs they would on their job. No one
is excluded. Many excellent talks
haN-es been given and discussions
initiated- by everyone from lawyers
to homemakers. Other parents become
involved through projects which
require parental assistance. A great
amount of student pride and
motivation has been generated by
these activities.

Community htvolvement has been
achieved through requests for their
assistance in helping students learn
about specific occupations in our
immediate area. Some of these people
come tb the schools to make
presentations in classrooms or to talk
with students individually. Others
take students through their places
of business and explain what is
happening. Both parental and
community support and involvement
are necessary to the success of the
program.

These people are extremely anxious
to help and really become involved.
Only one time in two years have I
been turned down by anyone.
Usually, if they cannot provide the
types of activities desired or comply
with requests, they will suggest
alternatives. They are always
interested in doing what will be most
meaningful and beneficial for the
students. Their aid in planning is
extremely 'helpful because I often
am not fully aware or sufficiently
knowledgeable to make the most
meaningful or realistic plans.

The eithth grade Occupational
Orientation class is an investigation
program taught in a regular classroom
by two teachers for ninety minutes
a clay during one quarter. The length
of the class period is essential to
provide sufficient time for successful
study tours. It also provides time for
pro and post learning experiences for
speakers and films. There are other
advantages and of course



disadvantages to the length of time.
Th classroom contains its own
res urce library and media
eq ipment. It is not large enough to
pr vide space for many desirable
a tivities. Sometimes, student numbers
become too large.

This course included seventeen
units of study. First an introductory
unit of self awareness is taught.
Because of the importance of this
unit more time is spent on it than on
other areas. During this unit students
complete personality and interest
inventories; skill, aptitude and ability
surveys; preference tests; ..dnd other
questionnaires. Following the
awareness unit, the fifteen career
fields created by USOE are covered
individually. A broad coverage is
given each field, but each student is
given an oportunity to make indepth
studies in areas of specific interest.

One of the biggest problems in
achieving cooperation and
implementation seems to be that of
communication. Adequate
communication between
administration, teachers and Career
Education personnel cannot be
achieved without frequent meetings
in small groups. Grade level meetings
seem to be the most successful method
of maintaining communication with
teachers. When teachers understand
exactly why they have been asked to
do something and how it needs to be
done, they are usually very
cooperative. It is often thought that
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administrators are not essential
to the planning and implementing of
Career Education activities within
their school systems. After signing the
necessary papers, it is only necessary
for them to observe the results.
Success will not occur unless
administrators are actively involved
in planning, training and
implementing. Their active support
is a necessity.

Another problem is change. Most
teachers have not had the benefit of
sufficient training in the methods and
uses of modern Career Education
practices. Until they have had this
training and become comfortable with
these Career Education methods,
it is much easier for them to omit
these ideas and concepts for everyday
activities than it is to use them.
Adequate teacher training is a must
for our future success in Career
Education.

Caper Educltion is not teaching
different things; it is teaching
differently. Every teacher of every
subject in every school can relate
school and its subject matter to life
and one's future.

Career Education is a new, relevant
approach to the old routine of
teaching. It is a process by which
children learn to understand
themselves, to face tasks with
confidence, and begin to understand
the meaning and responsibility of the
World of Work.

Gi



Implementing Career
Education In The Des Moines
Community Schools

Richard Gabriel
Avon Crawford
Des Moines Public Schools
Des Moines, Iowa L

Approximately four (4) to six (6)
years ago the students, their parents
and employers in the Des Moines
school district expressed a concern
that the educational curriculum in
the Des Moines school should more
adequately prepare students for
their role in society, specifically as it
relates to the students' career choice.

In 1971 a general advisory
committee for career education was
established and in their first report
to the Board of Education in June
1972 they defined career education.
The -Board adopted the following
definition of career education.

"Career education is a curriculum
designed to give every youngster a
genuine choice, as well as the
intellectual and occupational skills
necessary to back it up. Career
education is not merely a substitute
for "Vocational Education", or
"General Education," or "College-
Preparatory Education." Rather, it is
a blending of all three intlo an
entirely new curriculum.
fundamental cept of car -rtu\k
education is that II educa onal
experiencescurriculum instruction,
and counselingshould be geared
to preparation for economic
independence, personal fulfillment,
and an appreciation for the dignity
of work."

. nit the past three (3) years the
Des Moines schools have been using
this definition for career education.

The career education model
developed by the USOE was adopted
along with the USOE's fifteen
occupational clusters. It was decided
that the fifteen occupational clusters
would provide a basis for the
articulation of career education iii::
grades K-I2. A master plan was
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developed for implempting a
comprehensive prograb of career
education. District wide that would
involve approximately seven (7) years
of planning and implementation.

Career education in the Des Moines
district got under way in 1972-73
with a pilot program in nine (9)
elementary schools. After One year
of operation teachers from these nine.
schools developed a career education
handbook for elementary schools and
planned a workshop for teachers from
nineteen (19) additional elementary
schools that volunteered to become
involved in career education during
the 1973-74 school year.

In the spring of 1973 the De;
Moines schools submitted a proposal
to the USOE for Part D funds from
the 1968 Vocational Education Act to
more adequately fund career
education in Des Moines. The
proposal was approved thus allowing
the schools to plan and implement
career education district wide in
three (3) years.

During 1974-75 fifteen (15)
additional elementary schools
volunteered to implement career
education in their building. The
remaining elementary schools will
become involved in career education
during 1975-76.

The three goals of career education
at the eletnentary level are Career
Awareness, Self-Awareness and
Awareness of Others. The Career
Awareness phase explores the many
varied careers that can be found
within each of the USOE 15
occupational clusters.

Self-Awareness focuses on
developing positive feelings about
themselves. Students explore their
physical traits, interests, abilities and



aptitudes. They learn how to handle
emotions such as anger and
fru tration. Each child is valued for
his her own uniqueness.

wareness of others helps children
to find out how they can best relate
to other people and to society in
general. The interdependency of
workers istmehasized as well as
personal rUationships.

Career education is infused into
the curriculum and is not treated as
a separate subject.

Implementary involves the use of
community resource people. Parents
as well as people involved in
businesses and industries visit
classrooms to discuss their careers.

Field trips are used to gain a better
understanding of all careers that are
involved in an enterprise. In the
past, students were interested in
viewing the production of a-product
snip as a quart of milk. With .career
education students now are aware of
the many careers that are involved in
producing a quart of milk.

Careerk are also studied by using
simulation games and puzzles. An
assembly line in a classroom to
manufacture a product to be sold,
acquaints students with a variety of
careers in industry and business.. The
writing and producing of class plays,
aids in the understanding of careers
that have been studied.

Careers are not introduced as being
either male or female. Instead careers
are studies in relationship to a
child's physical and mental abilities
as well as interests.

Our pre-service activities include
a 3 day workshop for new schools
entering the project each fall, with
one from each grade level, and the
principal attending the workshop.
They develop a plan to inform the
total building staff of the career
education goals and implementation
procedures.

In-service activities include
individual building workshops held
ona request basis throughout the
school year. Special sessions on career
education are planned for district
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in-service days.
Teacher made classroom games and

activities for Self-Awarenes nd
Career Awareness are (lest ed and
developed during staff d elopment
courses.

These games and act' tjes are
then shared with teachers taxoughout
the district. Efforts are being made
to work with Drake University in
establishing in-service and pre-service
activities in career education.

Business Education Alliances are
formed between interested elementary
schools and businesses. A school and
a business are teamed up to work
together in any way that is beneficial
to each..

Junior High

Career education at the junior high
level has been planned and
implemented on the broad philosophy
of the middle school. Various subject
area junior high teachers during the
summer of 1973 developed curriculum
materials in six (6) occupational
clusters with teachers developing
materials in four (4) additional
clusters (luring the summer*471971,

1973
Communication and Media
Environment
Hospitality and Recreation
Marketing and Distribution
Public Service
Transportation

1974
Business and Office
Fine Arts and Humanities
Consumer and Home Economics
Health

Nine schools volunteered to field
test a minimum of four (4)
occupational clusters based on the
interests of their students for the
1974-75 schopol year. The materials
field tested this past school year will
be revised during the summer of
1975. Another goal of career
education at the junior high level
besides Career Exploration is
assisting students to recognize the
need for some type of valve system
plus the need for establishing both
short and long range goals.
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Work experience programs for
students that can best profit from
this type of career experience is
available for students in three (3)
junior highs. Some work experience
is also obtained by the student
through their voluntarily signing Op
for a program called kent-a-Kid. In
this program home owners may call
the Career Placement Center for
student assistance in mowing lawns,
painting fences etc.

Career Information Centers are
also planned and implemented at the
junior high,level. These centers
house career information for students
to utilize on their own and by
assigament far various subject area
teachers.

Busines education alliance
programs are also active at the junior
high level with the businesies and
schools developing unique educational
activities for students in carder
education, basic skills, community
service and adult education programs
including career supplemental and
recreation activities.

Because of heavy community
involvement, with career education
at the junior high level various
community and business drganizations
have assisted in implementing career
education at this level This assistance
ranges from helping schools in
scheduling field trips and resource
speakers, donating equipment and
materials, to special events such as a
state wide Career Day in Des Moines
called "Career Expo."

Senior High

At the senior high level the initial
planning for career education has
taken place.in two senior highs
during the 1974-75 school year.
During the summer of 1975
curriculum materials will be
developed by several teachers from
these schools on an inter-department
and interdisciplinary approach. These
materials will also be developed on a
scope and sequence basis in sub -
dusters of the fifteen occupational
clusters based on the interests of the
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students in these two schools.
New vocational and career

education programs have been
implemented in Des Moines in the
following areas:
1. Practical Nursing
2. Agri - Busins
3: High School Executive Internship

;uidelines Tor developing and
open "ng vocational youth
organizaf ns were written by advisors
from the various youth organizations
active in Des Moines during the
summer of 1974. It is planned that
these guidelines will assist vocational
teachers in becoming more active in .

the development and operation of
youth organizations.

Career Information Centers have
also been established at the high
school'level with an expansion of the
objectives found at the junior high
centers.

The Business Education Alliance
Program is active in several of the
Des Moines High Schools with the
same basic overall objectives that are
found 'at the elementary and junior
high levels.

Career Placement of a full and
part-time nature plays an important
part for senior high students leaving
or graduating from high school.
The placement activities are available
for those students desiring assistance
in locating employment, continuing
their education, or entering the
armed services.

Challenging exams have and are
Continuing to be developed in various
career educational programs by
instructors from the Des Moines
Community College and the Des
Moines schools. These exams if passed
by the Des Moines students would
allow them the following options if
they chooSe to continue their
education.

1. Complete their post secondary
program early

2. Take a higher course load
at the- community college and work
if needed

3. Take additional electives and
possibly complete both the Associate



of Applied Arts an4sociate of
Applied Science degrees.

Summary

In sunnnary the following strengths
appear to have a positive effect on,
the growth and implementation-of
career education in the Des Moines
schools;

A very active General Advisory
....c,'otnmittee for career education

The broad comprehensive
°,,approach to the development and

implementation of career education.

The diversity of involvement of
ttie total community with career
education.

The curriculum m teriaPs and
in-service activities b.ing plannettk
developed and implemented by Des
Moines teachers.

I
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The involvement of di arious

subject area supervisors in he
Central Office in the planning and
implementation of career education
K-12.

The.utilization.of the cluster
concept whi .1} allows the schools a
basis for art elating career education
at the variou levels, elementary,
junior high and senior high as well
as within each building.

We apologize that in the time
allotted for this presentation it is
difficult to fully relate to you the
many facets and activities of career
education in Des Moines. We have
attempted to .identify several broad
areas but we also have several specific
programs and activities at all levels
that because of time we are unable to
share with you.

Iloyou would like additional
information, please feel free to
contact us. Thank you.

I
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Career 'Education
In Montgomery County
Paul J. Manctwk
Montgomery County Public School
Rockford, Maryland

Traditionally viewed by many as
a comfortably vague concept good
for somebody else, career education
is shaking that image with strong
endorserlient by the federar
government and support from
numerous educational giotXps,
agencies, and organizations. In
Montgomery County it has developed
into .a plan of action that before
long will permea(e the entire K-12
curriculum. Career education is a
coordinated program effort to help
students learn about themselves,
about work in society and how to
use this knowledge to ultimately
make decisions about careers that
will be personally satisfying and
benefit society.

There are three major reasons for
having career education in the
Montgomery County Schools:

To help all students learn about
their interests, abilities, values, and
aspirations

To help all students become aware
of and appreciate the various
occupations open to them

To provide students opportunities
to investigate those occupations in
which they have an interest and
provide information, experiences,
guidance to help students select
courses that will prepardi them for
employment, additional training
and/or additiohal education after
graduatidn

N,Vhat's this mean for students and
teachers?

In general, it means that career
awareness, orientation, exploration,
specialization, and preparation is
being worked into the regular

curriculum in the following manner:
Grades K-6 emphasize career

awareness and orientation through
'use of resource persons, field trips,
and various classroom activities. The
idea is for students to become
familiar with sights and sounds of
the working world, to recognize how
different occupations contribute to
the economy, to learn liow people
are dependent on each other in our
society, to develop standards of
excellence, and to learn the pleasure
of good workmanship. A re-design of
the entire elementary curriculum
will incorporate career education
as one of its basic elements.

(;rade 7-9 stress career orientation
and exploration, using school and
community facilities as labOratories
for learning more about the structure
of business, industry, and the
professions. Teachers n different
subject h mut ea
the "clust s" of ccupations that

explore

are related to the subjects they're
t,eaching. Each cluster includes the
more specific jobs that go together
to make up that particular -field of
work. Students learn to think about
career decisions based on rational

. chOice rather than haphazard guess,
and to choose among alternatives
on the basis'of their own values,
interests, aptitudes, and capabilities.

Grade 10-12 concentrate on career
exploration and specialization, with
students selecting a specific cluster
of courses to delve into more
thoroughly. For example a ninth
grader choosing the cluster on
exploring business careers, takes
a series of units in typing, data'
processing, basic accounting, etc.,
before deciding to specialize in one
area in the tenth through twelfth
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grades. This benefits all students specialization into the senior high
those who will seek a job right school where intern and on-the-job
after ,high school, those who will experiences become available as
pursue specialized training and well as over 40 vocational or
those who will go on .to college. specialized programs from which
Eight occupational clusters now they can choose.
exist or are being developed within To snpport career education the
the business edu( at ion category, six following has been accomplished:
in cooperative education, three in Development of the following
home economics, and 24 in industrial curriculum support Materials:
education.

Two career education video tapesIliiih school students also elect
many semester or hour courses to and kinescopes
pursue particular vocational or Brochure---All You Wanted to
avo( at ional interests without going Know About Career Education
into a full career specialization B.
piogram. Newsletter Career Education Cues

Career InfoOation Centers and dews
manned by career information_ Career Education Course Guides
technicians are ow in nine of in Health Occupations; Business
MCPS's 22 high s( )ols and 7 high Education
schools have career education teacher
advisors representing different Special Materials in Foreign
subje( t areas. These teacher advisors Language German, Spanish, and
arrange internships, seminars, and liven( h; Home Economics; and
other opportunities for students to Industrial Education; Elementary
explore career opportunities. Social Studies Units

Since career development is one In-service training for:
of the NICPS goals of education Elementary and junior high stallthere has been a «icer eel effort through formal staff developmentto involve all schools, ki dergarten courses offered fall, spring, andthrough twelfth grade. NI i ----
100 elementary schools, all junior

summer

high schools, and 12 high schools Two in-service workshop days for
currently have some aspect of career all middle and junior high teams
education underway. '. 14c.t.e_nsive consisting of administrator, counselor,
in-service training of staff and librarian, and teachers,
'resource support to local schools Summer workshops for teams forhas been provided so that career
education will be implemented in many high schools
all MOPS schools by 1980. Administrative and supervisory

Fifteen l 1 u s t e rs , Or families of staff in-service training
occupations represelin a full range
of career opportunities and will be A projected (late of 1980 has been
related to ,subject matter by teacher set for completion of the refocusing
wherever appropriate. In both of career education into subject
school and community, students learn areas and the development of
about ocmpational areas of interest curriculum in specialized clusters.
to them. Counselors, teachers, and---\ Emphasis this year has been on:
career specialists help students apply

.

what they have learned libout 1. Formally surveying all
themselves'as they study occupations, elementary schools to destrmine
matching interests, aptitudes, etc., to where they are in the career
careers. Akiditionally, students ,,echica n effort and where they need

_..,

continue career exploration and r- to 'go t( meet objectives.



2. Providing for teachers, in
cooperation with the Department of
Media and Technology, an organized
display off local and commercial
materials that will support career
education in each subject area at
elementary and secondary level.

3. 'Monitoring all junior high and
seven senior high career education
programs through career education
steering committee.

1. Providing leadership and
coordination for in-service courses
in career education at the elementary
and secondary level.

5. Working with areas to carry
out local career education in-service
(lays (pending budget approval).

6. Continued development of

C8
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curriculum materials toc; support
career education program
implementation as projected in
six-year plan.

7. Disseminating.oinformation to
community and gaining community
input from Citizen's Advisory
Committee for Career Education.

As a result of career education,
students will be able to make more
realistic career decisions. Through
career education, all students upon
graduation should be prepared for
one of three options:

Immediate job placement

Additional vocational-technical or
apprenticeship training

College



Career Education
In The Local Schools
William S. Konopnicki
Thatcher, Arizona 85552 4

The subject of interest today is
Career Education and the
implementing Career Education will°
have on teacher 'education programs.
John Looke once said, "Actions of
men are the best interpreters of their
thoughts." This idea is true in
education and it is especially true
regarding Career Education. There
is a lot of talk about Career
Education, but little action. u.

No matter what you ate doing in
Career Education, there are several
things that come to light when you
read and listen to what people are
saying about Career Education. Here
are some examples of things that
they are saying: "A program that is
distinct from others that you sign up
for; education itself; a revolution that
willi-eform the entire education
ente'prise; a vehicle for making
teaching and learning more
interesting; a process that is on-going
that never ends; nothing new at all,
we have been doing it already; a
new label for vocational education;
an activity that is of short duration;
a well kept secret in Washington; a
track for students with particular
needs, interest, and abilities, a blend
of the best practices in vocational
education, college prep, general
education, and counseling and
guidance; a unit of study; an

,.4approacti that is entirely different
from what we do; a political ploy,
plot, platitude, a' gimmick or fad;

-an avenue for reaching and
motivating the students; learning to
li hew Method to make education

evant. Some of you agree with
some of these statements and
disagreed with others. This has been
one of thejiroblems'in Career
Education. Too many opinions with

no direction:
o There has been a lot of talk about

a. definition WY Career' Education. '

The United States Office of
Education has defined Gareer
Education, but it has not been
accepted by all. In_Arizona we define
Career Education as:,,It combines
the academic world with the world
of work. It must be available at all
levels of edgcation from kindergarten
througlithe)university. A complete
program of Career Education
includes the awareness of the world
of work, broad exploration of.'
occupations, indepth exploration of
selected Clusters, and career
preparation for all students. This
calls for the basic education subject
to incorporate Career Education as
an activity. To debate the definition
of Career Education would serve no
practical purpose, but this definition
is offered as a basis from which
I work.

Tri-County Career Education Project

The Tri-County Career Education
Project is a consortium of 32
elementary and secondary school
districts and'Eastern Arizona College,
(a community college) in the eastern
part of Arizona. The project is .

currently working on seven goals.
These are:

1. To provide in-service training
,for teachers-counselors and
administrators.

2. To provide career testing and
counseling to students.

3. To implement the Career
Education concept by providing
local educational agencies with
technical assistance.

4. To conduct a follo'W-up of
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graduating seniors to determine what
infpact the project nTay or may not
have.

5. To provide media to local
4duc ational agencies.

6: To field test units of instructions
relating to Career Education.

7. To implement field tested units
relating to Career Education.

The focus of this presentation is
with the Tri-County Career Education
Project and what it is doing for
local educational agencies. To better
understand the current status of
Career Education in the project and
Arizona, "let's explore their strengths
and weaknesses.

In the Tri-County Career
Education Project the are three
kinds of teachers. The first group
are those who got on the band
wagon right away- and wanted to
include Career Education in their
classes inunediately. They represent
approximately one-third of the
teachers. The second group are
those who wanted to see what
happened, to the first teachers. They
wanted to be sure that Career
Education wasn't just a passing fad,
and that there was something really
happening in Career Education.
They represent approximately
one-third of the teachers. The third

oup are those who nothing will
move them, unless the superintendent
does something to force them to
be«nne involved. They represent
approximately one-third of the
tea( hers.

Where are many strengths of the
project and a few are offered.
Involvement with teachers is the
project's greatest strength. The
project has provided in-service
training for teachers,,,to help them
develop and implement the concept
of Career Education. This in-service
training has been in cooperation
with Arizona State University. This
has been a very successful association.

The second strength of the project
has been the consultation service to
teachers. Teachers are provided.
consultation to help them implement
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Career Education in their classrooms.
These include different
methodologies that might be used,
finding media, and technical
assistance tci name just a few.

The third strength of the project
is the media center which has
various items which teachers can
check out. These media items help
the Career Education concept.

The fourtlrstrength of the project
is the'testing and guidance offered
by'the project. Our schools are not
overly endowed with counselors, in
fact, small schools may not have any.
Teachers are trained in counseling
techniques and on the appropriate
use of tests.

The fifth strength of the project
is the Career Exploration Lab. This
is a used greyhound bus which has
been revamped and equipped with
"Hands-On-Activities". These are
individual carrels with pictures and
sound. Each student has the
opportunity to complete job
samples relating to various
occupational clusters.

The sixth strength of the project
is the field testing -of Career
Education and implementing these
into the classroom.

The weaknesses of the project are,
also, of value to this group. Without
question, there is a need for training
of new teachers. One problem in
rural areas is the teacher turnover.
As tenure teachers are replaced with
younger teachers, there is a need
for retraining.

There are too many teachers who
don't know what is happening in
Career Education: They don't have
any idea of what Career Education
is all about. The elementary school
and the junior high have really
adapted the Career Education
concept. Our successes in high school
have not been as successful as we
would like. The high school teachers
tend to be more discipline oriented
and have a difficult time relating to
the concept of Career Education. The
Career Education if roject has made
some inroads in the high school.
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We have developed Career Education
units by subject area. These have
been well received by teachers.

The articulation of the Career
Education concept, grades K through
14 and beyond, is an area of
weakness. Teachers are unfamiliar
with scope and sequence of
curriculum. Having a coordinated
effect at all level's is important. We
have not achieved this as of yet.

Activities Developed
For Career Education

Several kinds of activities have
been developed which have helped
implement the Career Education
concept. We have developed a
series of units, grades K to 6 and by
subject area ingrades 7 through 12.
These were clone in cooperation with
'teachers in various workshops.
These units were field tested in
classrooms. then were revised. Several
of these units are excellent. The
response from the units has been
excellent. They are currently in the
process of being revised. Several units
are developed by subject area from
grades 7 through 12. This has
probably been the best. single item
developed. It has involved teachgts
in the secondary schools, helpin
[hem identify with the Career,
Education concept.

Items that have been developed
by the Departmeht of Education
which have been most useful to us
include the Career Education Matrix.
The matrix is divided into elements,
and themes., The elements include:
Career Awareness, Self , Awareness,
Appreciation and Attitudes, Decision
Making Skills, Economic Awareness,
Skill Awareness Employability, and
Education Awareness. Teachers have.
had some difficulty recognizing that
there are other aspects to Career
FAlucation. It is fairly easy for
teachers to identify with career
awareness, but when we asked them
to identify with other themes it
becomes more difficult. The matrix.
has been an excellent tool for
helping teachers identify with the
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various elements of Career. .Education.
Some other brochures which have

been developed to serve needs are:
"Career Education Parent Ad
Community InvolvementIs The
Key To Success". This is available
for distribution to the general public.
It has been informative and helpful
to parents. "The Resource Speaker
Guide- has been helpful when guest
speakers come into the school. One
of the problems is, what does a
physician say to a kindergarten
class about his job.. This brochure
answers the questions as to what
kinds of information students are
interested in by grade levels.

Problems Overcome

The biggest problem is getting
people to accept the Career
Education concept. It seems that
everybody has their own idea of
what Career Education is. One of
the most difficult things is people.
are still confusing Vocational and
Career Education. People have
difficulty realizing that it's a
methodology and not a program.
Another problem is getting teachers
to realize that Career Education
involves many concepts. These
concepts include decision making,
economic awareness, self awareness
and career awareness. It is very
difficult for teachers to recognize
these are intregal parts of Career
Education.

Another, area is the involvement
of secondary teachers: They are
departmentalized and have a
tendency to think of Career
Education at the secondary level as
vocational courses. Some inroads'
have been made in the secondary
schools.

Administrative understanding of
what Career Education is, was
another pr?blem. Lots of
administrators support the Career
Education concept. They accept the
definition and like what is happening
in theirIchool, but when it comes
to implementation, the easy thing
to do is to add another course,



rather than really integrating Career
Education into their total curriculum.
Administrators have had difficulty
understanding that Career Education
involves all their teachers and all
subjects.

Another problem is community
understanding of Career Education.
Parents were a little reluctant, until
they understood Career Education,
Some reactions were: "I do not want
my kindergarten to make a career
choice, etc." 'Hwy didn't understand
the three phases of Career
Education: Awareness, Exploration,
and Preparation. Parents have been
involved in the implementation of
Career Education. "I'lley have served
as resource people, served on
advisory committees, participated in
some of the Career Education
activities, and are involved in the
Career Education field tested units.

Businessmen have been a very
important aspect of the Career
Education Project. In a rural
community there aren't many
opportunities for career observation
tours. Having businessmen in the
schools has been most helpful.
Businesses have provided more work
experience for students. Traditionally
these have been for vocational
students, but we are beginning to
branch out and provide these for
students other than the discipline
areas.

. Another problem area is the
relunctance of the universities to
provide pre-service training. Good
relations have been developed with
the universities in Arizona, but
pre-service training still isn't off
the ground.

Probably the most difficult
problem was the personnel changes.
Many teachers didn't want to
change, and a lot of new teachers
wanted to change too fast. Then
there are those teachers that wanted
to look and see what Career
Education was all about. But the
teachers that made inroads in Career
Education are thoSe that are the real
doers, who wanted to get something
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done.

Personnel Changes Required

Some teachers haven't really
accepted the Career Education
concept. One of the most difficult
problems has been helping teachers
to understand and implement
Career Education. Tire in-service
training'of teachers has be6n very
successful. Arizona State University
has developed some of the materials
that we've used.

In-service workshops in the
development of materials for
classroom use has been an important
part Of the project. The latest series
of workshops have to deal with
integrating Career Education into
the curriculum. Specialized
workshops have been well received,
some examples are: How I)o I
Integrate Career Education Materials,
What Media Is Available, How I)o
I Use The Teting Programs, How
I)o I Counsel Students About Career

.Choice Areas Such As Creativity,
Decision Making, and Economic
Awareness. These workshops deal
with different topics and are helping
teachers 'understand the Career
Education concept.

The ,Board of Education have had
some interesting reactions to Career
Education. They, didn't understand
what Career Education was all
about, with tongue in cheek, they
relunctantly let their teachers get
involved. Getting teachers involved
with the Career Education concept
and having them implement it in
their classrooms is where the great
inroads have been made.

Students need a lot of help
understanding what Career
Education is all about. This is
particularly true with minority

, students. A lot of these students are
afraid that Career Education is
trying to cast them into roles which
they don't want to be cast.

The community members at large
need help in understanding Career
Education. Some people were
reluctant, they were afraid of
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change and what Career Education
was trying to do. Career Education
bas been called from a communist
plot to the greatest thing that has
ever happened in public schools.
With that kind of range it's difficult
to get support, but parents,
community members, and buSinesses
are interested in Career Education.

What Teacher-Educators Can Do
Let's review the goal, of the

conference, "Career Education, A
Challenge For Our Times". From a..,
lot al educ ational viewpoint there
are several things which teacher
educational institutions can do to
help further the Career Education
concept.

Pre-service teacher education 'must
have a Career Education emphasis.
The time for debate is over. The
time for action is here. Teacher
education intsitutions must begin
providing their pre-service students
with the understanding and
capabilities to implement Career
Education.

Counseling programs must have a
Career Education emphasis.
Counseling programs are behind the
times, if counselors do not understand
the Career Education concept and
how to involve students in making
meaningful career choices.

School administrators need both
the pre-service and in-service training
related to Career Education. If they
are to be educational leaders in
their schools and communities, they
must understand Career Education
and must be able to implement it
in their schools.

There is a need for research and
evaluation in Career Education.
Evaluation instruments must be
developed to measure the impact and
effectiveness of Career Education.
Universities and teacher education
institutions certainly should be t4e
leaders in this area.

Teacher education personnel must
have first-hand experience with
Career Education. There are too

many philosophers and not enough
practitioners when it comes to
implementing the Career Education
concept. Teacher education personnel
must have first-hand experiences to
fully understand the Career
Education concept and the problems
that local educational agencies face
with its implementation.

There is a tremendous need for
the development and dissemination
of Career Education materials, these
include media, tests, and instructional
units to just mention a few.

There are several problem areas
in which the local educational
agencies need help to implement the
Career Education concept. .

1. There is a definite need to
develop a delivery system for Career
Education at the community college
and adult levels.

2. There is a definite need for
articulated programs K through 11
or K through retirement and beyond.

3. Evaluation instruments and
systems must be developed to
measure what impact Career
Edination is having.

1. There is a need for development
of materials and skills to involve
parents in Career Education.

5. There is a need for
development of materials and skills
to involve the business and the
community in Career Education.

6. There is a need for the
development of materials and skills
in scope and sequencing of Career
Education into the existing
curriculums. "Career Education, a
Challenge of Our Times':, certainly
is a fitting title for this conference.
If teacher education institutions are
to maintain their leadership role in .-
education, they must also provide the
leadership in Career Education and
they must do it now. Career
Education is truly a challenge of
our time.
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Career Education in
Broward County
James E. Smith
Fort Laudordalo, Florida

Career Education is an attempt to
make learning in all areas and at
all levels realistic and relevant.
Its fundamental concept is that such
aspects of the educational experience
as curricu um, instruction and
counseling .-hould be geared to
helping eac individual to appreciate
the worth and dignity of'work, to
achieve economic independence, and
to experience a sense of personal
fulfillment.

Although the goals of Career
Education match those of general
education, a focusing of some or all
of the present goals is in order. All
goals mast be made to relate to the
central theme of careers, or the
various ways in which people earn a
living.

Based upon the idea that learning
is continual and life-long, the new
emphasis, Career Education, is
appropriate for all students whether
they be presently categorized as
dropout, vocational, or college-bound.
It ultithately enables all to exit
formal educational experience at any
level with employable and
marketable skills as well as the back
ground for and the option of
re-entering.

Beginning at the elementary level
with kindergarten children, Career
Education focuses first upon
awareness of the existence of varied
(-lusters of careers. At the middle
school level, it next focuses upon
indepth exploration of self and three
or more previously introduced career
areas. At the high school level, Career
Education emphasizes specialization
and calls upon students to select
one or two career areas for intensive
and extensive exploration anc1
training.
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At all levels of Career Education,
an interdisciplinary approach is
employed. Language arts,
mathematics, social studies, science,
and other basic subjects are
interrelated in order that the student
learns at once the basics and their
relationship to each of other and toh\
world of work. From th beginning,
through units develope . around
career themes, students participate in
a variety of activities which many
involve "hands-on" experiences, field
trips, resource people, shadowing, or
part-time jobs.

Crucial to Career Education is the
provision of a thorough system of
guidance ad counseling concurrent
with instruction and skill
development, Students must be shown
how to examine and evaluate their
own aptitudes and interests in relation
to career areas, and they must be
equipped witlx decision-making skills
for choosing career options, changing
career directions, and establishing
and charting a course for the
realization of personal career goals.
All must be readied for exit from
formal schooling not only through
preparation, but, perhaps more
importantly, post-secondary
specialization, or post-secondary
baccalaureate programs.

Accomplishments in Three Years

Of 3.7 million. young people who
left formal education in the U.S. in
1970-71`,"'nearly,2.5 million were
inadequately prepared for a career.
Of these, 850,000 were elementary and
secondary school dropouts; many
found school irrelevant. 750,000 were
general curriculum high school
graduates who did not attend college.
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850,000 entered college in 1967, but
did not complete the baccalaureate or
an organized occupational program.

The program is in its third year
with t k Broward County school
system Progress has far exceeded
anticipation. An ever increasing
interest and involvement of both
professional and lay communities is
somewhat unbelieveable and
extremely rewarding.

Year one in the project was
basically a planning year. It was
absolutely unnecessary to involve
school-level personnel-administrators,
teachers, guidance counselors, media
and occupational specialists, students,
and parentsin the planning process.
Focus was primarily upon developing
and trying out workable processes
to: (I) involve educatorsboth
districtand school levelstudents,
business community, and parents
in decisionmaking; (2) establish
operational models for the ,z,
elementary. middle, and high-school
levels; (3) evolve a system for
materials development, including
establishment of a format for these
materials; (4) facilitate transference
of the Career Education concept
to schools not involved in the
original planning year; and (5)
organize and make available the
seemingly unending flow of public
and commercial materials from
throughout the state. Twenty schools

six elementary, eight middle, and
and six high schoolsparticipated.
and, at each, the concept of
school-level steering committees was
tried. These committees set the
direction for Career Education in
their schools: A model for career
awareness was developed at the
elementary level, amt, a model for
career explorations began to evolve
at the middle school level.

During year two, twenty additional
schoolseleven elementary, five
middle, and four high schools,
entered the project. School-level
steering committees were the local
unit for planning Career. Education
activities. To aid in the planning and
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implementation, a key school staff
member was designated the school
career coordinator and was paid a
small supplement. The district-level
steering committee redefined its role
as an advisory body to recommend
solutions to problems. District-level
task committees and resource
committees continued to operate. A
middle-school model began to evolve.
A system for organizing out-of-county
materials by cluster and, element
(using the Ohio-State elements was
developed and implemented. Through
the cooperative efforts of the
Instructional Television Center,
project and school staff members,
students, parents, and other members
of the business and industrial
community, a film entitled, Career
Education in Broward County was
developed for use in public relations.

Suddenly the pAject is in the
midst of year three. Forty-four
schools have been added, bringing the
total to eighty-four. The system for
involvement of people is receiving
even greater emphasis. Meetings focus
upon techniques fpr achieving total
school involvement in Career
Education. Broward County school
district's career Education efforts have
verified processes that enable schools
to become self-supporting and allow
studentselementary, middle, and
high schoolto have a systematic set
of experiences related to career
awareness, career exploration,
self-awareness an ecision-making,
career preparat n. and placement
and follow-up:

'For the Future

Tbe long-range objectives for the
District Comprehensive Plan,
1975-1980, include the following
objective: "Each student, upon
exiting school, will exhibit at least
one salable skill".

Salable skill is defined to.mean:
1) The skill tnecessary to perform

a selected entry-level job.
2) The employable skills necessary

to obtain a job (e.g., interviewing,
completing applications, developing



proper attitudes and effective work
behavior).

Superintendent Di airier has asked
that a salable skills program be
organised. Many community and
school people are involved. This
salable skills program will enable high
school students to tccittire salable
skills timing!, completion of a course,
or courses, in general, -wcational,
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or exceptional child education
programs or through actual
employment experience. "I'lw state
has mandated job placement and
lollow-up for students. Students will
be prepared for entry into careers
and discouraged from premature exit:
thereby an attempt to insure gpod
attitudes and successful lives is
being made.



Small Group Sgsions

Nationally recognized leaders in the
area of career education were
commissioned to help conduct the
workshop and to facilitate the small
group sessions. The objective of the
small group session was to provide
an opportunity for participants to
discuss career education developments
within their respective state and/ or
institution and to explore ways in
which the concept can be infused
into teacher programs. In addition, it
was the function of the facilitor to
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initiate discussion and to serve
as a resource relative to, the
implementation of a systematic
career development and education
model. It was felt that the combined
effort of resource personnel and
teacher educators in the small group
sessions result in greater
individual development toward
significant educational change.

The enclosed small group session
summaries are a reflection of work
group development by the facilitor.



Small Group Discussion of
College of Education Deans
Keith Goldhammer
Michigan Skit° Univoraity

Effective program development in
Schools of Education depends upon
the leadership of Deans. Unless Deans'
legimate efforts to incorporate
programs in career education in the
teacher eddcation curriculum,
nothing significant will happen.

Career education does not
necessarily mean new programs. It
does require infusion of career
education materials into the existing
structure so teachers are prepared
to operate within the infusion
strategy.

Teachers are not currently
prepared to deal with the entire
range of "life needs" of children.
Much ,research is necessary on what
teachers need to know and how
they can operate within the
established classroom pattern and still
relate beyond the subject matter
needs of children. Whatever schools of
education do, they have to .be sure
that the public schools are prepared
tct employ their products and use
their skills. There is a danger of
sending well prepared people into
the field who become frustrated
because the schools don't want what
they have to offer. It is essential that
sichobls and colleges of education
work closely With local school
districts and state departments of
education in order to achieve the
objectives set for them.

Schools and colleges of education
through their relationship with other
units of the University may be to
help r solve difficulties which have
arisen in labor union perspectives on
care education. In part their
obj Ctions have been philosophical,
But hey have been realistic from the
point of view of job protection and
the guardianship of job entry. Better
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understanding must be achieved.
The schools of education so far

have not overcome the tendency
toward negative counseling with
respeCt to careet expectations. Much
work needs to be done with the
counseling program ln order to help
students gain and cement in realistic
expectations for their future careers.

One of the greatest tasks facing
schools of education is obtaining a
.fusion -6f career education materials
intb the academic-disciplines, when
the content of those disciplines is
controlled by other departments of
the University.

There is some stigma attached to
career education, even in the Colleges
of Education, because there is an
anti-intellectual connotation in it.
The relationships between the basic
studies and career education in both
lower and higher schools must be
more clearly spelled out. Academic
snobbery still dominates because of
the reward system of the University.

One .of the most significant roles
for colleges of education is that of
in-service education. Particularly
needed on the secondary level is
knowledge of how to blend career
education materials into the
academic subjects.

What is the basic role of schools of
education? Are we gate-keepers or
guides? Do we place primary emphasis
upon helping to maintain de system
or adapting the system to t basic
societal needs of the prey t and
future, taking into consid_ration the
specific roles and problems of
children and youth in developing
the essential thrusts for the
preparation of educational personnel?
Is is suggested that meaningful
change will take place only in the



event th, schools.of education can
work with state departments of

'education and local school systems in
developing a pro-active rather than
a reaction, stance on career education.

Educators tend to focus on the
trappings of careers rather than the
heart of the career development
process. If career education is to be
successful, it must focus on essential
elements of the career development
process. Much additional research is
needed.

The schools of education, possibly-,
have four roles:.

a. Develop the materials and
systems which are needed for
successful career education prot,fram:

b. Prepare personnel' itch as
teachers, supervisors; resource
persons, and achninistrators of career
education programs;

c. Develop, adequate programs of
research, development, and evaluation
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to provide needed knowledge and
processes to guide career development
and decision-making and to appraise
the successes and failures within the
programs, as well as to determine
what techniques and processes are
particularly successful;

d. To provide clear and specific
definitions and descriptions of career
education programs so- that both
educators and the general public
have better understanding of what is
being accomplished.

Colleges of education may have to
mediate ,Pirisdictional disputes
among disciplines of the university .

which will jump on the band-wagon
and claim the territory once it shows
evidence of becoming successful. It
would be well to attempt some
alliance with other departments
particularly those which have bases
relevant to and needed within the
career education programs.



Concerns and Recommendations of Vocational
Teacher Educators Relative to Career Education
Rupert N. Evans
University of Illinois at UrbanaChanipaion

In spite of its name, this discussion
group, at each of the three sites, Mis
not designed to include vocational
educators from all fields. Home
economics educators, for example,
had concurrent meetings set up for
them. Therefore, the concern and
recommendations reported here are
not necessarily those of a cross-section
of vocational educators.

Each session had a recorder. The
notes taken by Dr. Tom Bloom of the
University of Vermont and by Mr.
Harold Winburn of the Oklahoma
State Department of Vocational and
Technical Education are the source
of much of the information reported
here. Each session was well attended,
and althost all of those attending
contributed ideas to the discussion.

One. session started off with a call
for clearer opekational definitions
of vocational ed4cation, occupational
education and career education, but
attention quickly turned to a
discussion of the groups currently
served by vocational education and
to be served by career education.
Almost all of the time was spent,
however, in identifying workable
structures for promoting career and
vocational teacher education at the
state level and within teacher
education institutions.

Three principal concerns emerged:
1. What effects will vocational

eduCation have on career edUcation
and vice verse? Most discussants
will broaden the concerns of
vocational education, will enhance.its
image, and will provide it with a
wider range of better motivated and
better prepared students. In 'turn,
it seems that vocational education is
providing much (sometimes too
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much] of the leadership for career
education, that vocational education
procedures and structures are being
used throughout career education,
and that, at least initially, vocational
education has provided a major
portion of the funding. In the long
run, both career education and
vocational education will be the full
development of each other.

2. What should be the role of
vocational educators in developing
and implementing. career education
for teachers? Vocational teacher
educators should set an example by
restructuring their teacher education
curricula to infuse career education
concepts. They should work with
other teacher educators to educate
them about career education, but not
attempt to dominate discussions with
other teacher educators.

3. What are some effective strategies
for vocational teacher educators to
use in promoting career education?

a. A coordinator can work with
each area of vocational education to
keep that group informed about
career education activities going on in
the university and the local schools,
as well as on the state and national
scene.

b. In one state (Oregon), each
teacher is required to take 9 hours of
career education courses (preservice
or inservice) Each school has a'
career education director, and there
are 17 career education specialists in
the state department. Vocational
teacher educators have been active in
each of these settings.

c. Interdisciplinary programs can
be set up in such fields as adult
education, career education,
community education, and vocational
education. Persons from each



program can assist in developing the
others.

di Fields sue h as health o« upations
can demonstrate leadership by
pioneering awareness and
exploration programs designed to

inimire sex stereotyping.
e. Where there are local career

education projects (Arizona has 23)
%oc Iona! teacher cd uc a tors c an
work with local and state staff in
design, teacher education, and
evaluation.

f. A statewide liaison committee can
,be established, representing each
university which has vocational
teacher education programs. This
group can. identify needs and work on
joint programs for meeting thew
needs.

g. joint liaison committees
irpresentiAg universities, local schools,
and state departments can identify
highly qualified individuals who
could profit from leadership training
in career education and make
arrangements for them to get it.

h. The various specialties in
%ocational education must work
lonely together in order to present an

effective voice in career education.
i. Career education programs call

can be set up to serve university
undergraduates who need help in
exploring and preparing for careers.

j. Career education may necessitate
a broader base of technical
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preparation for vocational education
teachers and teacher educators.

k. One or more courses in career
education may be added to the
teacher education program, career
education units may be added to
existing courses, and career education
concepts can be infused into all
teat her education courses;

I. Before some teacher educators
(including some vocational teacher

educators) can infuse these concepts
into their courses they need to read
some career education literature and
observe some career education
programs in operation. Vocational
teacher educators may be particularly
prone to assume that they know all
about career education when they
don't, really.

There was general agreement that
in those states where there is a
statewide commitment to career
education (e.g., through a legislatively
mandated program) , or a collegewide
«munitmen( (e.g., as a result of a
dean deciding to move forward), that
career education for teachers moves
very rapidly. However, even in
situations where thew .commitments
do not exist, vocational teacher
educators, work' g cooperatively
together and wl-Th other teacher
educators and school personnel can
and arc moving effectively toward
-incorporating career education into
preservice and inservice programs.



Small Group Discussion for
Educational Administrators
Betty J. vi on
Arizona Stato nivorsity

The fo wing is a summation of
the "Implications of Career Education
for Teacher and Counselor.
Education: Educational
Administration" discussions. Not all
of the topics mentioned in this
summary were discu%sed at each of
the three meetings, however all,major
topics have been included in order to
present an overall view.

Career Education programs are in
existence in many school districts
throughout -the United States. These
programs inivOlve school
administrators in varying degrees.
Administrators are the key persons in
the developments and implementation
of career education in the local
schools system.

Administrative leadership and
effort arnecessary if career education
is to permeate the total educational
structure., A widespread total effect
will not take place without
administrative emouragement. In
order to successfully implement a
comprehensive program of career
education, the local district
administration and board 'of
education must. identfy career
education as a high priority and
adequately hind the program.

When a local school district
becomes involved in career education,
all levels of administration are
effected. The local school
administrator becomes the first line of
defense when explaining the program
to the business community and the
parents. Because of this unique role,
it is important that the
administration have a general, overall
understanding of the career education
program including the goals,
objectives and activities in order to
convey the essence of the career
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education program to interested
persons outside the educational
system. With this understanding, the
administration by' means of effective
communication can involve the
community in the active development
and implementation of .career
education and obtain full support for
career education growth.

Career education impacts upon
administration in the following
education areas: curriculum,
personnel, resources, coordination and
planning legal liability, evaluation,
and financing. As evidenced by the
scope of the impacted educational
areas and the broad involvement of
the community, career education has
far-reaching implications for the
entire educational system. Included
in these implications are the 'many
problems posed for the administrator.
Administrative responsibilities for
career education extend beyond
thbse of the individual building.
Career education cannot be managed
in fragments, by individual grades,
school or levels: it must be articulated
by administration botween all levels
of educationkindergarten through
postsecondary.

. All facets of the educational
community must possess ou'develop
a realistic understanding of career
education not just the administration
who is directly responsible. The
administrator, however, must assume
full responsibility for opening the
lines of communication with the staff
at all levels and for keeping these
lines open.

If career education is to become
an integral part of education and
continue to grow and develop, the
administrator must be actively and
personally involved. Administrative



involvement is the key to successful
career education programs.

The degree of educational '

administration involvement in career
education depends upon the
university's commitment to the
concepts of career education: Like the
local school administrator,
educational administration personnel
are involved in career education in
varying degrees.

An example of minimal
involvement would be the inclusion
of specific career education
infotination, i.e philosophy and
rationale, ,tate.'district. involvement,
historical development, and

o' administrative implications into
appropriate university courses. All
conference participants agreed that,
the integration of catr'er education
information into appropriate course
wbuld be preferable to the
establishment. of Separate career
eftcation courses.

Evidence of a further degree of
'commitment to the career education
coucept by educational administration
departments would he the
development of planned activit4s
designed to provide local N;.7,671._

administrators with the skills and
techniques necessary to cope with
peculiar situations posed by career
education. Some of the following
general areas might be included.

For example, one of the major ,
administration concerns would be the
continued efforts necessary in order
to provide adequate financing for
career education. Communit'y
involvement, vocational educatioi
expansion', and instructional progra
changes require adequate financing in
order to be successful.

Secondly universities would assist

the administrator in deveIopivg nets
skills in interpersonal relations and
group dynamics. In a comprehensive
career education program, the
administrator is expected to weld
together all parts of the community
into serving a common purpose."
This requires the development of
special individual skills.

Third, new approaches
community-wide planning for careca-
education and the techniques for
securing community involvement
would be developed, Administrators'
need to be aware of the legal
implications of extensive community
jhvolvement in education.

.Fourth, often with the
implementation of a comprehensive
program of career education the role
and purpose of the school is altered.
This requires the establishment of
new educational goals and, objectives,
staff roles, and student expectations.

And finally, teachers alone cannot
carry the instructional load' and
related responsibilities of.career
education. The time and energy
demands placed upon the school staff
will necessitate creative administrative
changes in the role and function of
staffing in individual schools and
whole systems.

Career education can not be
fragmented at the elementary,

,secondary, or postsecondary levels.
Educational Administration personnel
must join with other College of
Education members in the
articulation of a totSI career
education program, K-?. A successful
career education program requires the
active personal involvement of
educatiop-al administration personnel
and all dther College of Education
members.
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SUmmary of Elementary Education
Small Group Discussions

Marla Peterson
Eastern Illinois University

It was interesting to note how the
disciplines that were represented
by the participants changed with
the geographic location of the
workshops. In Philadelphia the
participants were, for the most part,
teachers of elementary school
methods courses with over one-third
in the area of science education.
In Kansas City there was about an
equal distribution of vocational

.k educators and elementary school
teacher educators. In Salt Lake City
there was heavy representation from
teachers of elementary school methods
courses with about one-third from
the social studies area.

PerhIrps the above attendance
patterns reflect the fact that in the
elementary school it is everyone's
responsibility.to attempt to integrate
career development concepts into the
subject matter under consideration.
'Fibs philosophy was the basis under
which the elementary school,
discussion groups operated at all
three workShops and it raised some
interesting questions:

1. If career education is everyone's
responsibility, is it advisable to have
a career education coordinators? If
so, what qualities should this
coordinator possess?. What are the
implications for teacher education?

2. Is there a new or changing role
fer elementary school counselors?
Is 'career education really a
curricular-based guidance approach?

3. Are local hiring practices going
to give preference to tether
education candidates who have had
some preservice preparation in career
Education?
*.N.1. If teacher educators -are'invited

to assist with inservice, what content
and processes shoult be included

in an inservice program?
5. What is the quality of present

career education programs? How are
local programs measuring their
successes and failures in affective
areas? In reading? In mathematics?

6. In some states, state departments'
of educaion reimburse for K-6
career education programs. How caii
this money be put to best use?

7. What are the sources cif funding,
other than local district support, for
career education?

8. How are local districts going
about materials selection?

9. What are good sources of
information on K-6 career education?

10. How much more can the K-6
curriculum stand? Is career education
really more, or is it a way of going
about teaching? Shbuld we be
worrying about sequencing of careet
education programs?

In discussing. each of yhe above
questions, inevitably the conversation
would revolve around, "What does
this question mean for teacher
education. Tell me what I should
be doing differently in my "X"
methods course". The transfer of
spee5.h to print often loses something
in the transition. Preserved in print
and packaged in a final report, the
following summary of teacher
education recommendations are not
what they were when they were
hammered out on the fifth floor of
the Hotel Utah. The honest,
intellectu 1 exchange that occured
among th participants is missing.

Recommendations for
Preservice Education Programs

1. For many elementary teachers,
understanding of the world of work
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is vet), limited. Perhaps. the
preservice rducation of teachers
should provide for expeliences in
various settings.

2. It the use of field trips and
guest speakers is being te«nnfnended
:is methodologies to btt used with
elementary school students, then
perhaps preservice programs ought to
effect the use of field trips and

guest speakers.

1. Somewhere in the preset-vice
education of teachers they ought to
be given dig opportiity to assess
111t p1s011:11 :111(1 s0( ial value, of
%yolk.

.More eyhasi-, ought to be
placed on helping preservice teachers
xame then own valu system.

Tt. Nlodc, ought to be presented
to pttservi« students which would
help guide them in selec ting
materials drat are ,ppiopriate
elementary school carrel cdia at ion
plograms.

6. Self-development, coping
behaviors, attitude, :Ind appreciations
/elated to work, lifestyle, cateer
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information, and decision making ale
all components of Career development
and ought to be presented in
preservice teacher education
programs.

There was general «msnsus that
to date, the public schools hale
pumided the leadership in developing
t areer education, pt.ograms. There
are isolated teat her education
institutions that have made a gicat
deal of intim( t On public school
career education programs. 'Where
teacher education institutions have
become involved in career education,
the emphasis seems to have been on
provicliz3 inservice types of activities
in the forms of workshops .

The participant, at all three
workshops wrestled with defining
career education. Although they wer
far from arriving at a definition
that would be acceptable by the
elementary education profession, most
would agree that self development,
work, and-life-based (urticulum are
key words (but not the only vvotds)
that should be included in carect
education.
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Small Group Discussions of Counselor Educators
at the National Career Education Workshops
Dr. William P. Ewens
Oklahoma State University

It is a sizeable task to "summarize
the small group discussions of
Counselor Educators at the three
National Career Education
Workshops." This brief report will
focus on the following three assigned
topics for each workshop.

I. Examine issues and problems
in career education.

2. Discuss the implications of
career education for local school
career guidance programs (counselor's
role in program development and
operation).

3. Discuss the implications of
counselor's .role in career education
programs for the preparation of
school counselors.
The report will be a composit of
the three workshops rather than to
identify the product from the
inch% ideal workshops.

Issues and Proble[ns
in Career Educatiart

1. The lack of a philosophical
base for career education or any
general agreement on the meaning
of the career education concept was
a concern of !limo/ conference
participants. Some indicated a
reluctance tomove" in program
development until a philosophical
base- is understood. The public
(community) seems more ready to
develop school based career
education programs than are
professional educators.

Closely related to the philosophical
base for career education were
concerns expressed for the meaning
of "work". There is a tendency to
deny the work ethic and recognize
that some people in our society do
not enjoy work; some people work
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in order to support a life style that
is important to them.

Some conference participants Were
concerned that seemed to be
"big business" and the Federal
Government pushing for career
education. They wondered as to the
ulterior motive behind this 'push for
carer education. There were those
who wondered if career education
was here to stay or only until there
is a new Commissioner of Education.

2. The career education concept
seems to imply that if kids are given
information, and they make the
choice grad ally over a period of
years, they will make the kind, of
choice that is the iwt appropriate
s.hoice for them; thahey will be
happy ever after. There is no
research to support this assumption.

3. Counselor certification
requirements in many states may
provide constraints in preparing
counselors for career ethication. It
may be necessary to modify
certification requirements to permit
persons from business and industry
to enter the profession.

1. Coun'selor educators tend to
emphasize in the preparation
programs those things they see as

` important. They need to consider
the total counselor education program .
which includes many specialties
other than school counselors; many
school counselors are employed in
schools without career guidance
programs.

5. Current model for preparing
counselors not appropriate for career
education roles. Too much attention
is focused on the college bound
student. The therapeutic model of
most programs may contribute to
the counselor's reluctance to get



out of the office. Counselors seem to 4-21f effective teat ?ier= counsetur-advisor y

be reluctant to reduce the emphasis
of some traditional roles such as u
one-to-one counseling.

6. There seems to be a lack of
trust between teachers, counselors;,

tadministrators ; 1 vocational-
technical persor

,el
which makes

more difficult the development of
career education programs.

Implications for Counselor's Role

I. The counselor should Ire,' a

facilitator and a consultant so
community groups, parents and
teachers.

2. The counselor should be
responsible for developing a staff
development or in-service training-
program for teachers and other staff
members.

3: The counselor should help
identify how people earn a living in
die community and help utilize
«mununity persons in the career
guidance program: to get resources
and materials that are available and
to realte the resource materials to
classroom activities..

1. The counselor sjohild function as
a Consultant and resource person to
teachers on the needs of students,
families and society, particularly in
terms of human relations and career
education.

5. The counselor must work with
parents to improve child rearing
skills, in instilling cooperation,
responsibility and positive self-image.
This probably implies that parenting
is a career role to which we address
ourselves.

ti. Ideally, the counselor should be
the coordinator of the system-wide
career guidance program which tries
to help correlate the self knowledge
with environmental knowledge which
presumably a comprehensive
program would include.

7. They should be going into the
lassroom for group guidance

activities related to career
development.

8. They should be providin
leadership in the development f an
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system. This is not the usual
homeroom system but a career
guidance based teacher advisor system
where teachers learn some things
about career development, about life
styles and about values clarification.
This,would be a part of the in-service
training program.

9. The counselor should take some
responsibility for developing.
individual systems for student
exploration. These individual
systems could include such things as..
resources from library, program units,
media centers, career resource
centers, etc.

10. Thp should stimulate the
creation and functioning of a career
education advisory council involving .
parents and community if there is
not one already functioning.

11. They should assure that values
clarification and decision making
become an integral part of the career
education program. There should be
a balance between occupational
information, self-clarification and the
decision making process.

12. The counselor should serve as
a catalytic agent to help assure that
students get the heeded help on
integrating and synthesizing the self
and environmental information.

13. They need, to be available to
work with students as individuals and
with student groups in classes for
assisting them with values
clarification, decision making,
employment skills, how to get a job,

etc.
11 The counselor should be

available to assess individual abilities,
values, interests and needs and to
help translate these in making
within school placement decisions.
They need to become more involved
in job placement responsibilities with
students still in school as well as
school leavers, both graduates and
drop-outs.

15. Counselors need to develop a
greater alliance with employment
service bureaus and with- other
persons outside the school who are
doing placement.



16. `Tice counselor needs full
understanding of school cultic ilium
and curriculum development:
tea( hers need understanding of
human relations.

17. if counselors are to work with
teachers and srtivlents rlative to
awareness 01 wit, the counselor must
have a thorough understanding of
wit: understanding of consultant and
facilitator tole in working with
teachris in those ;fleas of awareness.
of self and others as well as infusing
career education concepts into the
tirric

18. The counselor provides
leadership for the inclusion of leisure
time roles in the career education
program; is sensitise to the whole
person and looks at :ill roles of the
person.

Pt. The counselor assists with the
aluation of the tatter edllt :16011
ptc>gtarns and' plans with the stall for
program improvement.

Implications for
Teacher and Counselor Education

I. Practic11111 experiences in career
planning and career decision making
should be emphasiid os opposed to
ihe traditional clinical kinds of
approaches used in practictun.

2. Preparation programs should
look at %alues and work on values
clarification in relation to the cater
devehipment of different cfientele;
the values clarification as related to
women, minorities and people looking
at non-traditional occupations; should
give considet able emphasis On life
styles.

3. Same of the training experience
should be work experience in business
and industrs. The counselor should
get a better picture of work outside
of education if they have not had
this kind of experience.

1. The counselor needs training lot
leadership responsibilities to prepare
for functioning as a consultant
working with teachers; team leader
in career development; resource
person to teachers, etc.

5. The counselor needs training in
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career guidance program
,dvelopmnt, structuring,
implementation and evaluation".

ti. l lime is need for more training
in group piocesss as !lated to
career guida tic e; how to work with
teachers in dvoiping diffetnt kinds
of gum') pio«duzs 'elated to carrel

. guidance :Ind carve! development.
7. "here is need lot more training

in human relations and particularl
human relations training to work
with the career needs of diverse
culttual and multi-ethnic groups.

H. Thre is need to involve
counselois more in milking- with

cvsrvice teachers in career
development and career education. lis
being involved at the pte-service
period they are more likely to act p1
the responsibilitiy of working with
teachers at the school level.

9. The counselor needs some
experience in learning lo develop or
create teachicg-learning units,
projects or action plans in career
education, and to become involved in
tirric tilmn development and

program aspects of career guidance.
W. The «mnslor edin a lion

program should include the
development of assertiveness skills.

I I. The counselor should know
techniques and procedures to became
more visible after accepting the
position as a counselor if he/she is to
become more effective in functioning
as a collaborator working with
teachers and the administration.

12. Counselor educators may need
to work toward modification of
wunselor certification requirements
if current requirements imped
career education program
development.

13. Selective admission procedures
114:ly need MOdificatiOlf to permit
admission of mere persons from
business aml industry; earlier student
experiences in practictim type
experiences may permit removing
some students front the program who
should not be in helping relations
jobs.

14. Counselor educators should get
out of their offices and become



involved in in-service and pre-service
preparations of teachers and
administrators.

15. Counselor preparation
departments could,offer career
education courses t teacher
education majors although it is
recognized that infusing career
education into existing courses is
probably the preferred method.

16. A 30 hours program for
preparing counselors is not a
sufficient amount of time to prepare
a counselor for his/her many
responsibilities.

17. Counselor education 1 rogram
should provide the counse n with

kr
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skills'Apermitting greater involvement
with the community; learning to
organize and work with Community
Advisory Boards in developing and
operating career guidance programs.

18. Counselors going into mental
health centers, counseling for older
persons, school psychologists, etc.
need to know something about career
development.

19. There is need to take an
inter-disciplinary approach to
counselor teacher-administrator
education, to bring these three
groups together to look at the concept
of career education, as they are
preparing to function in schools.
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Summary of Industrial Arts
Special Interest Group Sections

Henry J. Sredl
Univorsity of Illinois

NOTE: While the following
represents participant consensus on
the relationship between industrial
arts and career education, and the
problems and issues associated with
that relationship, it should be noted
that exceptions to this consensus
appeared in all three regional
conferences her ause of space
limitations, only the "majority
opinion- (S presented.

The folloWing outline represents
the structure of the industrial arts
and career education.

Career Edu«ition: Where does
industrial arts fit?

B. Issues and problems: Local
Schools:
Place in total school operation
Students

3. Personnel
i. Curti( lliuM t esour( es
5. Financial resources
C. hi/Mica/was for teacher

education.

A. Career Education; Where does
industrial arts fit?

Various mule's for career
education juogiains are sed
throughout the schools in the
United States. Examination of these
however, indicates there are-basically
four parts to (meet education no
matter what miidel is used: (1) .
:twat mess, (2) explot at ion
orientation, (3) preparation/
devlopment, and (1) maintenance.
Industrial arts makes its greatest
contribution in the awareness ancl
exploration orientation stages.

B. I. Place in total school
operation

As a part of general education,
industrial arts makes its greatest
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mnbibution to career education on
the elementary and junior high/
middle school level. It is at this level
that the awareness and exploration/
orientation stages of career education
are found. (It is acknowledged
that awareness and exploration/
orientation can apply to individuals
of any age, but in the structured
school operation, they are found on
the elementary and junior high/
middle school levels.

2. Students.
All students, regardless of sex,

intellectual ability, social or
academic background, particular
handicaps or special talents, should
be included in industrial arts
programs.

7. Personnel.
Industrial arts teachers historically

have been involved with what are
now identified as career education
activities. While industrial arts
foc uses on only one part of career
education, it is felt that industrial
arts teachers have provided and can
continue to provide leadership in
career education programs.

I. Carriculoin resources.
Industrial arts programs are a

rich sour( e of career education
curriculum materials. Numerous
industrial arts programs were
identified as nuclei or existing career
education programs.

5. Financial resources.
There is presently a dearth of

financial support for industrial arts
cat eer education activities. While
some monies have been made
available for such activities, these
funds have made impacts in only
isolated parts of the country.



C. imp/n(1110m lot few het
rducultOn.

hr 'implications for teacher
education horn items in part B of
this report are numetous. It is
:ultidpated their will be gteatet
need for industrial ails personnel as
the concept of career education is
inc t easingly a« Tied in school
systems throughout the [Jolted
States. Industrili arts tea( hers have
ttagitionally been strongly involved
with c meet education activities.

Industrial arts teacher 'preparation
will not only have to expand On the
pre-service level but on the in-setvi(e
level as well. A large number of
industrial at ts tear hers presently
employed were inepared in programs
which did not recognize the total
concept of career education.
Consequently, these individuals need
rett:iitling to further the effects
of industrial ail in careet education.

Implementation of the philosophy
relating Indust! ial arts to career

, education needs much attention on
the teacher education level. I an%

cut rent nulustriid ts tear het
preparation prow ants still have
pt ( !set' r progi dots On both the

.
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undergraduate and graduate levels
which reflect an isolationist point, of
view. While philosophically
supporting i.pter-disciplinary
involvement of industrial arts
personnel and programs, the teacher
pi (Titration program does little to
generate this philosophy into
ongoing activity.

Financing the changes needed in
industrial ails teacher preparation
programs will he difficulty. With
pressures on most higher education
institutions to cut expenditures,
new innovations in industrial arty
teacher plepatation will be necessary.
Increased wopetation with
community colleges is seen as one
was to provide the necessary
flexibility in haul( industrial arts
teacher in epat at ion progrAlins.

While the relationship of
inch's« ial arts to (meet education,
:1101 the piolifems associated with
this I clat ionship, createcl.much
iiictsufiecl discussion, there was onc
1/01111 011 W11011 feelings were
unanimous. Industrial aril is an
important patt of career education
and has a maim tole to play in the
dcYclopment of this concept.



Career Education Concern
And Recommendation of
Home Economics
Teacher Educators
Ruth D. Harris

-t) Virginia Polytechnic Institute

home 1.:«momics 'Leacher
Educators met in small group
sessions and discussed the present
status relative to implementing
career education into the home
economics curticultun. Within the
group some of the teacher educators
had been extensively involved-in
implementing career education;
however, others had limited
involvement. Some of the Teacher
Educatins expressed a lack of
knowledge aboutocareer education
concepts. During the first session
the following issues and problems
in implementing career ethic a non
were identified:

1. 1.imited resources
2. Need for in-service programs
3. Need to prepare teat her

educators
4. Lack of coon((1 lytion between

counselors and teacher
5. Lack of time and other

resources to prepare curriculum
materials

6. Lac k of articulation between
school. business, and labor

7. Limited staff to implement
career education

8. Need for revising and/or
developing curriculum materials

9. Discontinuity between
aspirations and expectations

10. Need for better
communications with classroom
teachers

11, Need to set up demonstration
schools

12. Lack of parental involvement
in the program

13. Need to set up advisory
committee

14. Tightness of course
requirements for undergraduates

15. Lack of commitment by
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Administrators
16. Lack,. of expertise in infusing

career eduiation into existing
curriculums

17. Stereotyping of Home
E«momici as a field for only females

Home Economics Career Education:
A Conceptual Framework

During the sessions basic concepts
relating to career education in Home'
Economics were identified and
(Ilse-In-sec!. These concepts might
serve as-The first step in the
development of a conceptual
framework for career education in
flome Economics:

1. Home and family life education
is supportive of career development
and is a component of career
education.*

2. The home can be a learning
center for career development.

3. Career education includes
education for homemaking and
family life as well as for wage-
prning.

4. Homemaking and occupational
wage-earning programs are related
disciplines with a common core of
knowledges, skills, and attitudes.
Curriculum development, efforts in
career education within home
economics should emphasize these
commonalities.

5. Educationfor the dual role of
hothemaking and wage-earning is
necessary for both men and women.

6. The duality of homemaking
should be given emphasis in career
education and a concerted effort
needs to be made within each subject

'Dr. Betty Simpson identified a n
the concepts for presentation and
at the workshop

tuber of
iscusaion



area to show the relatedness of the
basic skills-,--attitudes, and knowledge
taught and the potential value of
these skills within the career role.

7. Career education in home
economics should provide the
students with an opportunity to
develop occupuational awareness,
self-awareness, occupational
exploration, orientation, and
preparation in home economics
and relate# occupations. ,

Recomm4ndu,tions

Home Economics Teacher
Educators should assume a leadership
role in preparing teachers in.pre-
service as well as in-service programs
for career education. Greater
articulation on the part of teacher
assertiveness-, courage and
educators 'are needed in the efforts
made in career education. It was
suggested that each university
develop learning packages and pool
them through existing channels of
communication such as "ERIC" and
"HELPS" for the purpose.of sharing
them with other instituttions or
individuals, Improved
communications between teacher
educators across the country is a
necessity if career education is to
pe implemented effectively.

There is a need for the
development of a model to infuse
career education intc1,4he existing
home economics cur-Cullum. Ttlis
process might begin by using Career
Ecitication Concepts which could
serve as a base for the development.
of a matrix of home economics
concepts to be infused into the
elementary and secondary home
economics curriculum.

Other recairimendatio were
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made for implementing career
education into the home economics
curriculum. These recommendations
are listed as follows:

1. Home Economics Teacher
Educators should take a leadership
role in developing:

(a) a definition of career education
in home economics

(b) a philosophy of career
education in home economics

(c) a conceptual framework of
career education in home economics

(d) purposes of home economics
with regard to career education

(e) goals and objectives in home
economics education in reference to
career education

2. The role of home econom s in
relation to career education sho ld
be identified.

3. Existing resources should be
identified and disseminated.

4. Home Economics should
promote acceptance of nonwage
earning careers,

5. Career education 'should be
implemented in the home economics .

curriculum at the elementary,
secondary, post-secondary, and
college levels.

6. Effective vhould be
identified in or o evaluate the
the implementation of career
education.

7. Teacher educators should work
as a team with other disciplines to
implement career education.

8. A systematic approach should
be developed to apply career
education to life-long learning in
terms of home economics concepts.

9. Career education should be
implemented in preservice and
inservice home economics teacher
education programs.
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Career Education
In Secondary Education
Gam Coombs
Brigham Younp Univorsity

1 he patticipants in the Secondary
IAtuation Small group session.,
ariecl I tom edtu alms who hml,
developed and taught career
education curricula and classes to
educators who had never heard of
(avec? education before their
assignment to the «mfeterne. A few
pat ticipants were hostile toward
c ;new education but most
patticipants had a positive attitude
tow: td (meet education and its
potential contribution to secondary
education. 4t

hose participants recently
int rutin( ed to meet education
wanted a simple definition whereas
those pat ticipants with many.
experiences in (meet- education asked
questions about ways to introduce
career education into school curricula
and how to change teachers to
include :neer education concepts
into their daily lesson plans.

General «nu erns of those
una«prainted with careo- education
focused upon the need....jor a specific
definition of career- edtFration and
greater conceptual clarity in relating
career edm allot] to general curricula.
Other., questioned whether career
education was not a passing fad
with all participants guilty of
bandWagoning. Othws wondered
if career education was a religion, a
movement, or even a good thing for
din at ion. If ter sonic warm

discussions the goll}, agreed that
specific definitions should remain
the task of lot at sc hoofs, that career
education Was an important part of
secondary school curricula, and that
the basic idea was a permanent
pat t of ecru( at ion.

specific- «u-ern was how does
a teacher incorporate career

L^

education concepts into the already
overcrowded curricula, and where
can a teacher locate the time to
teacher career education?
This concern included teacher of
methods courses for preset-v.4e
te,achers as well as se«MdarN
tejdkCP, various SIlbje( t areas.
Professots who teach methods cout ss
complained that they cannot teach
everything they want without adding
career education. They asked what
subject matter content would be
dropped to add career education.
.titer long and hot dimussicIns the
groups decided that career education
was a process for teaching subject
matter at the se«nulary level and
trzfuvfln into regular cow ses rather
than separation was the way to
teach career Mtn at ion concepts.
However, some felt that separate
courses or units in career education
should be developed during the
introductory stages of infusing
career «hi( at ion into t cachet-
«lin adult and secondary education
curricula. Others suggested than
(d1(. education was a inotkating
factor who h would redu«. loss of
time due to discipline problems
and than actually produce mote time
for teaching skills and, content.
Finally, sonic argued that teachrts
needed to re-evaluate their cours
goals and Objectives, develop new
priorities, and ilkirm duair c tnric
Once this process occurred it would
he easy to include career .education.
Participants were en«mraged to read
what Tut RAJ ORS! or C, \l )11-0
FIDUCA I ON: A wpm] of the
Aalumni Comilits.sion nn She Rcfono
of .e1,,.otolary Education (1973)
recomhtended on career education.

Similar to the above concert] were
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Participants
A tot,nl of 567 teacher educators,

representing 69 institutions and
every state, attended the workshops.
Participants from each institution
were selected by the Dean of the
College of Education of that
institution and? generally represented
the areas of edtkational
adrpinisitration, secondary education,
elementary education, guidance and
.counseling, vocational, education,
industrial arts education and home

UNIVERSITY' OF ARKANSAS
Forzffeville, AR 72701

Dr. John A. Rolloff
Dr. Jack DE Vore, Jr
Dr. Rebt J. Davis
Dr. L H. Moore
Dr. Don Roumagoux
Dr. Phillip Besonen

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS,
Urbana, IL 61801

Dr. len Westbury
Dr. Henry Koczogski
Dr. Marlow Slater

INDIANA UNIVERSITY
South Bend, IN 46615

Dr. Eldon Ruff
Dr. Vincent Peterson
Dr. Gerald Dudley
Dr. Curtis Leggett
Dr. Richmond Calvin
Dr. Alan Parelius
Prof. Doris Speicher
Prof. Kent Laundeman

UNIVERSITY OF INDIANA
Bloomington, IN 66801

Dr. Thomas White
Dr. Robert Harris
Dr. Floyd Coppodge
Dr. Paul Munger
Mr. Jerry Kaiser
Ms. Doris.Adomatis
Dr. Ashley Bishop
Dr. Leon McKenzie

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
Ames, IA 50010

Dr. William Wolansky
Dr. Joan Breiter
Dr."Ray Bryan
Dr. Era Fields

Ti

CENTRAL

a

economics. The Dean was asked to
select the 'participants from his
institution because it was felt that
the Dean,.by virtue of his leadership
role, could determine more accurately
who'clin his .institution would be the
appropriate representative to
attend the workshops. The following
list.,of participants is grouped
alphabetically according to

REGION.

KANSAS ESTATE COLLEGE
Emporia, KS 66801

Ms. Eva Dold
Mr. Mark Erickson

KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
Manhattan, KS 66516

Dr. Herbert E. Kaiser
"I Dr. 'Sent SteWart

Dr. Fraul A. Walter
Dr. Mary Harris
Dr. Tom Hewitt
Prof. Jan Wissman

UNIVERSITY OF .KANSAS
Lawrence, KS 66044

Dr. Walter Smith
Dr. Robert Michal
Dr. Don Deshler

. UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
Lexington, KY 40506

Dr. Pat Cegelka
Dr. Clayton Omvig
Dr. Dennis Parson
Dr. Inez Hill
Dr. Catherine Lytle
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LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Baton Rogue, LA 70803

Dr. John Garrett, Jr.
Dr. Robert C. Von Brock
Prof. Walter Garner, Jr.
Dr.. Philip W. Hansen
Dr. Charles W. Souls
Dr. Charles W. Smith
Ms. CloOdette Simonequx
Dr. Doris Lentz

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
Minneapolis, MN 55455

Dr. Don A. Morgan
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Dr. Allen Glenn
Dr. David B. Jorkquist 0

Dr. Marjorie M. Brown
Dr. Lorraine S. Hanson
Dr. Marlene ,Mitchell
Dr. May Klourens

UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI
University MS 38677

Dr. Charles Sherwood
Dr. Harold HeM
Dr. fircrnald Partridge

.Prof. Laverne He Hums
Dr. Dudley Sykes .

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
Columbia, MO 65201

Dr. Joan Doherty
Dr. Wayne Dumas
Dr. Betty artin
Dr. Milton Mt
Dr. Bob Stowa
Mr. Jim Pershing
Ms. Carolyn Rainey
Mr. Ray Ryan
Ms. Gail Hageo
Ms. Carolyn Magnusson
Dr. Charles Snothen

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
Kansas- City, MO 64108

Dr. Jack Krueger
Dr. Helen Stevens
Dr. Joseph Wolff
Dr. Bruce Baker
Dr. Phyllis Culp

UNIVERSITY QF NEBRASKA
Lincoln, NE 68508

Dr. Max E. Hanson
Dr. Margaret Johnson
iSr. James M. Moy
D. Keith W. Prichard
Dr. Udb- Janson
Dr. Leo Wittors
Dr. Ronald Jookol
Dr. Howard Eckel

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
Columbus, OH 43210

Dr. Loren Stull
Dr. Jose)sh Quaranta
Dr. Penny Roighart
Dr. James Sage
Dr. Phillip Smith
Dr. William Umstattd
Dr. Betty Meiragon
Dr. Sally Navin

OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
Stillwater, OK 74074

Dr. Jim Seals
Dr. Doug Aichelle
Dr. Harold Polk
Dr. Margant Callesert
Dr. Wayne Lockwood
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Dr. Robert Purvis
Dr. Jim Key

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
Norman, OK 73069

Dr. Amour Andrews
Dr. Billie Holcomb
Dr. Elizabeth Ellington
Dr. Loy Pricked
Dr. Robert Bibens

4 Prof. Ann* Ward

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Edwardsville, IL 62025'

Dr. Donald Baden
Dr. George Ackerlund
Dr. Henry Boss
Dr. Doan Gray

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
Knoxville, TN 37916

Dr. Gerold LA Bordo
Dr. Melvin Miller
Dr. Sandra Miller
Dr. Mark Nestor
Dr. Charles Peccolo
Dr. Latry Haaby
Dr. Robert Thurman
Dr, Trudy Banta

EAST TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY
Cbmmorco, TX 75428

Dr. Judy Wilson

NORTH TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY
Denton, TX 76203

Dr. Reg }firmly
Dr. Roosevelt Washington
Dr. Richard Gallion
Dr. Ann Williamson
Dr. ED Bonk
Dr. Pat McClood
Dr. Lana Mangold
Dr. James Turner

TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY
Lubbock, TX 79409

Dr. James Culp
Dr. Jane CoUltor
Dr. Owen Caskey
Dr. Weldon Becknor
Dr. Billy Askins
Dr. Bruce Mattson
Dr. Jullian Biggers
Dr. Marvin J. Dvoracok

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
Menomonie, Wisconsin

'Dr. Gerald Davis
Dr. Donald Stephenson
Dr. Neal Pritchard
Dr. Karen Zimmerman
Dr. John De...Ascher
Dr. John Stevenson
Dr. Mike Ritland
Dr. Carlyle Gilbertson



QENTRAI, STATE UNIVERSITY
Edmond, OK 73034

Dr. Jerry Horton
Dr. Gene McPhail

ARIZONA ST*TE t/t4IVERSITY
Tempo, AZ 85281

Dr. Mack Rolston
Dr. Robert Ripley
Dr. Ray Worhnor
Dr. Ernest Hirapa
Dr. G. D. McGrath
Dr. Carl Bartel

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Tucson, AZ 115721

Dr. Marsden B. Stokes
Dr. Herbert B. Langan
Dr. Poul J. Danielson
Dr. Doris E. Manning
Dr. Darrell L. Roubinok
Dr. Edward Van Metro
Mr. Gary McKay
Dr. Brenda Even

UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA
'Fairbanks, AK 99701

Dr. David Mongusso
Dr. Lilly Stoinson
Dr. Ann Walsh
Dr. Moba Polosi

Dr. Jerry °eel
br. Mpck Wedel
Dr. Edgar L. Petty
Dr. Joe Kingor

`WESTERN REGION

UNIV. OF CALIF. AT LOS /ANGELES
Los Angeles, CA 90q24

Dr. Gordon Borry
pr. Evan Koislar
Dr. Ralph Brogman
Dr. Charles Healy

SAN FRANCISCO STA1T UNIVERSITY ,
San Francisco, CA 94132

Dr. William Cowan
Mr. Ralph Hanson
Dr. Jahn Diorko
Mr. John Lynch
Dr. Hal Jonsson
Dr. Finis Dew
Dr. Dorothy WostbyGibson

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
Fort Collins, CO 80523

Dr. William Johnson
Dr. Ed Schelhaas
Dr. Richard Fisher
Dr. Lonnie Wood.:_...,0
Dr. Glen Rash
Dr. Joseph. Daly
Dr. Vern Oremus
Dr. Carilyn Krobiel
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO
Groot y, CO 00631

r. Bob Johnson
Dr. Tom Saffoll
Dr. John Kruger
Dr. Warren Lasoll
Dr. Valerie Sorenson
Dr. Windol Osorno
Dr. William Arnold

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAIII
1776 University Avonuo
Honolulu,"11 96822

*Dr. Shiro Amioka
Dr. John Thompson
Dr.' Donald Loton
Dr. Marvin Poyzor
Dr. Solomon Jaockol
Dr. Philip Whitosoll
Dr. Lawrence Zone
Dr. Vorda Dalo

41IVERSITY OF IDAHO
Moscow, ID 83843

Dr. Thomas Boll
Dr. Robert Shrove
Dr. William Biggam
Dr. Oscar Kjos
Dr. James Bikkio
Dr. Mprio Carano

9r. Larry Wriggle

s)

NTANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Bo omen, MT 59715

Earl Ringo
John yV. Kohl ,

Dr. Norman Milliken
Dr. Douglas Polotto
Dr. Franklin Greenough
Dr. Douglas Bishop
Dr. Carol Parker
Dr..Angolina Parsons

UNIVERSIT'P OF NEVADA, RENO
Reno, NV 89507

Dr. Edmund Cain
Dr. Maurice Ansolabohero
Dr. John CarnObell
Dr. Lucille Guckos
Dr. Joseph Erlach
Dr. Keith Pierce
Dr. Arleen Otto
Dr. Ivan Loo
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UNIVERSITY OF NEVf 100000 .
Albuquerque, NM $713T

Dr. David Darling
Dr. Paul Pohland
Dr. Roderic Wagoner
Dr. Frank Field
Dr Harold Drummond
Dr. Mildred Pittman
Dr. George Koppers
Dr. rdnelt Snell
Dr. destty.Mae Hartman

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA
Grand Fork, ND 58201

`jfr
1 -LarrY Smiley
Dr., Allan Kyle
Dr. Lincoln Jerstad
P. Ray Podell
Or, Cal Vraa
Dr, Lois Schneider

OINGON STATE UNIVERSITY
cprvallis, OR 97331

Dr. Mary' Grieve
tip Glen Clark
Dr. Jo Ann White
Dr. Frank Cross
Dr. Larry K.nneke
Dr. Lester Beals
Dr. Forest Gathercoal
Dr. Jim Ashlock

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA
Vermillion, SD 57069

Dr. Thomas Moriarty
Dr. Paul Otto
Dr. Charles Bryan
Dr. Keith Thomson
Dr. Joan England
Dr. 0. Christensen
Dr. Cecil Kipling
Dr. Robert Ryan

TEXAS, A&M UNIVERSITY
College Station, TX 77843

Dr. Leslie Richardson
Dr. Robert Hurley
Dr. Dennis Householder
Dr. Douglas Godwin
Dr. Michael Ash

`Dr. Earl Knebel
Dr. Dale Gutcher
Dr. Roy Bennett

BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY

6 Dr. Jerry Grover
Dr. Ivan D. Muse
Dr. Vern Wade
Dr. Ralph Smith
Dr. Carol Ellsworth
Dr. Ronald D. gingham

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
Salt Lake City, UT 84112

Dr. Fred Buchanan
Dr. Opal Patrick

io o

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
Logan, UT 84332

Dr. Eldon Drake
Dr. Robecka Mitchell
Dr. Jay Monson
Dr. Neill Slack
Dr. Ted Ivarie

EASTERN WASHINGTON STATE UNIV.
Cheney, WA 99004

Mrs. Jackie Henke
Mr- John asrlsy
Dr. Lula Hepton
Dr. Jim Flynn
Dr. Walter Powers
Dr. Archie Hornfelt
Dr. Mary Johnston

WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY
Pqllman, WA 99163

Dr. George Robinson
Dr. Diane Proctor
Dr. William Bakamis
Dr. Albert Waterman
Dr. Constance Kravhs
Dr. Thomas Ruff
Dr. James Shoemaker
Dr. Dale q. Anderson

UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING
Laramie, WY 82070

Dr. Ivan Willey
Dr. J. Wesley Little
Mr. Keith Birks
Dr. Kent Allen
Dr. Laurence Walker
Ms. Muriel Forney
Dr. Eugene Moran
Dr. David Capuzzi

STATE COORDINATORS

Mr. Darrell Ward ," -

c/o Marion IED
3180 Center Street, N.E.
Salem, OR 97301

Mr. Robert Haakenson
Idaho Dept. of Education
Len Jordan Office, Bldg.
SolyCID 83720
Dr. Jim Ellington
Oregon College of Education
Monmouth, OR 97331
Mr. Lynn Jensen.

Utah State Board of Education
14d0 University Club Bldg.
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

Dr. Jan Dickson
Utah State Board of Education
1400 University Club Bldg.
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

Dr. Ray Warner
Utah State Board of Education
1400 University Club Bldg.
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

Dr. Orval Hughes
3805 Simms
Albuquerque, NM 87106
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AUBURN UNIVERSITY
Auburn, AL 36830

Dr. R. Stafford Claik
Dr. Ore Jensen
Dr. A. J. Atkins
Dr. Gene Meadows
Dr. Wiley Hartzog
Prof. Charlotte McCall.
Dr. Gordon Patterson

UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
Storrs, CT 06268

Dr. Alfred Mannebach
Dr. Clarence Calder
Dr. Donald Thompson
Dr. Marian Wilson
Dr. Thomas GoodkInd
Prof. William Reed

UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE
Neward, DE 19711'

Dr. William Bailey
Dr. Theodore M. Feely
Prof. Joseph De Caroli
Dr. Nevin R. 'Frantz
Dr. Patricia Stetson
Di. Daniel Pasketwitz
Dr. Hester Stewart
Dr. C. P. Campbell

EAST CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
GreOnville, N.C. 03431

Dr. Vila Rosenfeld
Dr. Mary Fowler
Dr. Robert Leith
IIAs. Joseph Congleton
Prof. Donna Congleton
Dr. Anita Brehm

EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Charleston, IL 61920

Dr. Harry Merigis
Dr. Charles Jo ley
Dr, Ann Jackson
Dr. Kenneth Sutton
Dr. Donald Mo ler
Dr. Marian $huff
Mrs. Barbara Owens

- Dr. Clifford Strandberg

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Tallahassee, Ft 32306

Dr. Dwight Burton '
Dr. L. V. Rasmussen

EASTERN REGION

4

Dr. Paul Nelson
Do. E. Thomas Denmark
Dr. Hugh Hinely
Dr. Robert L. Lathrop
Dr. Harman Burck

UNIVERSITY QF GEORGIA
Athens,..GA.,A601

.
Dr. Joseph 4/illiams%
Dr. G. Rego Wells
Dr. Ray Bilk°
Dr. Marion' Ascho
Dr. H. Cyrus Hawn
Dr. Tom Hephner
D(. Richard Granum
Dr. Mary Combs
Dr. Allen Cross

KEENE STATE COLLEGE
Keene, N.H. 03431

Dr. Eric Rannisto
Dr. William Hullo
Dr. James Spangenberg
Dr. Thomas Crowley
Dr. Geoffrey Robarge

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
Gorham, ME 04038

Dr. Loren Downey
Dr. PauJ Walker

d Dr. Mary Pine
Dr. Robert Nonnay
Dr. Arthur Berry
Dr. Robert Southworth
Dr. John Ford

Town Hall Annex '
Sanford, ME 04073

MARSHALL UNIVERSITY
Hungtington, WV 25701'

Dr. Harold Lewis
Dr. Levene Olson
Dr. Martha Blakonship

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
College Park, MD 20742

Dr. Robert Risinger
Dr. George Marx
Dr. Robert Peters
Dr. Premala Brewster
Dr. Walter Mietus

MICHIGANSTATE UNIVERSITY
East Lansing, MI 48823

Dr. Earl Newman
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Dr Larry Borosage
Dr./Mike White
Dr. Jim Engelkes
Dr. Roger Niemeyer
Dr. Jim Nelson

NEW YORK STATE UNIV. AT BUFFALO
Buffalo, NY 14214

Dr. Mary Davis
Dr. Richard Salzer
Dr. Oliver Gibson
Dr. Elizabeth King
Dr. Albert Pout lor

NEW YORK STATE0UNIV. AT
Oswego, NY 13126

Dr. Ralph Spencer
Dr. Clarence Troxler
Dr. Donald Herr ng
Dr. Vernon Tryo
Dr. BabThompso
Mr. Justice Chonoy
Dr. Bruce Lester
Dr. Doug Rubinstein

NORTH CAROLINA STATE A&T UNIV.
Greensboro, NC 27411

Dr. Williornjawillhco
Dr. S. 0. lanes
Prof. /Pamela Huntor
Prof. Bernice Johnson
Dr. C. W. Pinckney
Prof: Aline Graves
Prof. James Dawkins
Dr. S. Joseph Shaw

I
OSWEGO

PENN STATE UNIVERSITY
Univorsify Park, PA 16802

Dr. Tom Long
Dr. Ronald Kablo
Dr. Frank Adolman
Dr. Elizabeth Ray
Dr. Dorothy Alfko

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
Providence, RI 02908

Dr. Walter (rocker
Dr. Ronald ,Esposito
Prof. Charles Foltz

A4:is.. Patricia Glashoon
1Srof. William Kovanoult
-Prof. Judith Kelly
Dr. Maureen Lapan
Dr. James McCrystal

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
Now Brunswick, NJ 08903

Dr. Charles Doty
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UNIVERSITY*OF SOOTH SAROVNA
Columbia, sd 29208

Prof. Nancy Cook
Dr. Jock Lyday
Dr. Larry Winocoff

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
Philadelphia, PA 19122

Dr. Frank Sutmon
Dr. Theodore Coto
Dr. Carol Bronk
Prof. Neil Lewin.,

UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
Burlington, VT 05401

Dr. Russell Agne
Dr. Thomas Bloom
Mr. David Wolk
Dr. Peter, Kelmart,
Dr. Charles Letteri
Dr. William Marchont

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Blacksburg, VA 24061

Dr. Dewey Adams
Dr. James Hoerner
Ds. William Dugger
Dr. David Hutchins '
Dr. N. Alan Shoppard
Dr. Thomas Hohonshil
Dr. J. W. Warren
Mr. Richard Vorndron

STATE COORDINATORS

Mr. Edward Yeatts
Staff Dev. Coordinator
ESEA Title
Campbell aunty Teachers Ctr.
Rustburg, A 24588
Mrs. Betty Hawley
ESEA Title III
Campbell County Teachers Ctr.
Rustburg, VA 24588
Mrs. Anita Barber
State Coordinator
Career Education
Room 815 State Office Bide.
Montgomory, AL 36104
Ms. Margaret Forquoron
Dept. of EdUcation
Knott Bldg. Roam 217
Tallahassee, FL 32304
Mr. Goorge Love
Dept. of Education
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126
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National Career EduthtiOn Workshops

GENERAL PRESENTERS

,Dr. Robert Wei Shan
Dr. Cas Haman
Dr. James Smith
Dr. Paul Mcnichak
Dr. Wendell Sharpton
Mr. Eugene Sydnor
Dr. Kenneth Hoyt
Dr. Sidney High

FACILITATORS

Dr. Ruth Harris
College of Education
Virginia galytechnic Institute
Blacksburg, VA 24061

Dr. Henry Srodl
Alleghe y Intermediate Unite
Two Al ghony Center
Suite 100
Pitt h, PA 15212

Dr. Marla Peterson
Elementary Edukatian Departmont
Eostern. Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920

Dr. Betty Newton
College of Education
Univorsity of Arizona
Tuscon, AZ 85721

Dr. W. Price Ewens
Guidance & Counseling
314 North Murray Hall
Oklatjama State Univorsity
Stillwater, OK 740714

Dr. Garn Coombs
College of Education
Brigham Young University
Provo, UT 84601

Dr. Keith GoldhamMer, Dean
College of Education
Michigan State University
Tort Lansing, MI 48823

o.

Dr. Jerome Moss
College of Educotion
University of Minnesista
Minneapolis, MN 55455
(Contral Region only -in Place of Dr. Evans)

U.S. OFFICE OF ,EDUCATION

Mr. Terry Newell
Program Officer.
Bureau of Caroor Education
U.S. Office of Education
ROB #3 Room 33198
7th, and D Streets, N.W.
Washington, DtE. 20202

Ms. Margot qyddane (Eostorn
Bureau of Career' Education
U.S. oiffice of EducatiOn
ROB #3 Room 33198
loth and D Streets, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2p202

Ms. Doris Shokin
Bureau of Career Education
U.S. Offico of Education
ROB #3 Room 331913
7th clad D Stroots, N.W.
'Washington, D.C. 20202

Dr. Phillip Hofloy (Central Region)
Regional Commisitionor of Education
HEW Region No. VII
Kansas City, Missouri 64106

Dr. Loon Minear (Western Region)
Regional Commissioner of Education
HEW Region No. VIII
Denver. Colorado 80202

Dr. Walker Agnew (Eastern Ifegion)
Regional. Commissioner of Education
HEW Region No. 111
Philadelphia, ,Ponn. 19101

Region)
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Concl4sion

e,

"Career Education: A Challenge of
Our Time was the theme of the
Natignal Career Education
Workshop funded by the US Office
of Education andsponsored by
Oklahoma State University. The
assumption that career education is
"a challenge of our time". in('
education may be open to question.
But, if we as teacher-educators can
objectively examine our field arid
perceive any faults, inegnities or
sh9rt comings, then we a r e,
obligated as professionals to address
those issues and seek a means of
coping with them. The charge of
the National Career Education
Workshop was to highlight a concept
that has developed significant K-12
public school support and is viewed
by many educators, layman; and
businessmen as a means for
facilitating necessary change in
our educational system.

With respect to the direction of
change, Many teacher-educators
are quick to agree that some

104

modifications are necessary, however
,there is a great deal of confusion
concerning just exactly what. changes
are needed.

As leaders in positions of affecting
change, teacher-educators a r e
expected to operate from a strong
base of knowledge and-understanding.
Without it, an accepted direction is
likely to be disastrous as beneficial.
Therefore, it is evident that change
should not be undertaken simply ,for
its own sake there must be
purpose. There must be specifically
delineated goals supported by
rationale which is explicit,
examinable, and defensible..

Future courses of action, therefore,
can be justified only to the extent
that they are representative of a
commitment to the realization of a
beneficial end. Career education, is
possibly a means to that end. It may
he one mode Of meeting the needs
of people aml providing a guide for
successful living.
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